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Abstract
Over the last few decades, the power of personal computers (PCs) has grown steadily, following
the exponential growth rate predicted by Moore’s law. The trend towards the commoditization of
PC components (such as CPUs, memories, high-speed interconnects and disks) results in a highly
attractive price/performance ratio of the systems built from those components. Following these
trends, I propose to integrate the commodity IT resources of an entire company or organziation
into multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. These include compute farms, experimental clusters as
well as desktop PCs in offices and labs. This thesis follows a bottom-up architectural approach
and deals with hardware and system-software architecture with a tight focus on performance and
efficiency. In contrast, the Grid view of providing services instead of hardware for storage and
computation deals mostly with problems of capability, service and security rather than performance and modelling thereof.
Multi-use clusters of commodity PCs have by far enough storage on their hard-disk drives for
the required local operating-system (OS) installation and therfore there is a lot of excess storage
in a multi-use cluster. This additional disk space on the nodes should be put to a better use for a
variety of interesting applications e.g. for on-line analytic data processing (OLAP). The specific
contributions of the thesis include solutions to four important problems of optimized resource
usage in multi-use-cluster environments.
Analytic models of computer systems are important to understand the performance of current
systems and to predict the performance of future systems early in the design stage. The thesis
instroduces a simple analytic model of data streams in clusters. The model considers the topology
of data streams as well as the limitations of the edges and nodes. It also takes into account the
limitations of the resources within the nodes, which are passed through by the data streams.
Using the model, the thesis evaluates different data-casting techniques that can be used to
replicate OS installations to many nodes in clusters. The different implementations based on IP
multicast, star-, tree- and multi-drop–chain topologies are evaluated with the analytic model as
well as with experimental measurements. As a result of the evaluation, the multi-drop chain is
proposed as most suitable replication technique.
When working with multi-use clusters, we noticed that maintenance of the highly replicated
system software is difficult, because there are many OS installations in different versions and
customisations. Since it is desirable to backup all older versions and customisations of all OS
installations, I implemented several techniques to archive the large amounts of highly redundant
data contained in the nodes’ OS partitions. The techniques take different approaches of comparing
the data, but are all OS independent and work with whole partition images. The block repositories

xi
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that store only unique data blocks prove to be an efficient data storage for OS installations in
multi-use clusters.
Finally we look at the possibilities to take advantage of the excess storage on the many nodes’
hard-disk drives. The thesis investigates several ways to gather data from multiple server nodes to
a client node running the applications. The combined storage can be used for data-warehousing
applications. While powerful multi-CPU “killer workstations” with redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAIDs) are the current workhorses for data warehousing because of their compatibility
with standard databases, they are still expensive compared to multi-use clusters of commodity PCs.
On the other end several researchers in databases have tried to find domain specific solutions using
middleware. My thesis looks at the question whether, and to what extent, the cost-efficient multiuse clusters of commodity PCs can provide an alternative data-warehousing platform with an OS
solution that is transparent enough to run a commodity database system. To answer the question
about the most suitable software layer for a possible implementation, the thesis compares different distributed file systems and distributed-device systems against the middleware solution that
uses database-internal communication for distributing partial queries. The different approaches
are modelled with the analytic model and evaluated with a microbenchmark as well as the TPC-D
decision-support benchmark.
Given the existing systems and software packages it looks like the domain specific middleware-approach delivers best performance, and in the area of the transparent OS-only solution,
distributed devices are faster than the more complex distributed file systems and achieve similar
performance to a system with local disks only.

Kurzfassung
In den letzten Jahrzehnten stieg die Leistung von Personal Computern“ (PCs) kontinuierlich an,
”
entsprechend der durch das Moore’sche Gesetz verhergesagten exponentiellen Leistungskurven.
Dieser Trend führte dazu, dass PC-Komponenten (wie CPUs, Speicher, HochgeschwindigkeitsDatennetzwerke und Festplatten) zu Massenware wurden und Alltags-PCs, die aus diesen Komponenten gebaut werden, ein sehr attraktives Preis-Leistungs-Verhältnis aufweisen. Diesem Trend
folgend schlage ich vor, die verschiedenen IT-Ressourcen eines Unternehmens oder einer Organisation zu kombinieren in Mehrzweck-Cluster bestehend aus Alltags-PCs. Zu diesen IT-Ressourcen
gehören Rechen- und Experimental-Cluster sowie PCs in Büros und Labors. Diese Dissertation folgt einem grundlagenorientierten architektonischen Ansatz und behandelt Hardware und
System-Software mit einem engen Fokus auf Leistung und Effizienz. Im Gegensatz dazu orientiert sich der Ansatz des Grid“, das vor allem Dienste für Datenspeicherung und Rechenleistung
”
anbietet, eher an Problemen der Kapazität, Dienstqualität und Sicherheit als an der Leistung und
ihrer Modellierung.
Mehrzweck-Cluster aus Alltags-PCs haben mehr als genug Speicherkapazitäten auf ihren
Festplatten für nötige lokale Betriebssystem-Installationen. Der überschüssige Speicher auf den
Festplatten der Knoten kann folglich für andere Aufgaben benutzt werden wie aufkommende Anwendungen der Online-Daten-Analyse (OLAP). Die spezifischen Beiträge dieser Dissertation untersuchen vier wichtige Problemstellungen des optimierten Ressourcen-Gebrauchs in Umgebungen mit Mehrzweck-Clustern.
Analytische Modelle von Computersystemen sind wichtig für das Verständnis und die Vorhersage der Leistung von aktuellen bzw. zukünftigen Systemen bereits früh in der Planung. Die
Dissertation stellt deshalb ein analytisches Modell von Datenströmen in Clustern vor, welches die
Topologie der Datenströme sowie die Limitierungen der Kanten und Knoten berücksichtigt. Ebenso werden die Limitierungen der Ressourcen innerhalb der Knoten, durch welche die Datenströme
fliessen, einbezogen.
Anhand des Modells werden verschiedene Daten-Verbreitungsmethoden zur Reproduktion
von Betriebssystem-Installationen auf viele Knoten in Clustern untersucht. Die verschiedenen Implementationen basieren auf IP Multicast, Stern- und Baum-Topologien sowie der multi-drop
”
chain“ (Kette mit mehrfacher Datenreplikation). Die Ansätze werden mit dem Modell als auch
mit experimentellen Messungen verglichen. Anhand der Resultate wird die multi-drop chain“ als
”
am besten geeignete Methode zur Datenreplikation vorgeschlagen.
Bei unserer Arbeit mit Mehrzweck-Clustern stellt sich die Wartung von vielen verteilten
Betriebssystem-Installationen als schwierig heraus, weil die Installationen in verschiedenen Ver-
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sionen und lokalen Anpassungen vorliegen. Da eine Sicherung aller alten Versionen und Anpassungen wünschenwert ist, wurden verschiedene Methoden zur Archivierung der grossen und teilweise identischen Datenmengen in den Betriebssystem-Partitionen implementiert. Die Implementationen verfolgen verschiedene Ansätze zum Vergleich der Daten, sind aber alle Betriebssystemunabhängig und verwenden vollständige Abbilder der Partitionen. Block repositories“ (Block”
Behälter), welche nur einzigartige Daten speichern, erweisen sich dabei als effiziente Datenspeicher zur Archivierung von Betriebssystem-Installationen in Mehrzweck-Clustern.
Schliesslich betrachten wir Möglichkeiten, um die überschüssigen Speicherkapazitäten auf
den Festplatten der Knoten nutzen zu können. Die Dissertation untersucht verschiedene Wege um
Daten von mehreren Server-Knoten zu sammeln und zu einem Client-Knoten zu schicken, wo eine Anwendung die Daten verwendet. Der kombinierte Speicher kann für Anwendungen aus dem
Bereich des data warehousing“ (Datenwarenhaus) benutzt werden. Während momentan beson”
ders leistungsstarke Arbeitsplatzrechner mit mehreren Prozessoren und redundanten FestplattenArrays (RAID) für Datenwarenhäuser verwendet werden, sind diese teuer im Vergleich zu Mehrzweck-Clustern aus Alltags-PCs. Andererseits haben Datenbank-Forscher versucht, bereichsspezifische Lösungen mit Middleware zu finden. Meine Dissertation hingegen nimmt sich der Frage an,
ob und wie gut Mehrzweck-Cluster aus Alltags-PCs geeignet sind als alternative DatenwarenhausPlattform, die mit einer Betriebssystem-spezifischen Lösung transparent genug ist, um AlltagsDatenbanksysteme betreiben zu können. Um die Frage nach der für eine Implementation am besten geeigneten Ebene zu beantworten, vergleicht die Dissertation verschiedene verteilte Dateisysteme und Systeme aus verteilten Geräten mit einer Middleware-Lösung, welche die Datenbankinterne Kommunikation zur Verteilung von Abfragen benutzt. Die verschiedenen Ansätze werden
analytisch modelliert und mit je einem Mikro- als auch einem Anwendungs-orientierten Leistungsvergleich evaluiert.
Das Resultat des Vergleichs basierend auf bestehenden Systemen und Software-Paketen ergibt, dass der bereichsspezifische Middleware-Ansatz die beste Leistung erreicht, während im Bereich der transparenten Betriebssystem-Ansätze die verteilten Geräte höhere Leistungen erbringen
als die komplexeren verteilten Dateisysteme. Die Leistung der verteilten Geräte liegt im selben
Bereich wie die von lokalen Festplatten.

1
Introduction
Bandwidth is like candy given to a small child —
you give the child one piece of candy and he wants a pound.
Hershey’s Law

Two trends determine the future of computing. The first trend is the commoditisation
of components which drives an incredible improvement in the price/performance ratio of
computers. The second trend is closely coupled to the first one and leads to an increasing
distribution and parallelisation of high-performance applications. Eventually these two
trends will lead to the grid, a global infrastructure where computing power and storage
space is available for purchase as a commodity. The road to a global grid is still a long one
and many problems remain to be solved. The evolution of computer systems towards the
grid is an incremental process and fortunately there are milestones on the way in the form
of systems that can be successfully built and used today. My thesis should be understood
as a contribution to the evolution of computer systems towards the grid. I am labeling
the current state of the art as multi-use clusters. This important step adds flexible use
and management of distributed resources to conventional clusters of commodity PCs. In
this thesis, I describe multi-use clusters and discuss some of their associated challenges
in great detail.
In the first chapter of my thesis, I start with describing the motivation behind my research and the challenges that I tackled. After the thesis statement, I list my contributions
in the areas of analytic modelling, data distribution and storage. Finally I give a road map
on how I establish the thesis.

1.1

Motivation

Recent advances in technology created many different computer architectures, from personal digital assistants (PDAs) to notebooks, laptops, desktops, workstations, high-end
1
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servers with multiple parallel CPUs to highly parallel architectures. All these architectures are successful because they are built from the same set of commodity building
blocks. The trend to commodity computing was especially strong over the last two
decades, when the performance of workstations and PCs improved consistently. The
workstations were connected into networks of workstations (NOWs) to combine their
computational power. With the increasing popularity of PCs, workstations were then replaced by PCs and the term “network” was replaced by “clusters”, leading to clusters of
PCs (CoPs). The resulting systems were named “Beowulfs” after a first project on clusters
of commodity PCs at NASA [BSS+ 95]1 .
The Beowulf-style clusters combined commodity PC with initially limited power but
with a very appealing price/performance ratio to form economically highly attractive computation farms. When desktop PCs are connected by local area networks, they become
“interpersonal computers”, enabling new applications and many ways of interpersonal
communication and data exchange. The performance of the clusters’ building blocks—
the PCs—improved constantly because of their increasing sales volume. In the end, the
power of a desktop PC matched a classical node in a supercomputer like the Cray T3E.
In this new era almost all computing resources are made of commodity parts: From individual PCs in laboratories and offices through small-scale experimental clusters up to
high-performance supercomputing clusters at the biggest national and international research laboratories. Even newer devices like laptops, notebooks or PDAs are built from
the same commodity components.
The trend to commodity computing and storage capacities increased the performance
and the amount of available computing resources considerably. However, many computing resources in companies and universities are not used up to their full potential yet.
Commodity desktop PCs in offices and laboratories are unused during most of their lifetime and even small clusters in research and development groups are sometimes heavily
underutilised because they are used only partially by small groups for some testing or
research and development, wasting computing resources and money. On the other hand,
there are many highly useful applications that can not be run due to lack of computing
power, small memories and limited disk space.
The idea to use all these unused computing resources to enable new types of applications—or extend existing applications—on a global scale led the research community
to design a future evolutionary step of widely distributed computer system: The grid.
The grid is a new computing infrastructure that connects multiple computing resources—
bottom up—to enable new applications with very high demands on computational power,
memory or storage space. This thesis provides a few specific novel operating system
technologies to drive the system evolution closer to the vision of a global grid, where
computational power and storage capacities are provided and traded as commodities.
1 Analogous

to all dark, acidic lemonades being called “coke”, even if they are Pepsi.
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Since the research community has not yet agreed on what exactly the grid will look
like, a highly personal vision is stated in this introduction to my thesis. My view of a
grid is that of a large number of interconnected machines and devices from many different classes, with all of them contributing some of their spare resources to a global pool
of computing resources. In the end, all electronic devices will be interconnected and
join forces to solve computationally highly demanding problems. However, many of the
fundamental operating-system technologies needed to implement this vision are not yet
developed. There is still a long way to go and much research needs to be done until we can
expect to produce, consume and trade computational power and storage as a commodity.
The commodity PCs simplify the aggregation of computational power and storage resources and in fact, the combination of distributed CPU power works very well for some
highly parallel applications like SETI@home or the applications run with the infrastructure of distributed.net. The aggregation of other resources on a large scale remains difficult. Hard-disk drives for example grew in size and dropped in price disproportionally to
other computer parts, giving a normal PC user access to much more storage than a few
years ago. It became also very easy to manage some aggregated disk drives as a redundant
array of inexpensive disks (RAID) within a server that delivers high performance for accesses that can be striped and carried out in parallel. Managing large distributed storage
while maintaining high performance remains a big challenge. It will be even harder to
manage many different remote resources as resources are distributed over increasing geographical and administrative distances in a global grid. In short, harnessing computational
power of many CPUs is easy, but harnessing storage of many disks remains difficult.
Fortunately there are intermediate goals and milestones on the road from PCs and
clusters to the global grid. Two key technologies in the evolution of computer systems
towards a universal infrastructure are desktop grids and multi-use clusters, which both
allow to better utilise available computational resources. Desktop grids intensively use
sandboxes providing a virtual machine within the OSs of desktop machines. The parallel
applications are then run within these sandboxes. In contrast to desktop grids, the PC
nodes of multi-use clusters have multiple OSs and runtime environments installed and
are rebooted on demand to the desired environment. Desktop grids might offer a higher
availability because parallel applications may run within the sandboxes while the regular
users are working with their PCs, but applications must be adapted and depend on the
sandboxes—which are harder to manage as they require additional software layers and
costs, might not be available for all OSs and lose a non negligible amount of resources due
to overhead. Multi-use clusters require reboots, but allow full efficiency due to exclusive
use of the machines in any desired environment. Having full control allows to use OSs and
middlewares that are highly optimised for the available hardware and the problem at hand.
Applications need no adaptation to run on multi-use clusters: They are moved by cloning
their installation to an unused partition on the disks of currently unused machines—taking
along their whole OS environment.

4
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It is important to note that desktop grids and multi-use clusters are not mutually exclusive: The OS management technique of multi-use clusters can be used to replicate and
maintain different OS installations on clusters and desktop machines. During the day the
desktop PCs are booted into a generic office environment that allows employees to work
with their office applications while running desktop-grid applications in the background.
During the night machines are booted into another environment which allows to run specialised applications with high performance. Both techniques are steps in the evolution
from centralised computing resources to a global grid.
The evolution of computing resources towards a global computing and storage infrastructure complicates the management of the resources and requires additional OS support.
For the future we therefore need to provide OS support for the distributed management
of resources, while keeping up high performance. Systems research should lead to an
adaptation of OSs which extends the efficient management of the resources of just one
machine to a flexible use of the resources of many distributed machines. Flexible use of
distributed CPU power has been done for quite some time, but the flexible use of storage
with high performance is still a hard research problem.

1.2

Challenges

Three observable trends support the described multi-use cluster environment: First, the
size of commodity PCs’ hard disk drives increases every year, creating excess storage
for free. Secondly, commodity PCs will be equipped with high-performance networks,
and thirdly, the throughput of future data networks is higher than the throughput of the
hard-disk drive in a single PC.
Following these trends, I propose that the cluster nodes use the excess storage space
on their local disks for system installations and as replicated data storage for auxiliary data
processing and analyses. The machines should store all required OSs completely on their
local disk, as there is enough disk space available. Storing the system installation locally
releases the file server from the burden of serving many application binaries, libraries and
other shared system files. Freeing the file server from the task frees system resources for
serving the users’ data files. Special experiments or classes may even require replacing
the whole installation with their own, for example to be able to change system parameters,
because another exotic operating system is needed or because a large amount of local data
is required.
The excess storage in the cluster nodes and the fast network also allow to store large,
non-priority data sets in a distributed manner, so that large-scale analyses can access the
data during non-critical times. There are two approaches to use the excess storage: Either
data is replicated on many nodes and different parallel analyses are run locally on the
nodes, or data is striped over the nodes, allowing larger data sets to be analysed by ac-
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cessing the data over the network in some way. The use of the additional resources allows
to augment the amount of computation, analysis or processing.
The optimised resource management in multi-use clusters and desktop-grid–like environments leads to a few particular challenges in operating systems and to many interesting
questions that I will try to address in this thesis.
In the practice and tradition of operating systems work, one could argue that solving
the problems is a question of hiring or educating more talented hackers that might produce
acceptable solutions. As a scientist, I want to follow a more scientific approach and try
to understand and predict the systems’ performance by creating analytic models for the
software systems we are trying to optimise. The models should include all the building
blocks of the environment and model the properties of performance and efficiency. With
such a model for large reliable data streams in distributed storage systems, it would be
easier to find the best system, because dead leads could be detected earlier in the design
process.
As a first application of modelling and optimising OS support for multi-use clusters
we will look at the best way of replicating data across multi-use clusters. It is not obvious
how to replicate large identical data sets to many nodes as quickly as possible. While
IP multicast theoretically seems to be the obvious choice for the data distribution, it is
rather difficult in practice to synchronise the many nodes for high-speed multicast transmissions. Another interesting question is whether data compression should be used, since
compression would certainly reduce the amount of transmitted data and thus the access
time for the network, but on the other hand compression uses a lot of CPU power, thereby
potentially slowing the throughput of the transmission.
A further problem when distributing and maintaining a large number of machines with
distributed operating system images is to keep a revision history of the changes to the
installations. With a complete revision history it is possible to reinstall the last working
version of a system, even if a rarely used software part broke in some older revision of
the installation. Because some of the machines might have additional hardware or special
duties, they require a customisation of their software installation. The complete revision
histories of all the installations as well as all the customisations are potentially a huge
amount of data that must be stored somewhere in a space-efficient way.
To archive all the different evolutionary installations on the nodes as well as the customisations, we need a technique to store all involved partitions in an efficient way. Here
again, the question of whether to compress the data arises. While it seems obvious that
compression will help to reduce the amount of data to store in the archive, it is worth more
detailed research to find good solutions for other parameters of the system, like e.g. the
size of the data blocks in the archive. Besides these standard compression techniques it
would also be interesting to investigate whether it is possible to completely eliminate duplicate data parts in such an archive to reduce the required storage even more—especially
when many upgraded systems with similar data are archived. Furthermore, it is also de-
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sirable for such an archive system to be independent of OSs and file systems since there
are potentially many different of them in a multi-use cluster.
Working with the distribution of OS images, there is a question on how to provide
access to storage in a larger system with a global view. The need for a technique to
efficiently access the distributed data storage on the nodes’ hard-disk drives poses the
question of how to implement the data accesses—that are almost exclusively read only—
in an efficient way. The obvious first choice might be to use an existing distributed file
system. A distributed file system offers many features that are not really necessary in this
simplified environment. It might be possible to achieve a higher throughput by virtually
distributing the devices and handling them as if they were local to the data processing
nodes. This reduces many overheads, but treating distributed devices as if they were
local completely ignores problems that are common to distributed systems but of different
importance in local systems.
One could argue that putting a pile of PCs together should not be considered research.
However, applied research should be directed towards real, existing systems. While some
large, proprietary supercomputers still exist today, research and development for new machines can hardly be financed nowadays. For most customers, supercomputers offer a
much worse price/performance ratio than commodity cluster systems. Hardware manufacturers must make sure that their systems supports the customers’ applications. For
proprietary systems this means that not only the hardware must be built, but often also a
lot of accompanying system software like OSs, compilers and libraries. It is economically
much more interesting to build simple commodity parts that work as part of commodity
systems (and possibly supply a driver for it) thereby integrating perfectly into existing
systems that already support customers’ applications. This economical trend towards
commodity clusters is also visible in the semiannually “TOP500” list of the world’s 500
most powerful computer systems. In the 22nd edition of the list from November 2003,
41% of all systems are clusters—more than half of the top ten are clusters built on commodity PC technology. Even if these clusters are based on commodity parts, it is certainly
not enough to just plug all the parts together to get high performance. The individual parts
are engineered to get best possible price/performance for themselves, but combining them
does not necessarily result in a high overall performance of the resulting system. What
we need is that all the parts work well individually, together and combined with all the
involved software. Research should thus also find ways to get more—or even the most—
out of economically feasible systems. Omitting this applied research would result in loss
of performance and thus wasted money. I think that innovative research does not only
come from improving the building blocks of a system (be it hardware or software), but
also from improving the system as a whole. The goal of applied systems research should
be to combine all the parts, including the hardware, system and application software, in
such a way that the resulting system is “more than the sum of its parts”.

1.3. THESIS STATEMENT AND CONTRIBUTIONS
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Thesis Statement and Contributions

The work described in this thesis resulted from the following observations and claims:
Multi-use clusters of commodity PCs are an important incremental step towards a global grid by providing flexible management and use of distributed
resources.
Efficient OS extensions to replicate and archive OS installations enable a
more flexible use of all the computing resources provided in multi-use clusters.
Distributed excess storage on the disks of a multi-use–cluster’s nodes can be
combined to provide large transparent high-performance storage capacities.
In contrast to the numerous researchers lead by the Internet-services–based approach
to providing computational and storage resources in grids, my viewpoint of multi-use
clusters takes a bottom-up architectural view of things. My thesis deals with hardware and
system-software architecture, taking a resource utilisation, performance and efficiency
view, while most of the grid work has a capability, service or security based view of
problems.
My thesis attempts to verify my claims and establish my statements with the following
specific contributions to the state of the art in OS support for clusters and grids:
• A powerful analytic model for the performance prediction of reliable data streams.
The model extends existing models for parallel systems to clusters of PCs. It examines the throughput capacities of edges and the overall switching capacities of
nodes in clusters, but it also takes into account the limitations due to the nodes’
internal resource constraints.
• A comparison of different techniques and topologies for most efficient data-casting.
The different implementations of data-casting are used for quick replications of
partition images containing OS states to many or all nodes in a cluster. My own
data-replication tool Dolly counter intuitively employs a multi-drop–chain topology
and provides superior performance than other multicast tools or protocols. Dolly is
used in in our department as well as by other research groups for the maintenance
of multi-use–cluster installations.
• An new and efficient storage scheme for maintaining partition images with OS installations or large data sets for OLAP (data mining), which I call block repositories.
Since partition images with different versions and customisations of OS installations potentially contain plenty of similar data, storage requirements are reduced
by eliminating redundant data. Because many different OSs are used on multi-use
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clusters, block repositories work independent of the OSs or file systems, which is
an improvement over other existing archival techniques that are either efficient or
independent of underlying operating and file systems.
• Several implementations and a qualitative comparison of different hardware and
software architectures to coalesce excess storage from the disks of multiple nodes
in the cluster, based on the analytic model. As an alternative to application-level
data distribution, I examine transparent approaches to access remote storage for
unchangeable applications. Specifically, I compare a middleware approach for distributed data analyses on the ORACLE database system with approaches that transparently use distributed file systems and distributed devices as its underlying storage
architecture. My approaches require no additional costs for hardware or software
and are fully transparent to the applications.

1.4

Roadmap

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows:
In Chapter 2 the technological trends that lead to the success of commodity computing are described. These trends made it possible to combine traditional clusters of
commodity PCs and—around the turn of the century when the research for this thesis was
conducted—desktop PCs into multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. I will also explain
the usage modes of multi-use clusters and present my vision for a target environment. After the description of multi-use clusters, I discuss the problems that arise in such a setup
and briefly list related areas of research.
In Chapter 3 a theory is established and architectural problems are discussed. After
a formal problem definition, I discuss different topologies for data distribution as well
as data granularities for communication and storage. I then discuss frequencies for software updates in multi-use clusters and finally list the different system layers where data
distribution techniques can be implemented.
Chapter 4 lists details about the evolution of our experimental platforms and some of
the problems we encountered.
Chapter 5 looks into an analytic model for data streams in clusters in more detail. First
I discuss different node and network types. A basic model and a corresponding algorithm
form the middle part of the chapter. The last part describes an extended model, which
also takes the limiting resources in the active nodes into account.
In Chapter 6 the problem of high-speed large-scale data distribution in clusters is
addressed and different approaches to a solution are presented. The chapter contains an
experimental evaluation and a comparison with the predictions of the analytic model from
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7 contains a description of block repositories as an efficient data storage technique for OS installations in clusters. After discussing the problem of software maintenance in great detail, I present three different techniques for the storage of incrementally
evolving data, which finally leads to block repositories. In an experimental section, I
evaluate the different techniques with partition images from our productive cluster installations.
Chapter 8 describes our implementations and a comparison of multiple distributed file
systems and distributed devices as data distribution techniques. I model the performance
for one representative of each technique with the analytic model presented in Chapter 5.
Implementations for each representative as well as a more traditional middleware solution
are then evaluated with performance measurements. The measurements include a microbenchmark as well as a standard OLAP benchmark running on an ORACLE database
system that transparently accesses remote storage either through the middleware, through
a distributed file system or through distributed devices.
Chapter 9 will summarise the contributions, discuss future work and end with some
concluding remarks.

2
Background
I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.
Thomas Watson, chairman of IBM, 1943

Large-volume commodity computing was enabled by some technological trends that I
will discuss in more detail in this chapter. The chapter also includes an attempt to forecast
on where the continuation of these trends will lead to. I will also describe and define the
environments and the terminology used for commodity and desktop computing as well
as multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. Another important part is to draw a borderline
between the content of my thesis and other related areas of research and to explain the
relevance for the application domain of multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. After giving some examples of typical multi-use clusters I will summarise my target computing
environment and describe some problems that arise in the described environments.

2.1

Technology Trends that Lead to Commodity Computing

At the beginning of the supercomputer era, computers based on integrated circuits (ICs)
were still a relatively new technique. New techniques are always expensive and thus only
a few organisations could afford computers. The few computers available were custommade and the costs for their development had to be recouped from a small number of
customers, keeping costs high. This economical condition is properly illustrated by the
quotation at the very beginning of this chapter. The quotation’s prediction was soon exceeded, thanks to many emerging applications for computers.
New applications increased the demand for computers. Since supercomputers were
still too expensive for wide-spread use microcomputers and later workstations emerged
that filled the gap. The workstations’ performance was of course lower than the supercomputers’, but their price was low enough for wider use in engineering departments and
universities. The increased propagation of workstations even enabled the creation of a
new type of computing resource: Networks of workstations (NOWs), which are described
11
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in [ACP95, Ste96]. NOWs enabled laboratories to get their own cheap yet cost-efficient
“supercomputer”.
The availability of workstations and microcomputers enabled even more applications
for computers and increased the demand for computing resources again. This increasing
demand proved a fertile ground for the creation of the personal computer (PC). The PCs
had an even more limited functionality and only few features, but were still useful enough
for simple tasks like text editing, spreadsheet calculations and small database management
in many office environments. Frequent use of PCs in offices resulted in much higher volumes than supercomputers or workstations. The large volumes and the increasing number
of competitors in the PC market allowed only small margins on equipment that was not
in the top range, high margins were only possible for new technology. New technology
sold best when the price/performance ratio was good for the customers. Customers thus
forced technology companies to invest in research and development (R&D) to improve the
price/performance more than the competitors. The tough competition in the market for
PC parts—especially CPUs and RAM—coerced the companies to push the technological
borders to their limits.
The limit of the technology was roughly given by Moore’s law [Moo65], which states
that the number of transistors per square inch on ICs doubles roughly every 18 months1 .
Moore’s law held for many years and ICs became denser all the time. Denser ICs resulted
particularly in faster CPUs and larger RAMs, the amount of storage on hard-disk drives
improved similarly. These trends resulted generally in more data that was processed at a
faster pace. These increased data processing capabilities resulted in a spiral in which the
demand for even more computational and data processing capabilities arose.
Because of the high volume of the market, most development efforts were spent on
the most common (and most sold) computer parts. This allowed many companies to focus
on only a few products that were used in a wide area. Today, most computers sold run
with an Intel-based processor: Desktops, laptops, servers and high-performance cluster
nodes. Memory evolved in a similar way and today most computers use standard memory
of the DRAM family like e.g. DDR SDRAM. Likewise, current desktop systems as well
as (file) servers and disk systems attached to a SAN all use IDE or SCSI hard-disk drives
to store data (with different interfaces). In the domain of interconnection networks the
trend to commodity networks selected the Ethernet family of networks (including Fast
Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet and 10 Gigabit Ethernet) as the predominant technology for
desktops, laptops, servers and clusters (only a few high performance clusters use different
networking technologies like e.g. Myrinet or QsNet from specialised vendors like Myricom or Quadrics respectively). Recapitulating these trends, we notice that most computer
parts for a broad range of current systems are of the same frequently-used type and thus
became commodity products.
1 In his original paper from 1965,

Moore observed a period of 12 months for the doubling of components
per area on an IC, which slowed down to 18 months in about 1970.
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The computing and processing capabilities improved so well—thanks to the “commoditisation” of PC parts—that todays top desktop machines have similar performance
as the expensive supercomputers back in the 1980s. For example in 1988 the Cray YMP was the first supercomputer to sustain 1 GFlop/s on many applications (with multiple
333 MFlop/s processors). At the time of writing this thesis a top desktop system also
delivers roughly 1 GFlop/s. The same Cray Y-MP could hold 1 GByte of memory, which
will soon be the standard for high-end desktop machines that are hardly sold with anything less than 256 MByte of RAM nowadays. A similar trend holds for the development
of storage. As a result todays top desktop machines can be considered as “old Crays on
the desk”.
The rapid evolution of PCs made them more and more attractive to supercomputer
applications. Even though a single PC does not have sufficient resources for success in the
high-performance world, many PCs together can urge forward into the domain of current
supercomputers. These clusters of commodity PCs are generally called Beowulf clusters
and are usually composed of commodity PC parts and commodity operating systems like
Linux, as described in [BSS+ 95].
In fact, when we look at the most powerful supercomputers in the world (as defined
by the Linpack benchmark [DBMS79]) which are listed in the TOP500 list [TOP03], we
see an increasing share of clusters, many of them based on PC-type nodes. Most future
supercomputers will be based on commodity PC clusters, but the commodity PCs will
still drive the technological development for the years to come.
The result is that todays cluster hardware is exclusively commodity hardware that is
composed of mass-market parts and can easily be bought in any computer store. With
the ever increasing minimisation and integration, the commodity PCs include more and
more built-in features such as: Network interconnect, graphic card or disk adapters. With
these features built-in, the difference in the hardware between cluster nodes and interpersonal computers vanishes more and more. For the near future I expect Beowulf-style
computational clusters and desktop PCs to have practically identical hardware.

2.2

Benefit of Large Volumes

As described in the previous section, the volume of the computer-parts market increased
rapidly, such that computer parts are commodity products today. In this section I will
examine these technological trends in more detail and explain their benefits. The most
important trends for commodity PCs are as follows:
Fast computation capabilities Commodity CPUs used for workstations and PCs become faster every year. Figure 2.12 illustrates this trend with the SPEC CPU
floating-point (FP) benchmark (notice that the results of the two generations of
2 Source:

[SPE03]
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the benchmark can not be compared directly. The numbers for the two rightmost
years 2000 and 2003 in each of the two figures include only the first halves of the
respective years). The results of the SPEC CPU benchmark include not only the
CPUs performance, but to some degree also the memory and compiler of the examined system. It is thus more realistic than a simple theoretical MFLOP number for a
CPU. From the figure we can deduce that the median computation power of workstations and PCs increased by a factor of more than 14 from 1995 until 2003 and
even the performance of the slowest system improved by a factor of more than 12.
In the same time the code for applications became more complex and consumed
some of these improvements. Still, the increase in computational power is remarkable and will continue to increase as long as Moore’s law holds.
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Figure 2.1: Development of computation capabilities 1995-2003.
My conclusion from this trend is that commodity PCs will have strong computational capabilities available.
Large RAMs DRAM ICs became commodity products and their technological evolution
was driven by the large demand of the growing PC market. This lead to a continuing
growth of the size of DRAM ICs as illustrated in Figure 2.23 . The figure shows
the size of DRAM ICs in the year of their introduction into the market. At the
time of the introduction the ICs are still quite expensive, that is why the commodity
market typically uses ICs that are no longer at the top of the technological evolution.
Still, the figure shows a trend that is similar for these second line products4 . From
3 Source:
4 Those

[IC 03]
interested in the details of DRAM costs will find a figure in Chapter 1.4 of [HP96]
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Figure 2.2 we see that the size of the DRAM ICs also increase exponentially—again
as long as Moore’s law holds. The additional RAM available in PCs is used for
larger data sets and the larger applications, libraries and multimedia contents. Still,
much of this additional RAM is unused for typical office applications (it might be
used for buffering data, which is not of great importance for an office environment).
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Figure 2.2: Development of DRAM IC capacity 1970-2000.
My conclusion from this trend is that there is enough RAM available in commodity PCs for more complex tasks than typical office applications—now and in the
medium-term future.
Large hard-disk drives Hard disks get much larger every year (even the smaller disks).
Todays commodity PCs have larger disks by default than what can be used by a
general purpose OS. Storage requirements of OSs increase also, but at a smaller
rate. In Figure 2.35 is a graphic overview over the recent development from 1995
until 2003. The data is taken from a hard-disk overview of the German c’t magazine. It shows that most (E)IDE and SCSI disks on the market today have a size
clearly above 10 GBytes, the smallest EIDE disk examined in 2003 was 13 GBytes.
A comparison of the development of EIDE disk sizes and the storage required for
a full SuSE Linux installation during the years 1998 until 2003 is shown in Figure 2.4. Similar numbers hold for other operating systems. Note that a typical OS
environment does not require a full OS installation with all supplied packages, but
only a subset with the packages used by the actual user or user group.
My conclusion from this trend is that there is a lot of excess storage available in the
nodes of commodity clusters.
5 Source:

c’t Magazin für Computertechnik, issues 1995(11), 1998(14), 2000(16), 2003(05)
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Figure 2.3: Development of hard-disk sizes from 1995–2003.
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Figure 2.4: Development of hard-disk sizes and a full SuSE
Linux installation from 1995–2003.
High-speed network Commodity PC nodes will have built-in high-speed networking
hardware with ever increasing throughput. In the past, networks were an add-in
to personal computers that used to be isolated machines. Networking features became anymore important, so built-in network interfaces became more and more a
standard (i.e. Ethernet). With increasing communication demands, Ethernet was no
longer fast enough, so Fast Ethernet NICs and later built-in Fast Ethernet became
the standard. With new multi-media applications, growing data complexity and
therefore larger data sets, Fast Ethernet again starts to show its limits. Commodity
systems—even some laptops—appear with built in Gigabit Ethernet. The highspeed networks are first used in specialised environments where a small amount of
high-speed equipment suffices to fulfill the demands. Thanks to wide spread uni-
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versal twisted pair cabling (UTP) and auto-sensing NICs and switches, other parts
of departmental networks can be upgraded later when there is a need for higher
communication bandwidths or when the costs of the next-generation switches came
down.
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My conclusion from this trend is that commodity clusters of the future will have a
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Figure 2.5: Development of hard-disk throughput 1995–2003.
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Figure 2.6: Development of maximal throughput for EIDE hard-disk drives and
Ethernet networks 1995–2003.
Network is faster than disk A state-of-the-art network is usually faster than a state-ofthe-art hard-disk drive (See also Figures 2.56 and 2.6). In 1995 Fast Ethernet became a standard with a throughput of about 11 MByte/s and initial products were
on the market, but still expensive back then. At the same time, the fastest hard
6 Source:

c’t Magazin für Computertechnik, issues 1995(11), 1998(14), 2000(16), 2003(05)
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disk had a sustained throughput for large linear reads of roughly 5 MByte/s (IDE)
to 7 MByte/s (SCSI). Gigabit Ethernet appeared in 1998, but was still very expensive due to the fiber interconnects. Its prices came down when copper interconnects became available around the year 2000. In 2000, the fastest disks’ speed
increased to about 27 MByte/s (IDE) or 35 MByte/s (SCSI). Now in 2003, the
first 10 Gigabit Ethernet adapters are in the market, offering realistic throughputs
of about 800 MByte/s, while the fastest available disks offer 37 MByte/s (EIDE)
to 52 MByte/s (SCSI). The current median disk speed of roughly 15–25 MByte/s
is still substantially below the rapidly deploying Gigabit Ethernet. Of course, for
more realistic access patterns the disks throughput is much less and the difference
between the disk and the network increases even more.
My conclusion from this trend is that there is excess bandwidth available in the
nodes’ network connection to export local partitions to other nodes in the network.
Or in other words: Even if we export the disk to other nodes and the disk is read
over the network at full speed, there is still bandwidth left for the main applications.
The above five trends suggest that future IT resources are composed of multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. I will describe multi-use clusters of commodity PCs in following
sections.

2.3 Commodity Computing for Clusters and Desktops: MultiUse Clusters
In this section I will explain my vision of multi-use clusters. Do do so I first have to define
some notions from the domains of commodity hardware, PCs and clusters.
2.3.1

Notions

For a better understanding of this part of my thesis I will describe some of the notions that
are frequently used in this chapter.
At the time of their introduction, personal computers (PCs) were used by only one
person at a time for isolated office applications. By office applications I mean mostly
text processing, spreadsheet calculations and data management with databases. In the
early days PCs had no network connections and floppy disks were used to exchange data
between machines, but nowadays most PCs are interconnected and also used to exchange
data with other persons, so interpersonal computer would be a more descriptive term7 .
Todays PCs are now quite similar to workstations, which are high-end PCs in most cases.
I use the word commodity for goods that can be bought in every regular shop, or
more adapted to this technical context: Commodity hardware or commodity computers
7 For

the sake of simplicity I will use the abbreviation “PC” in the rest of this thesis.
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are technical goods that can be bought in any regular computer store. In contrast, highly
specialised hardware that is not commodity has to be ordered in advance and is produced
on demand, like e.g. supercomputers. On the border between the two categories are goods
that can only be bought in specialised stores or by mail order (as is the case for e.g.
many high-performance network interconnects that are commonly used in clusters). I still
consider these products to be commodity, since they can easily be bought from web-stores
and have a reasonably low price to be widely used in certain communities.
A traditional cluster is generally a group of computers that is working together in a
tight or loose cooperation. The machines of a cluster are often of a similar type or even
identical. The same administrator manages the machines which are situated in the same
room. Clusters can be subdivided in different types of clusters like computational, experimental or collaborative clusters. Computational clusters work on computationally
intensive parallel tasks (“number crunching”). These clusters often run all around the
clock in computational centres and use a batch scheduling system to allocate the potentially large number of jobs to the nodes. Experimental clusters are used as experimental
systems in laboratories, for example to test new interconnect technologies or other hardware, operating system features, middlewares or still unstable software releases. They
are often in unstable conditions and not used for productive work. Finally, collaborative
clusters are used by persons that somehow work together on the same problem. Often
the machines in a student laboratory are used as collaborative clusters as many students
work on the same problem (and some try to mutually solve the problem). Another example for a collaborative cluster can be found in movie companies where many employees
collaboratively work on new movies.
A student lab offers temporary workplaces for students. It offers a certain minimal
software environment on all machines that is adequate for students taking many different
classes. Because of the wide range of classes typically given at a university, the machines
in such a lab typically require a lot of installed software from different areas, including
typical office applications and communication software like browsers and email clients.
Smaller specialised labs might do with less software as there are less students using the
machines.
A multi-use cluster is a cluster that is used for multiple uses, often by multiple users
and user groups. The uses might be completely different and not just different applications
or application domains like e.g. on a computational cluster. The requirements for the
widely different uses might even require different operating systems and different usage
modes. A multi-use cluster’s nodes might even be used as office PCs at one time and as
nodes for a computational cluster at another time. A multi-use cluster is therefore not
necessarily as tightly coupled as a traditional cluster (see above) and its nodes may be
located in different offices or labs. However, the nodes of a multi-use cluster are still part
of the same department and are usually still placed in the same building, while the nodes
of emerging desktop grids may be spread over a whole country. A multi-use cluster of
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commodity PCs is a multi-use cluster consisting of commodity hardware. Given todays
development in hardware technology, this holds for almost all multi-use clusters. For
examples of multi-use clusters of commodity PCs in practice see Subsection 2.3.4.
An IT resource is some information-technology (IT) equipment to achieve a certain
information-related task, e.g. in the application domains of computation, data processing,
data storage, visualisation or multi-media applications. Examples of such tasks include
(but are not limited to) scientific computing, spreadsheet calculations, store permanent or
temporary data, text processing, small and large data base applications like management
of employees’ data or complex data mining, visualisation of complex data structures,
multi-media teaching, or collaborative work.
2.3.2 Bringing Clusters and Desktop PCs Together
Because of the aforementioned large-volume market and the ensuing commoditisation of
PC parts, PCs and cluster nodes came closer together. The remaining differences between
cluster nodes and PCs are in the operating and usage modes as shown in Table 2.1: Traditional clusters are installed in racks placed in server rooms, run all around the clock and
have no monitors or keyboards attached. PCs on the other hand are installed as desktop
units in offices and labs, are used only during “business” hours and are equipped with
monitors, keyboards and mice.
Cluster

Personal computer

Installation
Environment
Operation times

Rack mounted
Server room
All around the clock

Primary user
interaction

No monitor, keyboard or mouse
Network only

Desk
Offices, labs
“Business” hours,
unused during night
Monitor, keyboard and mouse

Table 2.1: Operating modes: Differences of clusters and personal computers.
Both clusters and PCs have different levels of specialisation according to their usage
modes. The differences between highly specialised and universal usage are shown in Table 2.2. A higher level of specialisation results in a small, closed user group using the
available resources exclusively for a few core tasks. While only a small software installation suffices for these core tasks the hardware is sometimes especially accommodated:
For computationally intensive tasks a second CPU might be installed, while memory hungry applications need more RAM or communication-sensitive codes are supported with
a special high-performance network. Since the installation is highly specialised, the administration is often done by the user group itself or a dedicated system administrator.
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User group
Usage
Installed software
Hardware resources

Managed by

High specialisation
(dedicated usage)

Low specialisation
(universal usage)

Closed, limited
Dedicated
Few core applications
and libraries
Suited to task
(e.g. multiple CPUs,
larger disk, more memory)
Group itself or dedicated
system administrator

Open, large
Shared
Many, broad range
of applications and tools
Balanced

Departmental IT support
group

Table 2.2: Usage modes: Levels of specialisation for IT resources.
By comparison, universal resources are used by different user groups (e.g. secretaries,
designers, engineers, developers and students) for widely different tasks like office applications, personal telecommunication, image processing, collaborative work including
multimedia applications, programming or students trying to solve their exercises. The
software installation therefore needs to cover a broad range of applications, libraries and
tools. To support the users’ various tasks the hardware should be balanced between the
different components without neglecting a part that could be important to a certain user
group. As many user groups from different fields assort the resources’ requirements, it is
best to manage and maintain the installations by a group-overlapping departmental support group.
The aforementioned subdivision into two operating and usage modes allows me to
categorise commodity computing in four different classes as depicted in Figure 2.7 (the
four classes are basically the four sectors of the figure, the IT resources are shown in
ellipses). Specialised clusters (top left of Figure 2.7) are usually used by single groups for
their own experiments and computations. Because of a single group’s budget constraints,
its clusters are only of small to medium size. These dedicated clusters allow the groups
to use them whenever they want in any desired configuration while having full control
over the systems. The drawback is that the clusters are small, preventing real scalability
measurements and larger computations. As a next class, the specialised PCs (top right of
Figure 2.7) are also used exclusively by their respective owners. They are especially suited
for use by experts such as engineers, developers or students taking some advanced class,
as these users require special installations. The advantage is that the machines’ software
and hardware configuration can be configured dynamically, even by the users themselves.
As a downside these machines can hardly be used by other users, because general purpose
software might be missing, the installation might change all the time or the installation
might even be broken during certain experimental times. Security might also be a problem
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Clusters

specialized

PCs

small research
cluster
small compute
cluster

IT resources

medium
clusters

engineers’ PCs
R&D machines
small student lab

multi-use
clusters

large student lab
universal
large compute
clusters

office PCs

Figure 2.7: Classes of IT resources according to operating and usage modes.
because the users might have full administrator privileges on the machines. This leads to
a low usage of at least some of the machines: For example highly specialised machines
in student labs might only be used for a few classes.
Universal PCs (bottom right of Figure 2.7) on the other hand are used by a larger user
group and contain a wider range of software. They are therefore ideally suited for large
general-purpose labs or administrative personnel’s PCs (a secretary machine is sometimes
used by several part-time employees). Because of the broader user group the machines’
usage is much higher, but still the PCs are hardly used during the night as there might
be different operating systems running on each machine or because the special software
required for night-time batch processing is not installed. This last point is not an issue
for large universal computational clusters (bottom left of Figure 2.7) that are operated all
around the clock. These “number crunchers” offer highly scalable computational power
for many users, but are quite expensive because of their large size. For such large clusters
it is quite difficult to get the required funding, even for big departments.
The decreasing differences in commodity hardware between the nodes of a cluster
and desktop PCs—in other words the strong increase in performance for all types of commodity hardware—suggests uniting the power of an accumulation of desktop PCs into a
common shared IT resource. It would further be desirable to merge the specialised and
universal resources together, thereby increasing the usage of the former specialised machines with more general purpose users. I call these aspired unified IT resources multi-use
clusters of commodity PCs (center of Figure 2.7). The multi-use clusters of commodity
PCs combine the advantages of the above four classes. They can be used during the day
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for any task as described above, simply by booting them into the desired environment. The
same machines can and should also be used during the night, booted into their night-time
environment, levering the amount of computational resources available to a department.
2.3.3

Usage Mode of Multi-Use Clusters

The four aforementioned classes of commodity computing resources differ in the way
their OS installations are managed. A comprehensive usage mode for multi-use clusters
unites the management and maintenance into a common usage mode which I will describe
in this subsection.
Nodes should store their OS installations locally, including all libraries and application
binaries. There is enough space for that (see trends in Section 2.2) and it helps to offload
the server which can then focus on serving users’ critical data. Mission-critical user data
is still stored on a central server in practical environments for various reasons: (a) A
server has enough room to put in or attach as many disks as needed, (b) the storage space
is centrally manageable, (c) access to the server is possible from anywhere at any time,
(d) the noise of additional disks is generated in the separate server room and not in the
users’ offices, (e) the backup strategy is simplified and (f) a real server room has cooling
equipment installed to reduce failure rates of mission critical data.
In a multi-use cluster with many different user groups it might even be required to replace a complete system installation in a short time. Different classes for students might
have varying demands for the installed systems. Even if multiple installed systems are
available, there might be classes that need a very rare local installation, e.g. for experiments with databases, local file systems or to store multi-media content. During the night,
another user group might have different requirements for the installations to conduct experiments or data analysis. Cluster nodes will therefore not only have local system installations, they also need to be able to replace their installations (or at least parts thereof)
quickly.
The installations on the nodes are likely to be mostly identical, as the operating system
used is usually the same. Some nodes might have customisation like e.g. different user
domain, different default printer depending on the location of the node, slightly different
hardware or users might make some small system changes like additionally installed favored software or different versions of the system. Therefore we need a mechanism to
back up the complete state of every nodes installation. Further, even small system upgrades might render some specific functionality of one or more nodes unusable. These
kinds of problems might be go unnoticed until somewhen later when a seldomly used application is started and does no longer work. In these situations it would be helpful to be
able to go back in the history of system installations to find the last installation that still
worked. Thus, we also need a mechanism to back up the different versions of installed
system and application software.
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Because of the ever increasing disk sizes and the excellent cost/performance ratio of
distributed single disks, the nodes in a multi-use cluster of commodity PCs have enough
space for non mission-critical data like e.g. databases that are used for marketing analysis
or other data that is processed at a lower priority (this data are of course also important,
but their primary storage location is on some server as argued above. The nodes additional
storage capabilities are used for read-only data analysis and to unburden the server). The
additional storage space and processing capacities of the cluster nodes provide additional
resources that would otherwise not be available. These resources can ideally be used for
emerging applications like data warehousing (e.g. customer data) or data analysis (e.g.
stock trade analysis). These applications have no transactional properties and a lower
demand for consistency or availability and can thus profit ideally from the excess storage
of distributed disks in a multi-use cluster.
Some of the above described reasons for using the excess storage capacities in the
cluster nodes could certainly encourage the use of the storage locally to the nodes. By
copying a small database to many nodes’ local disks, data processing can be parallelised
and will therefore either reduce processing time or increase the number of analyses that
can be processed in a certain amount of time. On the other hand, with improved methods for data collection (e.g. because of improved physical sensors in experiments, better
models for simulations resulting in more data output, higher resolutions in multi-media
applications, complexer scenes for movie rendering) the demand for storage capacity increases. To process the increasing amount of data, higher throughput is also essential. To
satisfy the demand for higher storage capacity, the distributed excess storage of the cluster
nodes should be aggregated. This aggregate space can by combined similar to a RAID8 ,
but in a distributed manner instead of with local disks. In a sense, a node in a multi-use
cluster has some similarities with a NA(S)D9 , but has much more computational power
and is used in a shared usage mode. According to the second trend listed previously clusters will have a high-speed network that allows to access disks over the network without a
network-induced reduction in performance. Because of the third trend from above, combining multiple nodes’ disks helps to better utilise the bandwidth offered by the network
while still leaving enough bandwidth for regular applications. By combining multiple
remote disks, the data throughput for a single client can be improved.
Theoretically the distributed excess storage on the nodes could be used for important
data. There are ways to protect against node crashes (similar to the redundancy introduced
in a RAID). But in the case of multi-use clusters it is still difficult to have enough nodes
running at all times, to guarantee the availability of all data. Employees could for example
turn their systems off when going on vacations and the storage space will not be available
during every upgrade of the cluster. I therefore suggest to store critical data on a server
and using the distributed storage space for less critical read-only data copies only (see
8 Redundant

array of inexpensive disks
(secure) disk

9 Network-attached
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also the beginning of this section where I explained why users’ data should be stored on
a central server).
A similar approach to add storage space could be to just add a few cheap disks to
some nodes of the cluster and let the nodes process data locally. Advantages to such
an approach are simplicity (just add disks and use them) and independence (of other
nodes). The disadvantages in a multi-use cluster would be costs for the additional disks
(as opposed to the free excess storage space that is in the nodes anyway), energy, heat and
noise (the latter being especially a problem in office environments). Therefore I propose
to use the underutilised disks that are already installed in the nodes of a multi-use cluster.
When looking at the above usage modes for multi-use clusters, we can identify three
major scenarios for data communication patterns. A first pattern occurs mostly in the traditional usage mode of a computational cluster, where the nodes communicate in an manyto-many pattern. Many-to-many communication patterns are used for example when the
nodes of the cluster run an application program that uses MPI middleware to communicate data between all its processes, for example during FFTs or in array transposes where
only one dimension of the array is distributed [SH96]. A second kind of communication
pattern is applied for a “network RAID” where a client node accesses the disks of some
server nodes over a network in a many-to-one communication pattern. This is the scenario of a distributed file system or a system with distributed devices that I will discuss
in more detail in Chapter 8. And finally a third communication pattern is a the counterpart of the many-to-one pattern, the one-to-many communication pattern. This pattern is
used for data replication when a server needs to replicate some data (for example an OS
installation from a hard-disk drive) to many other nodes in the cluster.
2.3.4

Examples of Multi-Use Clusters in Practice

A typical multi-use cluster of commodity PCs is the Patagonia cluster of the department
of computer science at ETH Zürich that is described in [RKMLS99, Pat00]. It consists
completely of commodity hardware bought from a major manufacturer of desktop PCs.
The machines were already fully connected by Gigabit Ethernet in the year 2000. At
the time the hard-disk drives allowed to install multiple operating systems, namely two
different installations of Windows NT for education and research, also two different Linux
installations for the same reason, Oberon [Rei91, WJ92] and a small maintenance OS. The
cluster was installed in a classroom and mostly used by students of varying classes during
day, few students did tests for master theses and some scientific experiments were run
during nights and weekends.
Another multi-use cluster of commodity PCs is the Xibalba cluster [KRS03, Xib03]
which was installed during summer 2001 at the department of computer science at ETH
Zürich. It is not a typical representative for multi-use clusters of commodity PCs since it
is installed in racks in the basement of the computer centre. Nevertheless it is composed of
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commodity hardware and software and used by different user groups with many different
software requirements and operating systems. Every node includes a full installation of
Windows 2000, two Linux installations for two different user groups and a small maintenance operating system. The different user groups use their own parts of the cluster in the
preferred environment for their daily work, but for for larger computations or scalability
tests all nodes of the cluster are temporarily rebooted into the desired environment.
For the full details of the hardware of these two clusters, see Section 4.1.

2.4

Summary of Envisaged Environment

In the future, I see multi-use clusters of commodity PCs as a combined evolution of
Beowulf-style computational clusters and desktop PCs working together. The latter type
of clusters is referred to as “Desktop Grids” and is installed differently as the nodes are
placed on employees’ desks or in student labs. The usage scheme of multi-use clusters
is also a combination of their predecessors: During the day, the nodes are used by their
“owners” or even multiple user groups with widely different usage requirements for their
daily work, while during the night and over the weekend the clusters are used for lower
priority tasks. This switch between different user groups might require quick reinstallations of local data or software for many nodes in the cluster.
The nodes of a multi-use cluster of commodity PCs have lots of local storage on their
hard disk drives. They use their storage space either locally as part of the comprehensive
system installation, to duplicate non-critical data for local low-priority processing or to
make it available over the network to other nodes in the cluster. The data stored on the
excess storage space on the nodes is non-critical and should therefore be used for readonly processing like data analysis. As some nodes might have small customisations in
their system configuration and to have older installations available for possible later reinstallation, all installations and versions should be backed up somehow.

2.5

Problems

In the environment described above, there are a few problems that arise, as well as some
interesting tradeoffs that are worth further investigation:
Data-stream modelling How do we know in advance what (future) system offers better
performance? When designing or comparing systems as described above, it is important to have accurate performance predictions for different options and tradeoffs.
With accurate performance predictions it is possible to find performance-relevant
design flaws earlier in the design or to find the better system for a given situation
without installing and testing many systems. We therefore need a model to predict
the performance of data-streaming systems.
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Data replication How should data be distributed efficiently to the nodes of a cluster?
When installing a cluster or upgrading an installation, all (or some of) the nodes
need to receive and store the same, large amount of data. A similar scenario is when
a small database should be copied for later local analysis to the nodes. There are
several ways to distribute the data to the nodes, like copying the files from a network
file system (which is quite easy to do), broadcasting it with IP multicast (which is
theoretically the best use of the network) or so called multi-drop chains (which are
stable and easy to implement). Further, it is not obvious whether compressing the
data would actually speed up the transmission, since compression would reduce the
amount of data to transport over the network, but would increase the load on the
CPU of the nodes. There is no easy answer to the question of how to distribute the
data most efficiently.
Data archival How to store many different installations efficiently? Backing up all machines and all versions of the systems that were installed over time potentially requires a lot of storage space. Since there are many different operating systems in
a multi-use cluster it would be very hard to do file-based backups, as the backup
system would have to support all file systems used. We therefore need an operating
and file system independent way to store large amounts of partially similar data.
Would it be helpful to simply compress blocks of data to reduce the storage needs
or does the segmentation of data hinder compression (which is basically the search
for similar patterns in the data) and should the stored data thus be compressed as a
whole? Are there other viable techniques to manage this vast amount of operating
system installations?
Data gathering How can nodes access the excess remote storage of other nodes efficiently? When a node wants to read large amounts of data stored on other nodes (as
e.g. in data warehousing or data analysis), what is the best way to do so? Should a
full featured and readily-available distributed file system be used, that offers much
more functionality than what the nodes require for this one-directional data transfer? Or would it be sufficient to simply import the remote devices over the network
and access them on the reading node as if they were local? A distributed file system is typically designed to scale to a larger number of nodes with different access
patterns, but might have a bad throughput for a smaller number of mostly reading
nodes. Throughput-optimised distributed devices on the other hand might not scale
to many nodes, but offer higher read performance for less nodes.
There are of course many more problems than can be addressed in this thesis. A few
of the remaining problems that I will not discuss in this thesis are the following.
How should we store a large distributed data set to many different nodes? For a huge
data set we need the excess storage space of many nodes. Storing the data set on the
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nodes means that a unique piece of the database has to be send to every participating
node’s hard-disk drive. There are less interesting tradeoffs in this scenario, since the
server storing the original database simply has to send a part of the database to every
node. More importantly, storing the data is not done very often, since we are mostly
interested in the more resource intensive analysis of the data. Optimizing the read phase
is therefore more important than the write phase, thus I will focus on the reading of the
data in this thesis.
In other more traditional clusters a typical application is parallel computation. Some
parallel computational jobs have the requirement for large IO, but in such a system the
primary interest from a performance point of view is the aggregate IO performance, compared to the individual IO performance of a single node. These computational clusters
therefore use a parallel file system designed to scale to many nodes and many parallel
IO operations. As described above, we have different application scenarios in mind for
a multi-use cluster. Further, the field of high-performance parallel IO has been widely
covered in research. Thus, I will not discuss these issues any further in this thesis.

2.6

Border to Other Areas

The research area of my thesis is a fairly broad field of systems research and therefore
it touches on many other areas of research and technology. In this section I will briefly
mention other related areas and distinguish between them and the topics covered in my
thesis. The different areas are shown in Figure 2.8, with the specific contributions of this
thesis in the middle: A modelling framework for data streams in clusters is the topic of
Chapter 5, data casting for data replication is covered in Chapter 6, efficient data storage
for partially similar data is discussed in Chapter 7 and finally I will compare distributed
file systems with distributed devices in Chapter 8.
An important related area are storage area networks (SANs). SANs are mostly fibre
channel interconnects that are used to connect servers and disks. They provide most flexibility to storage managers and make faster access to storage than through a file server.
Furthermore they allow for easy backups [Pre02]. SANs provide access to many additional disks over a dedicated additional network for one or more CPUs. In contrast, our
environment for multi-use clusters of commodity PCs uses the excess storage capacity
of existing disks as well as the already installed commodity high-speed data network of
clusters of commodity PCs.
Also import are the related areas of network-attached (secure) disks (NA(S)D) and
network attached storage (NAS). NASDs, described in more detail in [GNA+ 96], are
drives that support independent client access to drive-provided object services. They contain a CPU and small OS to provide client authentication, access-control enforcement,
data privacy and data integrity. NAS [Pre02] is a device dedicated to sharing files via
common network-file–system protocols like NFS or SMB. These systems contain a min-
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Figure 2.8: Related areas of research.
imal CPU to reduce costs, while the nodes of a multi-use cluster are powerful enough
to provide the functions offered by NA(S)D and NAS. The multi-use cluster nodes even
have enough spare resources for shared use with other applications. Both NA(S)D and
NAS require the installation of additional hardware in the network. Our own architecture
provides similar services, but uses the economically interesting excess storage of the disks
attached to the nodes in the cluster.
Another related area are redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAIDs) [PGK88,
PCGK89]. Conventional RAIDs are constructed by attaching many similar disks to a
server and storing the data striped over the disks including some redundant information
(except for RAID level 0 where data is striped without redundant information simply to
get highest throughput). The data redundancy allows to reconstruct the data in case a disk
fails. In my thesis I will not use multiple disks inside a node, but connect the disks of some
nodes together in a “network RAID”. Since my focus is on performance and the understanding thereof, I will only use RAID level 0 which allows to combine the throughputs
of multiple (remote) disks at the expense of redundancy—thus the distributed file systems
and distributed-device systems discussed in this thesis are technically no RAIDs.
In the area of high-performance computing and parallel I/O the most interesting aspect of a (parallel) system is the aggregate performance of all nodes running a parallel
application together. The exact access pattern depends on the parallel application and can
be fine grained or coarse grained and predictable or random. Scientific-computing applications often access data in well defined phases and compute between the I/O phases.
You can find more details about this topic in [May01]. According to May, distributed
file systems manage accesses to files from multiple processes, but concurrent accesses are
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treated as unusual events. On the other hand, parallel file systems used in parallel I/O for
high-performance computing are superior and much more scalable. They address several
problems far beyond the capabilities of general distributed file systems. In my thesis I
will not elaborate on this kind of parallel I/O for high-performance computing .
A related type of system are the so called “killer workstations” that are equipped with
multiple CPUs and many disks. Unlike high-end PCs that allow for two CPUs, the “killer
workstations” usually contain more CPUs (but not as much as parallel supercomputers)
that all access the same shared memory. The many disks make the machines ideally
suited for database applications like online analytical processing (OLAP). These kinds of
machines are quite expensive and at the border of commodity. A typical representative of
these machines would be the DEC 8400.
There are few different approaches to large-scale OLAP applications. One approach
are the aforementioned expensive killer workstations with large RAID arrays attached, but
it requires money for the additional server and disks. Another approach is to parallelise
the queries to access different database servers over the network, which needs middleware
with powerful parallelisation techniques to distribute the queries in an efficient way. My
approach is a different one: I parallelise data accesses transparently in the file system or
the device-driver layer to get high-throughput data transfers without additional hardware
or software.
An emerging technique to store huge amounts of data are internet storage and grid
storage solutions. In these systems data is stored on servers that are widely distributed
over different administrative domains on the internet. Research in this area encounters
other problems such as latency tolerance, ensuring the reliability of data or multi-path data
access. An example for a project in this research domain is “Ocean Store” [REG+ 03].
Finally, grid computing is gaining widespread popularity among scientists harnessing the power of clusters and individual users’ PCs as well as among users competing
for higher ranks on the projects’ statistics. Because of the slow dialup connections of
many users and the large distances between the servers and clients, applications suitable
for grid computing must not have high demands on communication—neither latency nor
throughput. Furthermore, since processes of a grid computing application likely require
a different environment than what the grid client machines offer—in terms of operating
system, hardware, installed middleware or security features—the client process is often
run inside a sandbox or virtual machine on the clients PC, which makes it more difficult to predict, achieve and understand performance levels. On the other hand, multi-use
clusters allow for quick reinstallations of complete systems over high-speed networks and
rebooting into the desired environment. Representatives of grid computing projects are
for example distributed.net [Dis97] or SETI@home [ACK+ 02] and more informations
about grids can be found in [FK99]. The integration of the desktop machines within a
department into a computational grid is referred to as “Desktop Grid”. Commercial companies involved in grid computing include United Devices Inc. and Entropia Inc.
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Summary

I started this chapter by listing the trends that led to commodity computing: First there
were only the expensive supercomputers, but the emerging workstations and later PCs
were cheaper and satisfied the smaller computing demands. The availability of low-cost
computing power created a demand for more resources and the large volumes of PCs allowed manufacturers to invest in research and development and thus to push technology
further. The limit of technology is given by Moore’s law which states (simplified) that
computational power and memory size double about every 18 months. Pushing technology along the limit of Moore’s law increased the processing capabilities in a spiral that
resulted in an even higher demand. The high volume led to a “commoditisation” of PC
parts and today most computers use the same commodity technology for CPU, RAM,
storage and network interconnect.
The high-volume market maintains a few beneficial trends that hold for now and the
medium-term future: First, commodity PCs will have strong computational capabilities
thanks to the fast development of CPUs. A second benefit for commodity PCs is their
sufficient equipment with RAM for more complex tasks than typical office applications.
Further, they include large hard-disk drives and a high-speed general-purpose NIC builtin. As the network’s throughput will be faster than the disk’s, there is excess bandwidth
available to allow the nodes the export parts of their disk capacity to other nodes and still
have bandwidth left for their main applications.
After defining some notions used in this chapter I explained the remaining differences
between clusters and desktop PCs. These are their different usage and operating modes
that are distinguished by their different installations, environmental conditions, operation
times and the primary user interactions.
Other research areas that are close to the subject of my thesis are then briefly mentioned: SAN solutions with their dedicated network to access storage systems, NA(S)D
and NAS which also increase storage capacities in a network but require additional hardware, RAID arrays to enlarge storage capacities by adding additional disks and parity information, high-performance I/O systems which focus mostly on aggregate performance
and matching access patterns of applications to the underlying storage architecture, “killer
workstations” with more CPUs than high-end PCs and a RAID array to attack problems
with high I/O requirements suitable for shared-memory architectures, OLAP which runs
either on “killer workstations” or requires intelligent query parallelisation, the areas of
internet and grid storage that fight the high latencies, reduced throughputs and low reliability of a WAN and finally grid and desktop grid computing that requires sandboxes or
virtual machines to enclose its processes inside the guest machines OS.

3
Definitions and Concepts
question = to ? be : !be;
William Shakespeare (adapted)

A primary goal of the thesis is a more systematic and scientific approach to the architectural problems of multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. Therefore I will try to establish
a theoretical foundation to designing such systems in this chapter. Furthermore, I introduce some concepts and definitions as a basis for the discussion in the following chapters.
The definitions cover different networking topologies used in data communication, the
granularity of data to be communicated or stored incrementally, the frequency at which
data can be updated in multi-use clusters and finally the different system layers at which
data distribution, storage, and gathering can be implemented.

3.1

Problem Definitions

In this section, I describe the problems to be addressed in more detail and with a theoretical view. Besides the basic problem descriptions, I also briefly discuss some alternatives
that should be studied, as well as possible tradeoffs during the design and implementation
of a system.
3.1.1 Data Stream Modeling
For the simple replication of data (e.g. when installing OS images or copying large input
files to many nodes of a cluster) and for gathering distributed data from many nodes of
the cluster, data is transported through the cluster’s network and nodes. The network’s
links are the edges of an undirected graph that interconnects the nodes according to the
installed interconnect technology. The nodes of the cluster are the nodes of the graph.
Since I want to move large amounts of data, I am not interested in the constant setup
costs of starting the stream or the costs for the transmission to reach a steady state (which
33
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are rather low anyway for a high-speed TCP transmission within a cluster network). The
model shall therefore focus on the steady stream bandwidth and ignore latency.
In practice, only the time to transport a data set D is of interest. The time to transport a
set of data is designated as ts . The time of the operation depends on the throughput of the
transport stream bs and the amount of data to transport |D|. Since it is difficult to compare
the execution times of different operations that vary in the amount of data they transport,
I will use the steady stream throughput bs from now on. The steady stream throughput is
a function of several parameters as described in this formula:
bs = f (E, N, T, m)
The steady stream bandwidth depends on the data communication capacity E of the edges
that the data has to cross and on the capacity N of the nodes through which the data has
to be transported. Another important factor is the topology T of the network which might
reduce the throughput of certain edges of the graph because of multiple data passes. For
some data distributions—depending on the used topology—the number of nodes also
influences the resulting throughput.
The model that I will present in Chapter 5 should allow to predict the steady stream
throughput bs depending on the above parameters.
3.1.2

Data Replication

The term data replication in this thesis describes the action of duplicating a certain large
amount of data to many nodes in a multi-use cluster. In this context, small data sets
or different data sets for all the receiving nodes are not of interest. Small data sets are
harder to optimise in a commodity network, since the network’s latency is mostly given
by interconnect technology and the internal bus technology in modern PCs.
All the nodes that need to receive the data set D are elements of the replication set S.
The data must be transported by a stream s from node n1 to the nodes in the replication
set S such that after the data transport all nodes of the replication set have a copy of the
data:
di ⊃ D ∀i | ni ∈ S
All nodes that are serviced by the data transport of a certain stream following topology T
are elements of the topology set T:
T = {ni | ni is part of topology T }
The stream s must service all nodes ni ∈ S. To do so it can choose an arbitrary topology,
even one that crosses edges (or passes nodes) multiple times, as long as T = S.
The nodes may compress data, hereby reducing the amount of data to transport and
virtually increasing the edge capacity E of the network. The tradeoff for this optimisation
is that the nodes’ capacity N is burdened with handling the compression of data, which is
likely to result in reduced stream bandwidth bs .
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Data Archival

Every node in a multi-use cluster of commodity PCs has different OS installations on its
local disk. These installations evolve over time, e.g. because of updates, patches to the
system or installation of new software. All these installations should be archived, so that
they are still available in case some part of a newer installation breaks and the system
administrator needs to find the last version of the installation that still worked correctly.
There are m nodes ni (1 ≤ i ≤ m) with different OS installations. The number of OS
installations on node ni is oi , which is not necessarily identical for all nodes, since not
all nodes need to have the same number of OS installations. As these installations evolve
over time, there are multiple versions of every OS installation per node. The number of
versions of an OS installation j on node i is ti, j . The data set d of a specific installation
on node i for OS installation j in version k is thus
di, j,k where 1 < i ≤ m
1 < j ≤ oi
1 < k ≤ ti, j
Since we have to store all the data sets di, j,k of all installations and all versions thereof,
the complete set of data D is
[
D = di, j,k
This set of data is of course huge, but it contains a lot of redundant data: The installations
of the same OS on the different nodes are mostly identical, besides some customisations
and temporary data. The evolutionary versions of an OS installation are also likely to
contain only small changes compared to the whole installation. Thus, the many di,x,k for
a certain OS installation x contain a lot of identical and thus redundant data. To store
the data set D of all installations more efficiently, we want to find all the redundant (and
thus plurally stored) data and store it only once. The set Dr ⊂ D of redundant data can be
described as
Dr =

S

di1 , j1 ,k1 ∩ di2 , j2 ,k2 where 1 < i1 , i2 ≤ m
1 < j1 ≤ oi1
1 < j2 ≤ oi2
1 < k1 ≤ ti1 , j1 1 < k2 ≤ ti2 , j2

In practice, data needs to be split in blocks for storage such that these blocks can be
managed. The block size is a tradeoff that influences the efficiency of the storage. For
larger blocks, the management overhead becomes smaller, because there are less blocks
to manage and data structures can be kept smaller. But on the other hand, the amount of
redundant data also becomes smaller and more apparently unique data has to be stored.
When using compression, the use of larger block size might increase the efficiency of
block compress algorithms, which makes the selection of an ideal block size for efficient
and manageable compression of D even more difficult.
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Another problem is that storing only unique data and thereby eliminating redundant
data in the archive means that the data has to be analysed and the blocks need to be
compared. A simple algorithm would just linearly compare all the blocks that are at the
some positions within the OS installations. The algorithm might likely miss some of the
redundant data but completes within O(|D|). A better algorithm that actually compares
all blocks with each other would be more complex and a trivial implementation has a
complexity of O(|D|2 ), but in Subsection 7.3.3, I will use an algorithm that has a reduced
average complexity of O(|D| · log |D|) in practice.
3.1.4

Data Gathering

Data gathering in this thesis means that a client node n1 remotely reads data from the
disks of m server nodes ni (1 < i ≤ m + 1). The set of server nodes S1 contains all server
nodes for the client node n1 :
S1 = { ni | ni is server for n1 }
During a data read, n1 needs to read the data set D1 from the nodes ni ∈ S1 ). To aggregate
the performance of all servers, the data is striped into smaller parts di across the server
nodes:
[
D=
di
∀i | ni ∈S1

Since the data can be stored without redundancy (see Section 2.3.3 for an explanation
why mission critical data is still stored on central storage servers),
\

di = 0/

∀i | ni ∈S1

For the problem of data gathering, we are interested in the throughput b1 of the data
stream s1 that is flowing into client node n1 . The data stream is composed of the individual
streams si (1 < i ≤ m + 1) flowing from the server nodes and thus the resulting throughput
b1 is the sum of the servers’ throughputs bi
b1 =

∑

bi

1<i≤m+1

The questions that are open and that I will try to answer in this thesis are the maximum
throughput that can be achieved in such a scenario, the exact bottleneck of that throughput
and the best layer in the system to implement such a system.

3.2

Network Topologies for Data Communication

In this section, I discuss topologies of data interconnect networks that are used for data
communication in multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. The topologies can be applied
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to different layers: The logical layer of the application software’s interprocess communication and the physical layer of the interconnection network. Comparing with the sevenlayer OSI reference model, the logical layer correlates roughly to the transport layer of
the OSI model, while the physical layer has the same name in both cases. The connections of the logical layer can have any topology as desired by the applications. On the
other hand, the physical layer is tightly bound to the installed hardware, most notably to
the data-network cables. The network layers in relation to the data-stream model are also
discussed in Section 5.3.
In the following paragraphs I will present some existing basic network topologies by
describing their concepts and giving some examples. Some of these base topologies can
be mixed and some hardware to implement one topology might internally use a different
topology.
Bus In a bus topology all entities share a common media as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Bus topology.
On the logical layer, there is no “shared medium” and thus there is no directly
corresponding logical topology. The only analogy that comes to mind is the technique of broadcast, where all processes send and received data to and from a certain
broadcast address.
On the physical layer, the bus topology corresponds to a shared cable such as e.g.
10base5 or 10base2 coaxial cables that branch to connect all nodes of a network by
the use of “T-connectors”. These networks need no active components besides the
passive cables. While networks with active central hubs (repeaters) are not strictly
bus-topology networks, they behave identically because all the connected cables
share the same signals.
Star In a star topology all entities connect to a central entity as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
In a star topology, on the logical layer, the processes connect to a central server process. The classical client-server paradigm is a typical example of the star topology:
Many clients access a central server and request some service.
Physically a network with an active central device such as a switch employs a star
topology: All nodes are connected to the switch with e.g. 100baseT cables. Often,
most of the links (if not all) have the same bandwidth to the switch, but some links
(such as faster uplinks) may also have higher bandwidths, which is not possible
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Figure 3.2: Star topology.
with a hub (see above). The internal topology of the switch might be different
though—and often is.
Tree The tree topology is a hierarchical topology with multiple levels, where the entities
connect to one entity of the upper level (parent) and multiple entities of the lower
level (children) as depicted in Figure 3.3. The entities in the lowest (leafs) and the
highest level (root) obviously only connect to the higher or lower levels respectively.

Figure 3.3: Tree topology.
There are some special tree topologies: (a) The binary tree, where all entities connect to two entities of the lower level, (b) the more general n-ary tree where the
entities connect to n entities of the lower level, (c) the fat tree, where the bandwidth
increases for higher levels of the topology, thus eliminating or reducing bottlenecks
in the higher levels, (d) the slim tree, where the bandwidth decreases for the higher
levels, and thus likely becomes a bottleneck.
On the logical layer, a tree topology means that some processes communicate with
a common higher process, which in turn again communicates with a shared process
of a higher level. In practice the tree topology is used in a proxy cascade, where
multiple web browsers connect to the proxy of a department, which in turn (together
with other departments’ proxies) connect to the proxy of a university or company
and so on.
Physically a whole network of switches and hubs with dedicated uplinks is a network with a tree topology. The uplinks may have a higher bandwidth than the other
links, but they may also have the same or even a lower bandwidth.
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Chain In a chain topology, as shown in Figure 3.4, all entities are connected to a left
and a right neighbour (except the leftmost and rightmost entities obviously). The
chain topology thus lines up all entities on a single chain and might be viewed as a
degenerated tree, a “unary tree”. There are no branches along a data path in a chain
topology and no entity has more than two partners.

Figure 3.4: Chain topology.
On the logical layer a chain topology translates into a long string of processes communicating along the line of the string. It is rather uncommon in practice, except
for the Dolly tool that will be introduced in Section 6.2.
The chain topology on the physical layer implies that there is no central network
device. A technology based on a chain topology is token ring, where data is transmitted together with a token along a circular chain through the nodes’ network
interfaces until the target of the data transmission is reached.
Crossbar A (full) crossbar topology interconnects every entity directly with every other
entity as in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Crossbar topology.
On the logical layer the crossbar topology means that every process has a connection to every other process of a certain application. This would be a typical setup
in a parallel application running on a cluster, where the processes have to exchange
data between computation steps. Typically the communication would be handled
by some kind of middleware like e.g. an MPI library.
A crossbar topology is seldom used as cluster interconnect topology in practice,
since it would require that every node has a direct connection to every other node.
This means that for n nodes, every node requires n − 1 interconnections and the
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cluster had n(n − 1)/2 cables. It has been done in the past for early cluster prototypes of up to about five nodes. However, the internal topology of full bisection
switches are often crossbars, or multi-stage crossbars as e.g. in a multi-stage clos
network.
Mesh In a mesh topology, the entities of the network are spread within a few dimensions
and interconnected parallel to the axes of the dimensions, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Popular meshes are spread in two or three dimensions, while a one-dimensional
mesh is the same as a chain.

Figure 3.6: Two dimensional mesh topology (dashed lines indicate torus).
Related to mesh topologies are the torus topologies. The difference is that in torus
topologies the connections along the axes are closed, as indicated by the dashed
lines in Figure 3.6.
On the logical layer, the mesh topology implies that all processes of an application
communicate with their direct neighbors in all dimensions. This topology is not
widely used in practical applications.
As topology for the physical layer, meshes were used in supercomputers like the
Intel Paragon that employed a two-dimensional mesh. Cray T3D and T3E used a
three-dimensional torus topology for its data interconnect.
Hypercube In a hypercube topology, the entities are placed in several dimensions, but
along every dimension there are at most two entities. In an n-dimensional hypercube, every entity has n direct neighbors. The direct neighbors are the nodes that
differ in only one coordinate. A three-dimensional hypercube is shown in Figure 3.7.
A fundamental attribute of n-dimensional hypercubes is that a connection between
any two entities never has more than n hops.
On the logical layer, a hypercube topology is constructed by processes that connect
just to their neighbors along every virtual dimension.
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Figure 3.7: Hypercube topology (three dimensional).
Systems with hypercube networks on the physical layer include supercomputers of
the nCUBE family and SGI Origin 2000 systems. Early prototypes of commodity
clusters used hypercube topologies to construct interconnects that had a low number
of hops, but did not require as many links (and thus NICs and cards) as crossbar
topologies. For example, the earliest Beowulf was a 25 hypercube.
These are the most popular basic topologies used in interconnect networks, but there
is a wide range of mixed topologies that can be composed out of the above topologies.

3.3

Data Granularity for Communication and Storage

It is important to—when discussing data communication and storage—also take the granularity of the data into consideration. The granularity is an important factor for the distribution of large amounts of data, for the storage of similar data and also for gathering data
from remote servers.
In the next few paragraphs I will discuss a classification for the granularity of data.
Full data The full data set is used. The advantage of using full data sets is in general
that only little meta data is required and the administrative overhead remains low.
The obvious disadvantage of this technique is that it has to transport (or store respectively) all data, but the advantage is that the data can be handled quite fast in
bulk—there is only little movement of the hard-disk drives’ heads and not lookup
operations to find the next part of the data.
The full-data granularity applied to the problems discussed in this thesis means
that e.g. for the distribution of a large set of data (like an OS installation), the
whole partition containing the installation is read linearly and distributed to the
other nodes of the cluster. For the archival of the OS installations too, the whole
partition is stored in the archive.
Partial data As the name implies, with partial data granularity only some parts of the
data set are used. As “partial data set” could mean “almost full” as well as “almost
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empty” data set, it is relevant to distinguish at least two levels of data granularity
here:
Coarse grain The parts of the data are selected to contain mostly1 the required
data. The process of selecting these parts is done in a convenient and natural
way that follows the available administrative or meta data. The advantage of
this method is that the amount of data can be reduced with little overhead. The
disadvantage on the other hand is that meta data needs to be available.
In real systems, coarse-grain partial-data granularity often applies to systems
that handle files, since files are convenient administrative units for which corresponding meta data (like the date of the last change) is easily provided. An
example is the remote file synchronisation tool rsync that synchronises files
on different machines and can thus be used to remotely update machines.
When distributing e.g. databases to other machines, this approach could require big files to be copied, which might result in little gain over the full-data
granularity. Besides, some databases store their data in unknown proprietary
data formats directly in the hard-disks’ partitions, and for some OSs the filesystem structure is not published, rendering the coarse-grain partial-data approach unusable.
Fine grain When using fine-grain partial-data granularity, only the required parts
of the data set are selected, with reasonably realistic assumptions2 . The advantage is that the amount of data to be transported or stored can be reduced
to just the essential parts, with the drawback that finding these parts can be
quite expensive.
The selection of the required parts follows the smallest available administrative unit of the system (software or hardware), possibly with the exception of
bytes. Realistically, these are the blocks of the file system or the hard-disk
drive, which usually have a size of about 512 or 1024 bytes. Dealing directly
with disk blocks reveals another advantage of the fine-grain partial-data granularity: No knowledge of a file’s or a file system’s internal structure is required.
A tool that compares text files at this level of granularity is e.g. diff, that outputs only the lines that differ between to given files. Applying this approach
to a database means that only the essential entries in a database are handled,
which requires a running database system.
The above definitions are deliberately not precise definitions, but rather helpful guidelines, since formal definitions would not be of much help in practice. The distinction
1 “Mostly”

in this context means all required data plus possibly some more.
realistic” here means that not just the important bits or bytes are selected, since the overhead would be far too large.
2 “Reasonably
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between the different levels of data granularity should help to understand some of the
issues and tradeoffs that I will discuss in some of the later chapters of this thesis.

3.4

Frequency of Updates

When discussing the distribution of data in clusters, like for updating or replacing OS
installations, it is important to also take the frequency of the distribution operations into
account. The frequency dictates how up to date the data is, as well as the required overhead for the update operations.
Again, the following definitions are deliberately not very precise. In the theory of
distributed systems there are certainly many more levels of consistency, but in this thesis
I will only distinguish immediate and delayed updates as described below.
Immediate updates To immediately (or constantly) update the data guarantees that the
data is always consistent and up to date. This kind of updates needs much administrative overhead, since every change to the data must be detected, communicated
and the participating systems have to act accordingly.
In practice immediate updates are used in distributed file systems, where all the
users that access the files within the file system want a consistent and up to date
view of the data. The levels of consistency in distributed file systems are different.
Often the systems loosen the consistency rules for practical reasons.
Delayed updates As the name suggests, delayed updates are only performed when they
do not disturb other services or probably periodically. Overhead is low, since the
checks to find the data that needs to be updated can be done a quiet times. The
drawback is that not all the data is up to date.
Real systems use delayed updates e.g. for system upgrades, backups or the distribution of large input files. System upgrades are only done when they are required
for some reason (e.g. security or critical bug fix) and when the node to upgrade is
unused. Data is often backed up daily during the night, and thus most data of backups are inconsistent during the day. The inconsistency of backups is not a problem,
because backups try to minimise damage in case of a data loss. Distributing large
input files to the nodes of a cluster happens when an application needs to work on
fresh data. Thus, redistribution is done on demand, which can be every few hours,
days or weeks.
For the rest of this thesis I will focus on delayed updates. Delayed updates are required
when the cluster nodes are used in a multi-use usage mode as described in Chapter 2.
Immediate updates on the other hand are important for research in distributed systems or
development of distributed file systems with concurrent users and are not the topic of this
thesis.
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System Layers

There are different layers in a system where data handling can be implemented. In the
following paragraphs I will describe and discuss the possible layers with special regard to
systems that distribute or gather data in a cluster. For better readability I will use the term
data handling for data distribution as well as data gathering. I will list the layers from the
bottom up and also give some examples.
Hardware On the hardware layer, the data handling is fully done by the hardware itself
and no software intervention is necessary.
Examples include multicast implementations in network switches, adapted firmware of NICs, or NAS RAID controllers. Multicast-capable switches receive multicast packets and autonomously forward the packets to all the ports that subscribed to
the destination multicast group. Certain network adapters (like e.g. Myrinet NICs
with their LANai interface controllers) allow developers to adapt the firmware to
suit the needs of special data handling applications and implement some parts of
the required functionality directly “in the hardware”. A NAS RAID controller communicates with machines that access its storage, automatically handles the RAID
functionality and distributes the data accordingly between its attached disks.
The advantage of the hardware layer is that hardware is usually built to do certain
things quite efficiently, with the drawback that changes are often difficult (if not
impossible) to implement.
Device driver The device-driver layer is the lowest software layer in an OS and is usually
only responsible for handling and controlling a certain piece of hardware. However,
to make the data handling easier and more transparent to the upper layers in a system
(like file systems, network stacks or other subsystems of an OS), a device driver
could be enhanced by data-handling functionality.
Examples of systems with distributed device drivers (“distributed devices”) will be
presented in Chapter 8. In short, a virtual device driver offers access to other remote
devices. Several of these drivers can be combined into an array of remote devices
that can be accessed like local ones, e.g. by a local RAID setup. The device driver
does not have to coordinate all the remote devices since it is only a device with no
distributed functionality.
Advantages of the device-driver layer are that the upper layers as well as the the OS
itself need not be changed, and the behavior of a piece of hardware can be adapted
by implementing the changes in the driver. The disadvantage is highly system specific implementations—specific to the hardware as well as to the operating system.
File system When handling data at the file-system layer, the file system must take care
of all aspects of the file system as well as the distributed data. All regular accesses
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to the file system are transparently distributed according to the design and setup of
the distributed file system.
The file-system layer is a popular layer for data handling and quite a few distributed
file systems exist. Some distributed file systems have only one server with many
clients accessing it (like e.g. the popular NFS), while other file systems have many
parallel servers and clients with some nodes even using the file system as clients
as well as providing services as servers. Lustre is an example of a distributed file
system with multiple servers and many clients, while PVFS is an example where the
nodes can be clients and servers at the same time. Both systems will be presented
in more detail in Section 8.3.
Data handling implemented at the file-system layer does not need to interact directly with hardware as it uses existing device drivers and system interfaces. Device drivers and applications need not be changed, but a distributed file system is
significantly more complex than a local one, since (in addition to all the file system
specific functionality) it has to handle all the distributed aspects like coordination
of the involved nodes. It is more complex than a system with distributed devices,
but it also offers more functionality and constant updates of data.
File The file layer implies an intermediary layer since files can not handle data—they are
just containers for the data. By data handling in the file layer I mean that applications running on the nodes simply access local files, which are then handled by
some other entity like a daemon that periodically updates the distributed files on the
nodes’ hard-disk drives.
An example tool for such a system is the rsync utility that synchronises files on
different machines. In some installations it is used to keep multiple OS installations
on different nodes of a cluster in synchronisation.
An advantage of handling data in the file layer is that no part of the OS has to
take care about the data updates or has to be changed. A simple tool or custom
application can do the job, which is certainly easier to develop and debug than
kernel code. A disadvantage is that files are not consistent between updates and that
there is no automatic conflict resolution. The system is thus best used for distributed
or parallel applications that need to read large input files without changing them
often.
Middleware Applications can be programmed to use middleware, a software layer between the OS and the applications. The middleware then takes care about the handling of the distributed data.
A typical example of such a middleware is MPI. Applications using MPI are written
according to the API and can then be run with any MPI implementation. The MPI
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middleware takes care of exchanging the data between the nodes according to the
applications’ needs. Another example is a distributed database application, where
the RDBMS takes care of parallelizing and distributing the queries.
Advantages of using middleware include that neither the OS nor the application
needs to be changed, the middleware can be implemented in user space and systems
are more portable. The disadvantage is the added software layer which potentially
introduces more overhead.
Application Applications can almost always be written to handle distributed data, as long
as the OS supports data communication with other nodes.
Data handling is often implemented on the application layer when special hardware has to be controlled for which an adapted driver would not be of much use,
or when an unusual environment has to be taken into consideration for which no
general middleware or OS support exists. One example of such an application
is SETI@home, which was written for a widely distributed environment when
there was no middleware for Grid computing available. Thus, all handling of distributed data had to be implemented in the application itself. Another example is
the partition-cast tool Dolly that I will present in more detail in Section 6.2. Dolly
achieves high performance by only using the reliable transport service offered by
the OS’s TCP stack.
The advantage of implementing the data handling directly in the application layer
is the flexibility of using all functionality that the OS offers. There is no need to
restrict functionality to what is offered by some middleware. The ability to use only
the services that are strictly required offers the potential for higher performance.
The drawback of the application layer is of course that all the distributed logic has
to be programmed into the application.
Distributed data handling can also be implemented in multiple of the above layers.
While one layer may be used for the coordination of the processes, another layer might
be more suitable to handle the bulk data transfers.

3.6

Summary

At the beginning of this chapter I first give a somewhat theoretical definition of the problems that I attack in this thesis. The model for data streams shall be able to predict the
steady stream bandwidth of a data stream depending on the following factors: Data handling capacity of the edges and the nodes in the cluster, the topology of the data network
and possibly the number of nodes involved. Data replication is the problem of distributing
a set of data to a number of nodes in the cluster, such that all the nodes eventually receive
all the data. For efficient data archival of similar data, the problem is how to efficiently
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store a large amount of data without archiving redundant data multiple times. As a last
problem, data gathering describes the problem of reading a set of distributed data in parallel from multiple remote hosts by aggregating the bandwidth of all the involved nodes’
networks connections.
In the second section I describe the network topologies that can be used in a cluster
to transport data. With the bus topology all the nodes share a common media for data
transport, while the star topology has a central entity to which all other nodes connect.
The tree topology has a hierarchical structure where a node has a parent and multiple
children. A simple topology is the chain with all nodes connected in a one-dimensional
string. In a (full) crossbar topology all nodes are directly connected with each other. The
mesh topology interconnects all the nodes along with their direct neighbours along all
the dimensions, usually in two or three dimensions. If the outmost nodes in a mesh are
directly connected, the topology becomes a torus. In a hypercube the nodes also connect
to all their neighbours in all dimensions, but every dimension has only two levels.
In a next step I discuss the levels of data granularity for communication of data as
well as for storage. With full-data granularity, the whole data set is communicated or
archived, even if parts of the data are redundant. I subdivided the partial-data granularity
into coarse-grain and fine-grain. Coarse-grain partial-data granularity handles only the
required data, but uses conveniently available meta-data to find redundant data. The finegrain partial-data granularity on the other hand makes more efforts to find strictly the data
that is actually required for transportation or archival.
I then discuss the difference between constant updates that keep all data consistent
and up to date at all times, depending on the selected level of consistency. The less strict
periodic updates synchronise data only when required.
In the final section of the chapter I cover the different layers in a system where the
distributed handling of data can be implemented. On the lowest layer specialised hardware can take care of data handling. The next higher layer is the device driver, which is
normally responsible for handling a local device, but it can be adapted to enable access
to a remote device. A quite natural layer for handling distributed data is the file system
layer. Several distributed file systems exist that transparently map file accesses to remote
servers. The file layer is less common and implies a special entity that takes care of copying files to the local disks of the nodes whenever required. Middleware is a layer between
the OS and the application that is quite often used to handle distributed data and which
allows to easily port applications to other OSs or hardware. Finally, the highest layer
is the application layer, which means that applications can be written in a way that they
handle their data distribution themselves.

4
Experimental Platforms
My law of computing hardware: Pay now, or pay later,
but believe me, you will pay.
Darcy Brockbank

Accurately describing all factors of an experiment is fundamental to a systematic and
scientific approach to computer architecture as it allows for repeatability and thus verification of results. Unfortunately describing experimental computer systems in great detail
remains difficult because there are so many variable factors in real systems. Real systems
are built from many different hardware and software parts that are often available only
in different product release versions and are configurable for different environments or
behaviours. I will try to describe the systems that I used during the last few years in the
experimental work of this thesis as accurately as possible. The wide range of involved
hardware and software, as well as the evolution thereof, led to some interesting problems
in experimental computer science that I describe in the next sections.

4.1

Evolution of PC Clusters Used for Experiments

In this section I will describe the different cluster systems that I used during my studies
at the department of computer science at ETH Zürich. While I will try to cover the most
important factors for all the systems, it is nearly impossible to give a complete list of all
factors that could influence the software systems and experiments described later. Some of
the information was even lost over the years, other information would be too voluminous
to list here. Omitted information includes: Compiler version used to compile the kernel,
drivers and user-level software, the version of linked libraries like e.g. the C-library and
the exact configurations of all the involved kernel versions. The kernels used were no
standard-distribution kernels, because the kernels’ configurations had to be changed to
work on our cluster nodes.
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4.1.1

Prototype Cluster of PCs: Old CoPs

A first prototype of a Cluster of PCs (CoPs1 ) was installed in 1997 by the parallel and
distributed systems research group at ETH Zürich. It was only a small cluster that was
mainly used to test and benchmark new interconnect networks and by students to implement their term and masters projects. Initially the old CoPs cluster consisted of four
machines which were equipped as listed in Table 4.1.
Part

Description

CPU
RAM
Chipset
Hard disk
Graphic card
Primary NIC
Secondary NIC
High-speed NIC
OS
Kernel

1 Intel Pentium Pro, 200 MHz, 256 KByte L2 Cache
EDO DRAM, 64 MByte
Intel 440FX PCIset
Maxtor 83201A6, EIDE, 3 GByte
ATI Xpert 98
3Com 905B 10/100 Ethernet
DEC DE500 Fast Ethernet
M2F-PCI32C LAN, LANai4 interface processor, 640 Mbit/s
SuSE Linux 5.0, 5.2
Linux kernel 2.0.33

Table 4.1: Node configuration of old four-node CoPs cluster.
Later, the cluster was enlarged with four additional machines with the specification
listed in Table 4.2. The Myrinet NICs were all interconnected by a M2LM-SW16 16-port
switch and copper cables.
Part

Description

CPU
RAM
Chipset
Hard disk
Graphic card
Primary NIC
Secondary NIC
High-speed NIC
OS
Kernel

Intel Pentium II MMX, 350 MHz, 512 KByte L2 Cache
EDO DRAM, 64 MByte
Intel 440BX AGPset
Maxtor 90432D3, EIDE, 4 GByte
ATI Rage Pro
3Com 905B 10/100 Ethernet
DEC DE500 Fast Ethernet
M2M-PCI32B SAN, LANai4 interface processor, 1.2 Gbit/s
SuSE Linux 5.0, 5.2
Linux kernel 2.0.33

Table 4.2: Node configuration of additional four nodes for old CoPs cluster.
1 The

acronym CoPs is used as a name for the cluster itself as well as for the overall project [SKTR].
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First Multi-Use Cluster: Patagonia

In 1999 a new cluster was installed at the department of computer science at ETH Zürich
that was used as a true multi-use cluster of commodity PCs. It was named Patagonia
cluster [RKMLS99]. The Patagonia cluster was installed in a classroom and used on one
hand by students for their exercises, term and master projects and on the other hand by researchers for experiments and calculations during the night and over weekends. Table 4.3
lists the equipment of the cluster’s nodes. The table is incomplete as the Patagonia cluster
has been put out of service and the knowledge about the graphic cards of its nodes was
lost. This loss is less important since no experiment in this thesis is related with graphics.
Part

Description

CPU
RAM
Chipset
Hard disk
SCSI adapter
Graphic card
Primary NIC
Secondary NIC
High-speed NIC
OS
Kernel

1–2 × Intel Pentium II, 400 MHz, 256 KByte L2 Cache
SDRAM, 128 MByte, 100 MHz
Intel 440BX AGPset
Seagate ST39102LW, 9 GByte, 10 krpm
Adaptec AIC 7890, Ultra2 LVD/SE Wide SCSI controller
N/A
3Com 905 “cyclone” Fast Ethernet
Packet Engines G-NIC II Gigabit Ethernet
M2M-PCI32 SAN, LANai4 interface processor, 1.2 Gbit/s
SuSE Linux 6.0, 6.2, Red Hat Linux 6.2
Linux kernels 2.2.7, 2.3.99-pre-3

Table 4.3: Node configuration of 24-nodes Patagonia cluster.
Some of the nodes had Myrinet NICs and were again all interconnected by a M2LMSW16 16-port switch and copper cables. To connect the Gigabit Ethernet NICs a Cabletron Smart Switch Router 86002 with fiber cables was used.
The OSs listed in Table 4.3 are the ones used for the experiments described in the
later chapters of this thesis. Other OSs used for education are different versions of Windows NT and Oberon as previously mentioned in Subsection 2.3.4.
4.1.3 Main Experimental Testbed: New CoPs
In the beginning of 2001 we installed a new cluster as main experimental testbed for our
research group, the new CoPs cluster. The installation followed an extensive performance
evaluation and led to the hardware listed in Table 4.4. The nodes of the cluster were installed in two racks in our lab’s own small server room. The cluster is still a multi-use
cluster as the nodes were used by different users for different tasks: Some nodes were
2 Now

Enterasys X-Pedition 8600.
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running a standard Linux installation and were used by research staff to develop and test
software for research projects, other nodes were used by students for their master projects
and running a customised Linux installation adjusted to their needs including full root
privileges, some nodes were used in yet another Linux configuration for research in distributed databases and inverted middleware3 and free nodes were used as number crunchers for computationally intensive applications of other research groups in the department.
Part

Description

CPU
RAM
Chipset
Hard disks
SCSI adapter
Graphic card
Primary NIC
Secondary NIC
alternative secondary NIC
High-speed NIC
OS
Kernel

2 × Intel Pentium III, 1 GHz, 256 KByte L2 Cache
ECC SDRAM, 512 MByte, 133 MHz
ServerWorks ServerSet III LE
2 × IBM DDYS-T09170M, 9.1 GByte, 10 krpm
Adaptec AIC7899, Ultra160 SCSI controller
ATI 3D Rage IIC
Intel 82557 10/100 Ethernet Pro 100, Fast Ethernet
Packet Engines G-NIC II, Gigabit Ethernet
ASANTÉ FriendlyNET (DP83820), Gigabit Ethernet
M3S-PCI64B-2, LANai9 interface processor, 2 Gbit/s
SuSE Linux 6.0, 6.2, 7.0, 7.1, Red Hat 7.3
Linux kernels 2.2.16, 2.4.3, 2.4.18-3smp

Table 4.4: Node configuration in new 16-node CoPs cluster.
The new CoPs cluster employed the same Gigabit Ethernet network as the Patagonia cluster described above, including the Cabletron Smart Switch Router 8600. For
some experiments that took advantage of special Gigabit Ethernet NICs and which will
be described in Chapter 8, an alternative Gigabit Ethernet network was installed for four
nodes. The alternative network with copper cables was interconnected by a Cisco Catalyst
4000 switch. The cluster also had a new Myrinet infrastructure based on Myrinet 2000
products. The type of Myrinet NICs used is listed in Table 4.4, the switch used was a
M3S-SW16 switch.
4.1.4 Departmental PC Cluster Infrastructure: Xibalba
During the year 2000, several research groups at the department of computer science of
ETH Zürich needed a cluster for their research. Every group wanted its own cluster that it
could use arbitrarily for its research projects and of course the clusters should be as large
as financially possible. It became apparent that the best solution was to install a shared
multi-use 128-node cluster of commodity PCs that could be used in a shared mode of
3 For

more information about inverted middleware see [Tau02].
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operation: In its default configuration every group uses its own part of the cluster for their
research projects, but for scalability measurements or exceptionally large computations,
the whole cluster could be booted into the desired environment and used by a single group
or user. The hardware of the Xibalba cluster thus had to match the requirements of all the
involved research groups which work in the fields of power databases, workflows, traffic
simulation and cluster architecture. The cluster’s nodes were installed in 8 cabinets and
the nodes’ details are shown in Table 4.5.
Part

Description

CPU
RAM
Chipset
Hard disks (s)
Hard disks (d)
SCSI adapter
Graphic card
Primary NIC
Secondary NIC
High-speed NIC
OS
Kernel

1–2 × Intel Pentium III, 1 GHz, 256 KByte L2 Cache
ECC SDRAM, 256 MByte per processor, 133 MHz
ServerWorks ServerSet III LE
2 × IBM DTLA-307020 Ultra ATA/100, 20 GByte, 7.2 krpm
2 × IBM DDYS-T18350S Ultra 160 SCSI, 18.3 GByte, 10 krpm
Adaptec AIC7899, Ultra160 SCSI controller
ATI 3D Rage IIC
Intel 82557 10/100 Ethernet Pro 100, Fast Ethernet
Intel 8255x-based PCI adapter, Fast Ethernet
M3S-PCI64B-2, LANai9 interface processor, 2 Gbit/s (part.)
SuSE Linux 7.1, Red Hat 7.1, 7.3, Windows 2000
Linux kernels 2.4.3, 2.4.9

Table 4.5: Node configuration in 128-node Xibalba cluster.
Half of the cluster nodes are equipped with two processors to allow for faster computations. As the database group could not make much use of an additional processor, the
other half of the cluster remained with a single processor. For database research projects
large storage is important and thus all the nodes were equipped with two additional fast
SCSI hard-disk drives for the data (labeled “d” in Table 4.5). The two 18.3 GByte disks
(instead of a single larger one) even allow to add the two throughputs by using a RAIDlevel–0 configuration. For the system installations two cheaper IDE disks (labeled “s” in
Table 4.5) were installed—one to install Windows 2000 and one for all the Linux installations. By this separation of OSs troubles with mutual interference could be minimised.
The two Fast Ethernet controllers where installed to allow for two separated networks.
One network is used as the primary data network to be used by the applications for their
data communications. The primary network was first interconnected by a central Enterasys Matrix E7 switch. The E7 switch did not match the advertised performance and
was thus replaced by an Enterasys ER16 switch (see next section). The second network
is used for remote logins and maintenance. It is interconnected by eight small 24-port
Enterasys Horizon VH-2402S switches of which each has a single Fast Ethernet uplink
to the departmental backbone. As we shall see in Chapter 6, the second network dou-
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bles the speed of some administrative tasks like installing new operating systems on the
nodes. Since some experiments in traffic simulations require extremely low latencies, the
32 nodes of the corresponding research group were also equipped with a Myrinet network.
The Myrinet is connected by a M3-E64 switch.

4.2

Compliance of Building Blocks with their Specification

As you can see from the previous section, there was a lot of hardware involved in the
research for this thesis. Unfortunately, some parts of the hardware did not fulfill our expectations and some parts did not even comply with the specification of the manufacturer.
One of the problems we had was with the ASANTÉ FriendlyNET cards that we used
in our Fast Network Block Device experiment (see Subsection 8.2.4). The cards use the
DP83820 PCI Ethernet network interface controller from National Semiconductor and
were chosen because the DP83820 offers a few features that were quite useful for our
project. When using the chip it turned out that the design has several deficiencies. One
of the deficiencies is its performance. Neither the drivers available in the Linux kernel
nor our own drivers were able to achieve 70 MByte/s on the new CoPs cluster for TCP
data transfers (with or without a switch), even though the older G-NIC II Gigabit Ethernet
cards reached 100 MByte/s. Test that were simply sending dummy packets to the network
without any protocol handling could not improve the throughput much, which leads to the
conclusion that the chip is unable to match the performance of a Gigabit Ethernet network
for which it was originally designed.
Further, the DP83820 had multiple technical flaws. When it is instructed to automatically remove VLAN tags from incoming packet’s headers, it forgets that packet sizes
can be lower than the smallest allowed Ethernet frame after removing the VLAN tag and
drops valid VLAN packets. Another flaw is that incoming packets that it should store
in multiple descriptor frames were not always separated at the positions given by the
descriptor-frame lengths. The reversed operation of sending a single packet constructed
from multiple descriptor frames works well on the sender side. A last flaw that I will mention here is related to the automatic distribution of incoming packets in different receive
rings. The receive ring where an incoming packet should be stored in is determined by the
user priority given in the VLAN tag of each packet. When using up to three receive rings,
this distribution follows an increasing function, but with four receive rings the distribution
becomes a weird pattern. Non of these flaws were mentioned in the documentation which
led to a considerable waste of time on the side of our master student.
The last but not least problem that we had with our clusters was with the network
switch of the Xibalba cluster. In the advertised bidding process the primary data network was specified to have full bisection bandwidth. The system integrator winning the
bidding decided to install an Enterasys Matrix E7 switch, which promised to fulfill the
full-bisection requirement according to the corresponding data sheet. After the cluster
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was installed, we started benchmarking and testing the cluster and found out that our
software did not behave as expected. Some programs that generated huge data traffic
ran much slower than they should have. In a time-consuming analysis and benchmarking phase we found out that the Matrix E7 switch was unable to deliver the advertised
performance because of its limited design. The switch was then replaced by an Enterasys
ER16 switch and a repetition of our analysis showed that the ER16 switch could fulfill the
requirements within reasonable bounds. The details of the analysis as well as the results
for all the tested networks can be found in more detail in [KRS03].
Another problem that I had to cope with was that there was not enough local storage
capacity left on the new CoPs cluster for some data-intensive experiments. The experiments required storing data for a data base in excess of 10 GByte on a single node as
well as distributed over three remote nodes. The nodes were set up in such a way that
there were no single spare partitions of the required sizes available on their local disks.
Fortunately I could circumvent this problem by using Linux’ “linear RAID” functionality.
The linear RAID allows to concatenate multiple partitions into a single virtual partition4 .
While the linear-RAID technique does not require any changes to the applications, it introduces another software layer into the system that must be analysed properly and thus
results in more complexity. The added complexity makes the system’s overall performance harder to understand and potentially even reduces the performance.

4.3

System Development

In the course of a multi-year hardware project, it is inevitable that the underlying hardware
will change significantly. While working with our multi-use clusters of commodity PCs,
the hardware as well as the software underwent many changes. The changes in hardware
require to change drivers for specific hardware parts in every generation. To apply the
changes to the software is not only time consuming because of the high complexity and
difficulties of debugging in the kernel layer of an OS, but it is sometimes also hard to get
the required documentation. For projects that also involve enhancements to the firmware
of certain adapters—e.g. with Myrinet as shown in Subsection 8.2.3—the enhancements
of the firmware must be ported to the new version of the adapter and its corresponding
base firmware.
Even if the parts of the hardware that belong to the experiments do not change in
a new generation of a cluster, other parts might still require a newer revision of the OS
kernel to work properly. New kernel versions might include changes to their internals (like
e.g. internal programming interfaces) that make it nevertheless necessary to adapt some
drivers. Despite Linux’ advantage of having the kernel source code openly available it is
hard to find decent documentation for new implementations.
4 Again,

the term RAID is technically incorrect here, as there is no redundancy of data.
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All the described problems with changes in hardware and the OS’s kernel need a
substantial amount of time to solve—time which is not always available. Consequently
some of our experimental systems were lost during the change from one generation of
a cluster to the next generation. For example, we were able to port some distributeddevice systems involving Myrinet from the old CoPs cluster to the Patagonia cluster, but
there were to many required changes to all the involved software layers to get the system
running again on the new CoPs cluster. Thus, some of the experiments could only be done
on the older CoPs cluster, but unfortunately not on the more recent hardware of the new
CoPs cluster.

4.4

Summary

In this chapter I explained that it is important to list the factors of a scientific experiment
to increase understanding of the results and to enable others to reproduce the experiment.
On the other hand it is difficult to report all factors of experiments in computer systems
and can be quite voluminously to list them all entirely.
I thus concentrated on listing the most important factors of the hardware and system
software for our four main experimental platforms which are: The old CoPs cluster, which
was a prototype of a cluster of PCs, consisted of 4–8 PCs and was based on Pentium Pro
CPUs as well as Fast Ethernet and Myrinet as data interconnects. The next cluster we installed was the 24-node Patagonia cluster, that consisted of dual Pentium II nodes running
at 400 MHz. The nodes had the same interconnects as the old CoPs cluster, but were in
addition connected to a Gigabit Ethernet network. Our main experimental testbed is the
new CoPs cluster. It is composed of 16 nodes that have the same network interconnects
as the previous clusters, but are equipped with two 1 GHz Pentium III processors. For
some experiments I also use the PC-cluster infrastructure of the department of computer
science at ETH Zürich, the 128-node Xibalba cluster. The Xibalba cluster uses the same
hardware for its nodes, but is interconnected by two Fast Ethernet networks and includes
more hard-disk space to allow for data-base research done by another research group.
Some of these systems did not comply with their specifications. Finding flaws is
a time-consuming and frustrating process. Some parts of the hardware were behaving
erroneously while others did not achieve the advertised performance at all. With an underperforming base hardware it is hard to build well-performing systems.
When performing research over multiple generations of hardware and system software, it is difficult to keep up with the low level software parts of one’s systems. As hardware changes, drivers should be changed too and similar requirements hold for changes of
firmware and internals of OSs. These problems need quite some time to fix for every new
generation of clusters. Thus, support for some of our older systems had to be dropped as
new clusters were installed to keep time resources free for new projects.

5
Modelling Data Streams in
Clusters
Prediction is very difficult,
especially of the future.
Niels Bohr

A more scientific approach to computer architecture requires the rigor of an analytic
model to understand and predict the performance of computer systems. To comply with
this requirement I am developing a modelling scheme that allows to find the most efficient logical topology to distribute data streams over a given physical topology. My
analytic model extends an existing model for parallel machines to clusters. Its focus is on
data streams in clusters, like applications that do data replication in multi-use clusters of
commodity PCs, but it can be applied to other environments with high-performance data
streams.

5.1

Introduction and Related Work

When designing or configuring a distributed system, the most efficient configuration to
handle data is not always obvious. There are different possible configurations with many
possible tradeoffs that must be balanced. Many experiments are required to eliminate
non-obvious bad designs and to find a good or the best solution. With emerging cluster
installations and the variety of software (like tools or middleware), the number of factors
and possible tradeoffs in the construction of a distributed system increases. Having a
model to predict the performance of a projected system would reduce the number of
experiments before finding a design with satisfying performance. Further, to improve
the performance of future systems, we need to understand the performance of current
systems and know about their bottlenecks. Understanding of a system’s performance
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and thus finding critical bottlenecks is facilitated by a model that is able to describe the
performance of the system.
A model can take different approaches and have different properties in describing a
system: Overly generic models with a very abstract view of the systems are certainly
simple and understandable, but have only reduced accuracy. The accuracy is reduced
because the complex processes in computer systems can not be described accurately by
ignoring all the details. On the other hand, specific models which take into account all the
small details of a certain machine match only that machine and are very complex. The
complexity is hardly manageable and thus reduces the usefulness of the model. One of
the difficult parts of creating a model is to find the proper level of detail and accuracy.
In this chapter I will present two different models: A basic model that reduces a node in
the cluster to its capacity of handling data, and a more detailed model that also considers
the data streams that flow through the subsystems of the nodes. As a base feature, both
models take the network into account.
A popular model is LogP [CKP+ 93]. It is a parallel machine model that assumes a
machine as a collection of essentially complete computers and puts a focus on handling
messages. It ignores accesses to the memory and the I/O bus. The model is mainly
used for parallel algorithms with small messages. LogP’s parameters are the number
of processors, the per-processor communication bandwidth, the communication latency
and the communication overhead incurred by the processor. With its restriction on small
messages it is not suitable for large data streams as required in this thesis.
The LogGP [AISSm95] model extends LogP by an additional parameter, the per-processor communication bandwidth for long messages. It still does not deal with the local
memory subsystem of the nodes. It assumes a fully connected network with constant
bandwidth, which is not necessarily the case for many Beowulf-style clusters or multiuse clusters of commodity PCs.
The model presented in this chapter is based on similar ideas of the copy-transfer
model for communication-system performance [SG95]. The copy-transfer model captures the contribution of the memory system to inter-node communication and was developed with MPPs in mind. It focuses on the throughput of copy and transfer operations and
decomposes these compiler-generated communication operations into basic transfers. As
I will show in the next sections, my model for data streams concentrates on the limiting
resources passed through by the data streams.
While the model shall be useful for many stream-based data-handling operations, I
will use data-replication as an example throughout this chapter. As described in Section 2.5 and Subsection 3.1.2, data replication is the problem of distributing a large
amount of identical data to many nodes in the cluster, e.g. when distributing an OS installation to the nodes’ hard-disk drives.
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Node Types

In my model, I divide the nodes of a system into two categories: Active nodes which
duplicate a data stream and passive nodes which can only route data streams. The two
node types are shown in Figure 5.1.
Active node A node which is able to duplicate a data stream is called an active node.
Active nodes that participate in a data-replication operation often store the received
data stream on the local disk (as e.g. when OS installations are replicated to the
partitions of the nodes’ local hard-disk drives).
An active node has at least an in-degree of 1 and is capable of passing the data
stream further to one or more nodes (out-degree) by acting as a T-pipe.
A typic active node in a multi-use cluster is a single PC of the cluster.
Passive node A passive node is a node in the physical network that can neither duplicate
nor store a copy of the data stream. Passive nodes can pass one or more streams
between active nodes in the network.
A typic passive node in a multi-use cluster is a switch of the data network.

Figure 5.1: An active node (left) and passive node (right).
Figure 5.1 depicts an active node with an in-degree of 1 and an out-degree of 2 on the
left, as well as a passive node with an in- and out-degree of 3 on the right.
Large-scale data replication requires reliable data streams with flow control. Ethernet
switches do only provide unreliable multicast facilities and must therefore be modelled
as passive switches that do only route TCP/IP point-to-point connections. Incorporating
intelligent network switches or genuine broadcast media (like coaxial Ethernet or hubs)
could be achieved by making them active nodes and modelling them at the logical level.
This is an option for expensive gigabit ATM switches that feature multicast capability on
logical channels with separate flow control or for simple multicast enhanced switches.
In the later case a special end-to-end multicast protocol is used to make multicast data
transfers reliable.
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Network Types

The different subsystems involved in handling large amounts of data like in a data-casting
operation must be specialised to transfer long data streams rather than short messages.
Partitions with whole OS installations are fairly large entities and the model is therefore
purely throughput-oriented. We start our modelling process by investigating the topology
of the physical network, determing and recording the installed link and switch capacities.
Physical network The physical network topology is a graph given by the cables, nodes
and switches installed. The vertices are labeled by the maximal switching capacity
of a node, the edges by the maximal link speeds.
The model itself captures a wide variety of networks including hierarchical topologies with multiple switches. Figure 5.2 shows the physical topology of the meta cluster
installed at ETH and the topology of our simple CoPs sub-cluster testbed. The sub-cluster
testbed is built with a single central Gigabit Ethernet switch with full duplex point-to-point
links to all the nodes. The switch has also enough Fast Ethernet ports to accommodate
all cluster nodes at the low speed. Clusters of PCs are normally built with simple and
fast layer-2 switches like our Cabletron Smart Switch Routers. In our case the backplane
capacity for a 24 port switch is at 4 GByte/s and never results in a bottleneck.
CoPs
16 Nodes

Patagonia
8 Nodes

...

...
Cabletron
SSR 8600

Cabletron
SSR 8600

Cabletron
SSR 9000

...

...

...

Cabletron
SSR 8000

Asgard
Math./P
Beow
192 No

Linneus
16 Nodes

Fast Ethernet

CoPs Cluster
16 Nodes

Gigabit Eth

Figure 5.2: Physical network topologies of the ETH meta cluster (left) and the simple
CoPs subcluster with one central switch (right).
Our goal is to combine several subsystems of the participating machines in the most
efficient way for an optimal data-replication operation, so that the cloning of operating
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system images can be completed as quickly as possible. We therefore define different
setups of logical networks.
Logical network The logical network represents a connection scheme that is embedded
into a physical network. A spanning tree of TCP/IP connections routes the stream
of a data replication to all participating nodes. Unlike the physical network, the
logical network must provide reliable transport and flow control over its channels.
The physical as well as the logical networks are built according to a certain topology.
While the physical network’s topology is given by the cables and switches, the logical
network could have any topology. The logical network’s topology must be mapped onto
the physical network for the model to be able to analyze the streaming performance and
the bottlenecks. The next paragraphs discuss a few popular possible topologies. Network
topologies are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
Star A logical network with one central server, that establishes a separate logical channel
to all n other nodes. This logical network suffers heavy congestion on the outgoing
link of the server.
n-ary spanning tree Eliminates the server bottleneck by using an n-ary spanning-tree
topology spanning all nodes to be cloned. This approach requires active T-nodes
which receive the data, store it to disk and pass it further to up to n next nodes in
the tree.
Multi-drop chain A degenerated, specialised tree (unary case) where each active node
stores a copy of the stream to disk and passes the data to just one further node. The
chain is spanning all nodes to be cloned.
Figure 5.3 shows the above described topologies as well as their embedding in the
physical networks. We assume that the central switch is a passive node and that it can not
duplicate a data-replication stream.

5.4 Capacity Model
Our model for maximal throughput is based on capacity constraints expressed through
a number of inequalities. These inequalities exist for active nodes, passive nodes and
links, i.e. the edges in the physical net. As the throughput will be the limiting factor, all
subsystems can be characterised by the maximal throughput they achieve in an isolated
transfer. The extended model further introduces some more constraints, e.g. for the CPU
and the memory-system throughput in a node (see Section 5.6). This section describes
the important constraints for the basic model.
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Figure 5.3: Logical network topologies (top) describing logical channels (star, n-ary
spanning tree, multi-drop-chain) and their embedding in the physical networks.
Reliable transfer premise We are looking for the highest accomplishable throughput
with which we can stream data to a given number of active nodes. Since there is
flow control, we know that the throughput b of the stream is the same in the whole
system.
Fair sharing of links We assume that the flow control protocol eventually leads to a stable system. Further, we also assume that the links, as well as the the nodes dealing
with the stream, allocate the bandwidth evenly and at a precise fraction of the capacity.
Both assumptions hold in the basic model and will be slightly extended in the refined
model that can capture raw and compressed streams at different rates simultaneously.

Physical Link
125 MByte/s

2 Logical Channels
b < 62.5 MByte/s each
due to edge capacity

Passive Node
Switching Capacity
4 GByte/s
4 Streams
b < 1 GByte/s each
due to node capacity

Active Node
Switching Capacity
b < 30 MByte/s

3 Streams
b < 10 MByte/s each
due to node capacity

Figure 5.4: Edge capacities exist for the physical and logical network, node capacities for each in- and out-stream of a node.

Edge capacity The edge capacity defines a maximum streaming capacity for each physical link and logical channel (see Figure 5.4).
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As the physical links normally operate in full duplex mode, the inbound- and outbound-channels can be treated separately. If the logical-to-physical mapping suggests more than one logical channel over a single physical link, the physical link’s
capacity is evenly shared between the logical channels. Therefore the capacity is
split in equal parts by dividing the link capacity through the number of channels
that are mapped to the same physical link.
An edge with in-degree i and out-degree o is denoted with i Eo .
Example: For a binary tree with in-degree 1 and out-degree 2 mapped to one physical
Gigabit Ethernet link the throughput of a stream has to comply with the following edge
inequality:
125
1 E2 : b < 125, 2b < 125 → b <
2
The first inequality is due to the Gigabit Ethernet’s maximum throughput of 125 MByte/s
and the second inequality is a result of the fair sharing of links and the edge capacity.
Node Capacity is given by the switching capacity a node can provide, divided through
the number of streams it handles.
A passive node is denoted similar to an edge, while an active node that has d data
streams going to its hard-disk drive is denoted as Ni,d,o .
The switching capacity of a node can be measured experimentally (by parameter fitting) or be derived directly from data of the node computer through a detailed model of
critical resources. The experimental approach provides a specific limit value for each type
of active node in the network, i.e. the maximal switching capacity. Fitting all our measurements resulted in a total switching capacity of 30 MByte/s for our active nodes running
on a 400 MHz Pentium II based node of the Patagonia cluster (see Subsection 4.1.2 for a
detailed hardware description). The switching capacity of our passive node, the 24 port
Gigabit Ethernet switch is about 4 GByte/s—much higher than needed for a data replication on the Patagonia cluster.

5.5

Simple Model Algorithm

With the model described above we are now able to evaluate the different logical network
alternatives described earlier in this chapter. The algorithm for evaluation of the model
comprises the steps illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Example: We compare the n-ary spanning tree structure, ranging from the special case
of the multi-drop chain to the other special case of the star topology. We will do so for
Gigabit Ethernet as well as for Fast Ethernet. The chain topology with all active nodes
with in-degree i and out-degree o of exactly one (except for the source and the sink) can be
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algorithm basicmodel
1
chose the physical network topology
2
chose the logical network topology
3
determine the mapping and the edge congestions
4
for all edges
determine in-degree, out-degree of nodes attached to edge
evaluate channel capacity (according to logical net)
5
for all nodes
determine in-degree, out-degree and disk transfer of the node
evaluate node capacity
6
solve system of inequalities and find global minimum
7
return minimum as achievable throughput
Figure 5.5: Algorithm for basic model.
considered as a special case of an unary tree (or hamiltonian path) spanning all the active
nodes receiving the data cast. The algorithm from Figure 5.5 leads us to the following
steps (throughput number are in MByte/s):
• Topology: We evaluate the logical n-ary tree topology of Figure 5.3 with 5 nodes
(and a streaming server) mapped on our simple physical network with a central
switch of Figure 5.2. The out-degree shall be variable from 1 to 5, multi-drop chain
to star.
• Edge Capacity: The in-degree is always 1. The out-degree over one physical link
varies between 1 for the multi-drop-chain and 5 for the star which leads to the
following inequality:
1 Eo

: ob < 125 → b <

1 Eo

125
o

: ob < 12.5 → b <

12.5
o

for Gigabit Ethernet

for Fast Ethernet

• Node Capacity N: For the active node we take the evaluated capacity of 30 MByte/s
with the given in-degree and out-degree and an additional disk write:
N1,o,1 : (1 + o + 1)b < 30 → b <

30
(1 + o + 1)

We now label all connections of the logical network with the maximal capacities and
run the algorithm to find a global minimum of achievable throughput. The evaluation
of the global minimum indicates that for Gigabit Ethernet the switching capacity of the
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active node is the bottleneck for the multi-drop chain and for the n-ary trees. But for the
slower links of a Fast Ethernet and the n-ary tree topology the network rapidly becomes a
bottleneck as we move to higher branching factors.

S

S

< 12.5
< 24
< 30/3

< 24
< 30/4
< 125/2
< 125

< 24

< 125/3

S
< 30/2

< 4000/5

< 30/4

< 4000/6
< 125/2
< 24

[MByte/s]

Figure 5.6: Example network with physical network (top left), logical network (top
right) and the embedding of the logical in the physical network (bottom).
Example: In a second example we apply our model to a somewhat complex network
as shown in Figure 5.6. The data stream is sent from one server to eight clients. The
physical network (as shown on the top left in the figure) consists of a server and two
clients that have direct Gigabit Ethernet links to a first switch, which in turn has a fourth
Gigabit Ethernet link to a second switch. This second switch connects to the remaining six
clients with Fast Ethernet. We use the tree-based topology on the top right of Figure 5.6 as
logical network topology. One possible mapping of the logical into the physical network
is shown on the bottom of the figure. In a next step, all the edge and node congestions
are determined, according to the number of streams handled. This results in a number
of inequalities which are shown at the bottom of the figure, including the trivial limits of
the hard drives. Again, all numbers are in MByte/s. Solving the inequalities of the entire
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model results in a maximal streaming bandwidth of 7.5 MByte/s, limited by the switching
capacity of the two nodes with an out-degree of two.
The algorithm does not directly give an optimal mapping for a data-replication operation, but it leads to a prediction of the anticipated throughput of a certain setup. With
some common sense the model guides to a good solution for the data-handling operation
in question.

5.6

A More Detailed Model for an Active Node

The basic model considered two different resources: Link capacity and switching capacity. The link speeds and the switch capacity of the passive node were taken from the
physical data sheets of the networking equipment, while the total switching capacity of an
active node was obtained from measurements by a parameter fit. Link and switching capacity can only lead the optimisation towards a graph-theoretical discussion and will only
be relevant to cases that have extremely low link bandwidth and high processing power
or to systems that are trivially limited by disk speed. For clusters of PCs with high speed
interconnects this is normally not the case and the situation is much more complex. Moving data through I/O buses and memory systems at full Gigabit/s speed remains a major
challenge in cluster computing. Most systems of today are nearly balanced between CPU
performance, memory system and communication speed and some interesting tradeoffs
can be observed. As indicated before, several options exist to trade off the processing
power in the active node against a reduction of the load on the network. Among them are
data compression or advanced protocol processing that turns some unreliable broadcast
capabilities of Ethernet switches into a reliable multicast.
Copy
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Figure 5.7: Schematic data flow of an active node running the Dolly client.
For a better model of an active node we consider the data streams within an active
node and evaluate several resource constraints. For a typical client of a data-replication
operation the node activity comprises receiving data from the network and writing partition images to the hard-disk driver. We assume a “one copy” TCP/IP protocol stack as
provided by a standard Linux kernel. In addition to the source and sink nodes, the tree and
multi-drop chain topologies require active nodes that store a data stream and forward one
or more copies of the data streams back into the network. Figure 5.7 gives a schematic
data flow in an active node capable of duplicating a data stream. The node in the figure is
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receiving a data stream from the network which it forwards to the next node in the logical
topology, at the same time duplicating it to the disk. In the next section, I will integrate the
nodes’ internal resources like the memory subsystem (for data copies or DMA transfers)
and the CPU (for controlling the streams) into the model.

5.7

Modelling the Limiting Resources in an Active Node

The switching capacity of an active node is modelled by the two limits of the network and
four additional resource limits within the active node. The limits of the network are as
follows:
Link capacity The link capacity is taken from the physical specifications of the network
technology (e.g. 125 MByte/s for Gigabit Ethernet or 12.5 MByte/s for Fast Ethernet).
Switch capacity of passive nodes The capacity of the passive nodes is taken from the
physical specifications of the network hardware (e.g. 2 or 4 GByte/s depending on
the Cabletron Smart Switch Router model, 8000 or 8600 respectively).
The resource limits of an active node are listed below. The examples of corresponding
hardware are based on the Patagonia cluster (see Subsection 4.1.2).
Disk system The maximum throughput of the node’s hard-disk drive, similar to a link
capacity in the basic model (e.g. 24 MByte/s for a Seagate Cheetah 10’000 RPM
disk).
I/O-bus capacity The sum of data streams traversing the I/O bus must be less than its
capacity (e.g. 132 MByte/s on 32-bit PCI-bus–based PC cluster nodes).
Memory-system capacity The sum of the data streams to and from the memory system
must be less than the memory system’s capacity (e.g. 180 MByte/s on systems with
the Intel 440 BX chipset).
CPU utilisation The processing power required for the data streams at the different
stages. For each operation the fraction coefficient 1/a1 , 1/a2 , 1/a3 , . . . indicates
the maximal speed of the stream with exclusive use of 100% CPU. The denominators a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . correspond to the real throughputs of the respective subsystems as
observed in practice. The sum of the fractions of CPU use must be < 1 (= 100%)
(Throughputs considered: 80 MByte/s SCSI transfer, 90 MByte/s internal copy
memory to memory, 60 MByte/s send or receive over Gigabit Ethernet, 10 MByte/s
to decompress a data stream for a 400 MHz single-CPU cluster node).
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Limitations on the four latter resources result in constraint inequalities for the maximal
throughput achievable through an active node. The modelling algorithm determines and
posts all constraining limits in the same manner as described in the example with a single
switching capacity. The constraint over the edges of a logical network can be evaluated
then into the maximum achievable throughput considering all limiting resources.

5.8

Dealing With Compressed Data

Partition images or other data for replication like multimedia presentations can be stored
and distributed in compressed form. This reduces network load but puts an additional
burden on the CPUs in the active nodes. Compressing and uncompressing is introduced
into the model by an additional data copy to a gunzip process, which uncompresses data
with an output data rate of about 10 MByte/s on a typical node of our Patagonia cluster
(see Subsection 4.1.2 for more details on the hardware of the Patagonia cluster). This
configuration is depicted in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic data flow of a Dolly client with data decompression.

The workload is defined in raw data bytes to be distributed and the throughput rates
are calculated in terms of the uncompressed data stream. For constraints inequalities involving the compressed data stream the throughput must be adjusted by the compression
factor c. Hardware supported multicast could be modeled in a similar manner. For multicast, the network would be enhanced by newly introduced active switches, but a reliable
multicast flow control protocol module must be added at the endpoints and would consume a certain amount of CPU performance and memory system capacity (just like a
compression module).
Example: We model the switching capacity of an active node for a multi-drop chain
with Fast Ethernet and compression. From the flow chart in Figure 5.8 we derive one
network send and one receive stream, one disk write, three crossings of the I/O bus, eleven
streams from and to buffer memory, one compression module and four internal copies
of the data stream. This leads to the following constraints for the maximal achievable
throughput b:
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For a realistic compression factor of c = 2, an active node in this configuration can handle
3.9 MByte/s. The limiting resource is the CPU utilisation.
The use of compression seems tempting at first glance because of the reduced amount
of data to transport over the potentially throughput-limiting network. But as the example
shows, the CPUs are not fast enough (relatively to the throughput of the network) to
actually improve the throughput of the data stream. Instead, the increased use of the CPU
even slows down the stream’s performance. If we assume a constant compression factor
c = 2 and examine the above equation on the CPU utilisation regarding decompression
throughput, we find that the decompression throughput should be about 70 MByte/s to
achieve a stream throughput comparable to the uncompressed case. Even with a doubled
decompression rate of 140 MByte/s—which is even higher than a single memory-copy
operation and thus rather unrealistic—the maximum throughput of the compressed data
stream (measured as uncompressed data) could barely exceed 14 MByte/s. The CPUs’
load due to additional decompression and memory copies is simply too high to make the
use of a compressed data stream worthwhile in this environment. Compression could
become interesting again in an unbalanced environment with a slow network—which
clearly limits the transmission’s throughput—and spare resources of the CPU and the
memory subsystem.

5.9

Modelling Capabilities of Passive Nodes

The model thus far did not include the details of passive nodes, as it is often difficult to
get inside knowledge about their internal designs. Without knowledge about their internals, the performance of some switches is hard to predict—and sometimes even hard to
understand. In this section I will discuss two problems with modelling the passive nodes’
capabilities: Integrating the multicasting features of the switches and the accuracy of their
technical specifications.
5.9.1

Multicast Implementations

The PC-based active nodes use TCP/IP connections to distribute the data. If IP multicast
were used, it would be unreliable without error correction. It would be up to the endpoints to deal with flow control and retransmission of lost data. A multicast flow-control
module is modelled similar to a compression module putting load on the memory system
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(extra copies for retransmission which are likely to occur more often if many receivers
need to be coordinated) and on the CPU (additional protocol processing). In a previous
study [Rau97] I implemented a well known approach for a reliable multicast protocol described in [FJM+ 95]. Unfortunately the performance reached in those implementations
was not able to sustain data rates that come even close to the 10 MByte/s observed on our
cluster machines. It turned out that the protocol was not able to handle even very small
packet-loss rates when transmitting high-speed data streams.
Problems also emerged with other implementations like the public data-casting tool
UDPcast [Kna02]. Some of the cheaper 10/100-Mbps switches—which otherwise offered
quite good performance—could send multicast packets only at the speed of the slowest
link connected to them, even if the node on that link was not part of the multicast group.
As a result, a single independent machine with a 10-Mbps link connected to an arbitrary
port of the switch could reduce the throughput of the stream flowing through the other
100-Mbps ports of the switch to a crawling 10 Mbps.
With a well-behaving switch there could still be problems if the sender of the data
replication is faster than the receivers. The slow receivers result in many dropped packets
that have to be retransmitted. The retransmissions slow the stream down, sometimes
leading to a complete interruption of the stream.
As a conclusion, while IP multicast seems like a suitable technique for data replication
in theory, it turns out that the coordination of a single sender and many receivers for highperformance data transmissions is very difficult in practice. The correct modelling of a
multicast-module in the active and passive nodes under these conditions remains quite
difficult.
5.9.2

Behavior Under Load

Ideal passive nodes would have a switching capacity high enough to handle all load without becoming a bottleneck for the data streams, because such passive nodes could safely
be ignored by the model. However, real switches have an upper limit for their switching
capacities. Upper limits are nicely treated by the model as long as the switches share the
maximum switching capacity between all passing streams according to the “fair sharing
of links” premise. Unfortunately, not all switches cope equally well under high loads, as
the following examples will show.
Figure 5.9 shows the results of data-replication operations using the multi-drop–chain
topology and an increasing number of client nodes or streams passing through the three
switches. The Switchbench tool [Kur01] is used to conduct the experiments. The switches
used are an ATI CentreCom FS724i and a Cisco Catalyst 2900 Series XL for Fast Ethernet
and a Cabletron Smart Switch Router SSR8600 as mentioned in Chapter 4 for Gigabit
Ethernet. The experiment basically offers full load on all used ports of the switch, except
for the Gigabit Ethernet switch, where the nodes are not fast enough to transmit data with
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Figure 5.9: Behavior of three switches with increasing load.
full gigabit speed. The figure reveals three different types of behavior for switches under
heavy load: The well-behaving ATI switch offers full Fast-Ethernet performance for any
number of nodes. For the Gigabit-Ethernet switch, the offered load does not suffice to fill
the network links (the figure’s right y-axis has been scaled to allow for direct scalability
comparison with the Fast Ethernet switches). Still, the aggregate performance shown in
the graph increases linearly up to 12 nodes and then roughly holds the apparent maximum
switching capacity. This switch can still be integrated into the model if the real maximum
switching capacity is know. An example of a switch with catastrophic behavior is the
Cisco 2900: It increases the switching capacity with the offered load up to 12 nodes, but
reduces its capacity dramatically as more nodes offer traffic to the switch. This switch
can not be accurately modelled.
While most switch manufacturers publish data sheets with technical specifications,
these specifications are not always correct. After installing the Xibalba cluster (see Subsection 4.1.4) we found out that the data network did not behave as advertised: The
throughput for a data-replication operation was much lower than predicted. After a careful evaluation we found that the Enterasys Matrix E7 switch could not meet the advertised
performance. The outcome of our switch evaluation seems disappointing. It is well known
that data sheets sometimes do not reflect the performance of the real hardware implementation. Confronted with our test results the representative of the vendor readily checked
with engineering and admitted that there is an inter-module communication limitation in
the line modules of the Matrix E7. He also stated that marketing inflates the total bandwidth numbers to take into account that in a normal network setting not all the users on
a switch will communicate with all other users on the switch and that we are the first
customers that have a problem with this limitation. Many details about these evaluations
of network interconnects for clusters of commodity PCs are described in [KRS03]. The
paper shows that the performance of a switch may depend on the communication pattern
of the nodes, making the modelling of such passive nodes even harder.
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Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter I first emphasise the need for accurate models to better understand current
systems’ performance. Understanding the performance of current systems together with
a powerful model helps to design better future systems and to predict the performance of
these systems. Other work in the area is for small-message systems, ignores the effects
of the memory subsystem or focuses on copy-transfer operations. My model on the other
hand emphasises on the limiting resources of a system which are passed through by data
streams. As an example for the model I used the data-replication operation used e.g. for
cloning OS installations to many nodes in multi-use clusters of PCs.
The next section then differentiates between active and passive nodes. Active nodes
actively participate in the data-replication operation and are capable of forking a stream
to multiple other nodes. A passive node is part of the physical network and simply passes
data along without permanently storing it.
Physical and logical networks are the topic of the next section. The physical network’s
topology is given by the cables of the data-network installation, while the topology of
the logical network is chosen arbitrarily. The mapping of the logical onto the physical
network is crucial for the performance of the data stream.
In a next step, I explain important constraints for the basic model: The reliable transfer
premise, which ensures that the logical stream is reliable and its performance the same in
the whole system, and the fair sharing of links, which means that resources’ capabilities
are shared evenly between all passing data streams. The edge capacity specifies the edges’
streaming capacity for each physical link and logical channel. Similarly, the node capacity
is given by the switching capacity that a node can provide.
In a first model, a basic algorithm finds the maximal achievable throughput of a data
stream in a system. It does so posting a series of inequalities according to the chosen
topologies and depending on the edges’ and nodes’ capabilities. Two examples illustrate
the use of the basic model. The basic model ignores important subsystems in the active
node such as the memory or CPU. A more detailed model thus also takes the data flow
inside the active nodes into account. The enhanced model shares the capacities of the disk
system, the I/O bus, the memory system and the CPU between the involved data streams.
Thereby it helps to compare and understand the performance of different approaches to a
data-streaming operation. A next section then explains how to deal with compressed data
streams. Compressed data streams can be integrated into the model by integrating the
additional data copies and the compression module into the set of inequalities. The calculation of the model for our sample PC cluster pointed towards an optimal solution using
uncompressed streams of raw data. Compression resulted in a lower network utilisation
but was slower due to the higher CPU utilisation.
The passive nodes’ capabilities are harder to model, because the switches may exhibit
strange behavior, e.g. when slower links are connected to the switch or when they reach
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their performance limits. It is thus difficult to use the switches’ IP-multicast features for
data distribution and some switches can not even be modelled accurately.

6
Data Casting
Practice is like theory,
only different.
Saying

The flexibility of multi-use clusters of commodity PCs requires a technique to rapidly
replicate OS installations to many nodes in a cluster. A basis for such a replication
technique—also known as cloning—is a data casting algorithm and implementation that
allows to multicast large amounts of identical data with high performance to many nodes
in a cluster. In this chapter I discuss different approaches to the data-casting problem with
varying topologies and introduce our partition-cloning tool Dolly that uses a multi-drop
chain as network topology. The use of a multi-drop chain topology seems to be against
intuition at first, but follows naturally from the analytic model presented in the previous
chapter. Finally I compare the different approaches in an experimental evaluation.

6.1

Introduction and Related Work

I was motivated to realize the work on data casting by the work with the Patagonia multiuse cluster of commodity PCs. This cluster can be used for different tasks by booting
different system installations (see Section 4.1.2 for more information about the hardware
of the Patagonia cluster). The usage modes comprise traditional scientific computing
workloads (Linux), research experiments in distributed data processing (data mining) or
distributed collaborative work (Linux and Windows NT) and computer science education
(Windows NT, Oberon). For best flexibility and maintenance, such a multi-use cluster
must support the installation of new operating system images within minutes.
The problem of copying entire partitions over a fast network leads to some interesting
tradeoffs in the overall design of a PC cluster architecture. Our cluster nodes are built
from advanced components such as fast microprocessors, disk drives and high-speed network interfaces connected via a scalable switching fabric. Yet it is not obvious which
75
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arrangement of the network or which configuration of the software results in the fastest
system to distribute large blocks of data to all the machines of the cluster. At first, the use
of IP multicast seems the best solution as it takes advantage of the switches’ multicasting
features. However, the coordination of a single sender and many receivers with potentially different hardware capabilities is complex. Other protocols and topologies might
offer similar or better performance than the multicast based. Another tradeoff worth investigation is the use of compression. As discussed in Section 5.8 the use of compression
reduces the amount of data to transmit, but increases the load on the CPU and the memory subsystem. This tradeoff might reduce the throughput of streams in some systems,
but might improve others—depending on the topology and the relative speed of the CPU
and the network.
After in depth analytical modelling of network and cluster nodes in Chapter 5, I create
a simple, OS-independent tool that distributes raw disk partitions. The tool can be used to
replicate (i.e. clone) any OS installation. Most OSs can perform automatic installation and
customisation at startup and a cloned partition image can therefore be used immediately
after a partition cast completes.
Partition cloning is similar to general backup and restore operations. The differences
between logical and physical backup are examined in [HMF+ 99]. We wanted our tool
to remain operating system and file system independent and therefore we work with raw
disk partitions ignoring file systems and their content.
Another previous study of software distribution [KC96] presents a protocol and a tool
to distribute data to a large number of machines while putting a minimal load on the
network (i.e. executing in the background at a lower priority). The described tool uses
unicast, multicast and broadcast protocols depending on the capabilities and the location
of the receivers. The different protocols drastically reduce the network usage of the tool,
but also keep the data distribution well below maximal speeds.
A quite recent and interesting project in the field is Frisbee [HSL+ 03]. Frisbee is
a cloning tool with multicast data distribution and compression techniques for the data.
It uses IP multicast with a receiver-driven application-level reliable multicast protocol.
However, there is no flow control and the multicast packets are sent at a constant data
rate that must suit the receivers. With data networks becoming faster and faster, it will
become more essential that the data is never sent too fast for the receivers. Otherwise
many dropped and retransmitted packets are the result. Even if a single node is overloaded temporarily, the server has to retransmit data which slows down the whole stream.
Compression of partitions is done in chunks and includes only allocated blocks.
Pushing the protocols for reliable multicast over unreliable physical network towards
higher speeds leads to a great variation in the perceived bandwidth, even with moderate packet loss rates, as shown in [Rau97]. Known solutions for reliable multicast (such
as [FJM+ 95]) require flow-control and retransmission protocols to be implemented in the
application. Most of the multicast-protocol work is geared to either reliably distribute
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small control messages or audio and video streams with low delay and jitter, rather than
to optimise bulk data transfers at a high burst rate. Work on small-message reliable multicast includes [PRO03, WMK95], while [PSK94, AR94] focuses on high-speed reliably
multicast on wide area networks.
A few commercial products are available for operating system installation by cloning,
such as Norton Ghost1 , ImageCast2 or DriveImagePro3 . All these tools are capable of
replicating a whole disk or individual partitions and generating compressed image files,
but—at the time of our study in the year 2000—none of them can adapt to different
networks or the different performance characteristics of the computers in PC clusters.
Commercial tools also depend on the OS and the file system, since they use knowledge of
the installed OS and file systems to provide additional services such as resizing partitions,
installing individual software packages and performing customisations.
An OS-independent open-source approach is desirable to support partition cast for
maintenance in Beowulf installations [BSS+ 95]. Other applications of my data-distribution technique could include data casting for presentations, databases or screen images
for new applications in distributed data mining, collaborative work or remote tutoring
on multi-use clusters of PCs. An early survey about research in that area including video
cast for clusters of PCs was done in the Tiger project [BID+ 96]. Some simulations require
large input data sets on the nodes’ local hard-disk drives for faster reading. Distributing
these input files with an efficient data-casting technique could help to speed up research
with and development of these simulations.

6.2

Differences in the Implementations

In this section I describe different implementations of a data-casting operation. I implemented most of the described techniques to evaluate their fitness for practical use.
6.2.1

Network-Supported Multicast

An obvious topological alternative would be a true physical spanning tree using the multicasting feature of the networking hardware. With this bus-topology–based option the
server would only source one stream and the clients would all only sink a single stream.
Actual replication of the data to multiple network links is done by the switches. Since
data is theoretically just transmitted once over every link to a node that needs to receive
the data, multicast is the most economic use of the network’s resources. The protocols
and schemes required for reliable and robust multicast are neither trivial to implement nor
included in common commodity OSs and often depend on very specific multicast capa1 Norton

Ghost by Symantec, http://www.symantec.com/
by Innovative Software Ltd., http://www.innovativesoftware.com/
3 DriveImagePro by PowerQuest, http://www.powerquest.com/

2 ImageCast
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bilities of the network hardware. Some of the cheaper switches behave strangely under
certain conditions as described in Subsection 5.9.1.
S

S

Figure 6.1: Logical topology of multicast-based data cast (left) and its mapping onto
a physical cluster network with a single switch (right).
For the experimental evaluation in Section 6.3 of that implementation alternative I
used the protocol described in [Rau97] and the publicly available tool UDPCast [Kna02]
in a reconsideration five years later, as it is more advanced than my own prototype implementation. A graph of the logical and physical topology of a multicast-based data cast
is shown in Figure 6.1. UDPcast reliably multicasts data by using IP multicast from one
node to all other nodes that take part in the distribution. Lost packets are retransmitted
and an option for asymmetric links allows forward error correction by including redundant information in the data packets, thereby increasing the volume of the transmitted
data.
If we would try to model the multicast setup, it would be difficult because of the unknown behavior of the network switches (see also Section 5.9.1) and the complex flow
control for the asymmetric situation of one single sender and many receivers. Theoretically we see from Figure 6.1 that every node and every edge has only one corresponding
data stream, which would be an optimal topology.
6.2.2

Network File System (NFS)

Another experimental setup for partition-cast uses a standard file-sharing service like
NFS4 with transfers over a UDP/IP network resulting in a star topology. The NFS server
exports partition images to all the clients in the cluster. A command line script reads
the images from a network-mounted drive, possibly decompresses the data and writes it
to the raw partitions of the local disk. Although this approach might look a bit naive to
an experienced system architect, it is simple, highly robust and supported by every OS.
Furthermore, a single client failure or a congested network can be easily dealt with.

4 Network

File System
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S

S

Figure 6.2: Logical topology of an NFS-based (star topology) data cast (left) and its
mapping onto a physical cluster network with a single switch (right).
Figure 6.2 illustrates the logical topology and its mapping onto a physical cluster
network. Because of the asymmetric role of one server which individually serves many
clients, this approach does not scale well, since the single network link of the server can
be saturated while serving a relatively small number of clients even with a high-speed
Gigabit Ethernet connection.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic data flow in a source node for a star-topology partition cloning
operation, as used in the simple “copy from NFS” approach
When looking at the internal data operations of the server node as depicted in Figure 6.3, we see three types of operations: One is the transfer of the data from the disk
into the system’s buffer cache. It transfers every part of the data exactly once. Another
type of operation are the data copies from the system buffer to the NFS daemons’ buffers.
Depending on the implementation and the level of parallelism of the NFS daemons, data
may be copied once for every single client or once to every NFS daemon (kernel-based
implementations of NFS might avoid this copy). The final type of operation is the data
stream from the NFS daemons to the system’s network buffers and over the network interface to all the clients. This operation requires exactly one data copy for every single
client. Only a true zero-copy architecture could reduce the data copies, but the data would
still cross the PCI bus and the NIC for all the clients. In the model from the previous
chapter, these data copies would introduce a variable parameter n (representing the number of clients) into the inequalities for the capacity constraints. The throughput of the
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overall stream worsens with an increasing number of clients. The model clearly predicts
the nonscalability of the NFS-based approach.
6.2.3

Tree Topology With Dolly-Tree

As a next setup, we considered putting together active clients in a n-ary spanning tree
topology. This method works with standard TCP point-to-point connections and uses
switching capability of the switch backplane. My partition cloning program Dolly5 runs
on each active node. A simple server program reads the data from disk on the image
server and sends the stream over a TCP connection to the first few intermediary clients.
The clients receive the stream, write the data to the local disk and send it concurrently on
to the next clients in the tree. The leaf nodes in the tree receive the stream and simply
store on their local disks. The nodes are connected in an n-ary spanning tree, eliminating
the bottleneck of the server link accessing the network.
S

S

Figure 6.4: Logical topology of an tree-based data cast (left) and its mapping onto a
physical cluster network with a single switch (right).
The logical topology of the tree setup and its mapping on the physical network of a
cluster is depicted in Figure 6.4. It shows—considering a binary tree as example—that
the server’s link has only two outgoing data streams, and every following node has exactly
one incoming and two outgoing data streams.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic data flow through a node running the Dolly-tree client in a
binary-tree topology.
The detailed internal operations inside an intermediary node of a binary-tree setup is
illustrated in Figure 6.5. It reveals that the number of copy operations no longer depends
5 http://www.cs.inf.ethz.ch/CoPs/patagonia/
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on the number of clients, but on the branching factor of the tree. The branching factor also
determines the number of outgoing data streams over the potentially limiting network.
While the tree setup is an improvement over the NFS-based star topology, the limiting
factor has shifted from the number of nodes to the branching factor of the tree. The model
predicts an increase in the stream’s performance, but suggests that a branching factor of
one should result in even better throughput due to fewer copy operations per node and
better use of the network links.

6.2.4

Multi-Drop Chain With Dolly

For the final and optimal solution the same Dolly client program can be used with a local
copy to disk and just one further downstream client to serve to. The topology turns into a
highly degraded unary spanning tree—a tree with a branching factor of one. We call this
logical network a multi-drop chain. My cloning tool Dolly can be configured to organise
its data-casting operation in a multi-drop chain: The server reads the data stream from
disk and sends it to the first client. The clients continuously store the incoming data
stream on their local disks while concurrently forwarding it to their corresponding next
client. At the end of the chain, the final client simply sinks the stream to its disk.
S
S

Figure 6.6: Dolly-based data cast with a multi-drop–chain topology. The logical
topology is on the left and its mapping onto a physical cluster network with a single
switch on the right.
The logical multi-drop chain and its mapping onto the physical network of a cluster
is shown in Figure 6.6. The figure reveals that every node has at most one incoming data
stream and at most one outgoing data stream. Every edge is traversed by at most one
stream in each direction, leaving the switch as the only scalability-limiting resource of
the physical network.
The schematic data flow of a data cast with Dolly is depicted in Figure 6.7, including the internal operations of the nodes. The number of the nodes’ internal copy operations is lower than with a tree topology and is completely independent of the number of
nodes. This independence makes the system highly scalable and according to the model
it achieves optimal performance.
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Figure 6.7: Schematic data flow for a number of nodes running the Dolly client.

6.3

Experimental Evaluation of Partition Cast

In this section I provide measurements of partition casts in different logical topologies as
described in the previous section, with compressed and uncompressed partition images.
The partition to be distributed to the target machines is a 2 GByte Windows NT partition
from a production OS installation. For measurements with compressed data streams,
the image file is compressed with GNU gzip down to 1 GByte in size, resulting in a
compression factor of 2. All the experiments were executed on the Patagonia cluster (see
Subsection 4.1.2 for details on the systems) except where otherwise noted.
The initial version of our partition-cast tool uses only existing OS services and therefore applies a simplistic star-topology approach as described in Subsection 6.2.2. It comprises a NFS server which exports the partition images to all the clients. The clients
access the images over the network using NFS, possibly uncompressing the images and
finally writing the data to the target partition. The results of this experiment are shown in
the left chart in Figure 6.8 (the execution time for each client machine is logged to show
the variability due to congestion). The figure shows two essential results: (1) The more
clients need to receive the data, the more time the distribution takes (resulting in a lower
total bandwidth of the system). The bandwidth is limited by the edge capacity of the
server. (2) Compression helps to increase the bandwidth for a star topology. As the edge
capacity is the limiting factor, the nodes have enough CPU, memory and IO capacity left
to uncompress the incoming stream at full speed, thereby increasing the total bandwidth
of the channel.
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Figure 6.8: Total execution times for distributing a 2 GByte Windows NT OS
partition simultaneously to 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 machines by partition cloning with
NFS based star topology, the Dolly based 3-tree and multi-drop-chain topologies
on the Patagonia cluster. The star topology run with 10 clients using raw transfers
over Fast Ethernet resulted in execution times around 2500 seconds as the NFS
server’s disk started thrashing.

Note that NFS is not necessarily an optimal implementation of the star-topology, but
an experiment based on NFS was used as a first and simple distribution scheme. All basic
building blocks for this implementation were already included in our maintenance OS
Linux. A better tuned implementation of a star topology (e.g. without daemons) might
increase the performance slightly, but could not solve the problem of scalability due to
the limiting edge capacity of the server node. Since we knew that star topologies are
suboptimal we did not provide high out-degrees required for a star topology in Dolly.
A second experiment uses an n-ary spanning tree structure. This topology was implemented in the small program Dolly which acts as an active node. The program reads
the partition image on the server and sends it to the first n clients. The clients write the
incoming data continuously to the target partition on disk and send the data concurrently
to the next n clients. The out-degree is the same for all nodes (provided there are enough
child nodes) and can be specified at runtime. The results for a 3-ary tree are shown in
the middle chart of Figure 6.8. For Fast Ethernet the execution time increases rapidly for
a small number of clients until the number of clients (and therefore the number of child
nodes of the server) reaches the out-degree. As soon as the number of clients becomes
larger than the out-degree, the execution times stay roughly constant. For this relatively
low network speed, the edge capacity remains a bottleneck, resulting in increased execution times for higher out-degrees. In the case of Gigabit Ethernet, the link bandwidth (the
edge capacity) is high enough to satisfy an out-degree of up to 3 without the edge capacity becoming the bottleneck. The primary bottleneck in this case is given by the memory
capacity of the nodes. The figure also reveals that using compressed data streams helps
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for the slower Fast Ethernet, because more data can be transfered over the limiting link.
For Gigabit Ethernet, compression increases the execution time due to its strong impact
on the CPU and the memory subsystem.
For the third experiment I use Dolly to cast the partition using a multi-drop chain.
The results are shown in the right chart of Figure 6.8. The times measured indicate indicate that the execution time for this partition cast is nearly independent of the number of
clients. This independence results from the fact that in a multi-drop–chain configuration,
the edge capacity is no longer a bottleneck as every edge carries at most one stream. The
new bottleneck is the nodes’ memory system. The memory bottleneck also explains why
compression results in a lower bandwidth for the channel (decompressing data requires
more memory copy operations in UNIX pipes from/to the gunzip process). The only limit
to the scalability of the multi-drop–chain setup is the backplane capacity of the switch.

Figure 6.9: Total (aggregate) throughputs achieved in distributing a 2 GByte
Windows NT Operating System partition simultaneously to a number of hosts
by partition cloning in the Patagonia cluster.
Figure 6.9 shows the total, aggregate bandwidth of data transfers to all disk drives in
the system with the three experiments. The figure indicates that the aggregate bandwidth
of the NFS-approach increases only modestly with the number of clients while the multidrop chain scales perfectly. The 3-ary-tree approach also scales linearly, but increases at
a lower rate on Fast Ethernet because the link bandwidth is shared between three streams.
The numbers for the NFS approach clearly max out with the transfer bandwidth of the
server’s network interface reaching the edge capacity: Our NFS-server can deliver a maximum of about 20 MByte/s over Gigabit Ethernet and about 10 MByte/s over Fast Ethernet
(note that we are using compressed data for the NFS approach in the above figure thereby
doubling the bandwidth).
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Experiment on Direct Multicast
At the time of writing the thesis, the Patagonia cluster is already decommissioned, wherefore I can not conduct directly comparable experiments with the UDPcast utility in a
multicast topology on identical hardware. However, a few tests on the new CoPs cluster
(see Subsection 4.1.3 for details on the hardware) gave the following results. Transferring
a large file from the disk of one server to the disks of up to eight clients over Fast Ethernet
results in a perfect stream throughput of 11.7 MByte/s. The higher throughput than the
multi-drop–chain results listed above are due to the faster memory subsystem of the nodes
in the new CoPs cluster. For the tests, all devices that have only 10baseT links must be
disconnected from the switch, otherwise the throughput drops below 1 MByte/s. To compare the multicast and multi-drop–chain topologies on the Gigabit Ethernet network, I
run the UDPcast and the Dolly utilities without reading data from disk—thus eliminating
the trivial disk bottleneck. UDPcast in its default configuration on the high-speed Gigabit
Ethernet network incurs too many retransmits because of dropped packets, therefore I set
the maximal bitrate (after some decremental tests to find a reasonably low packet-loss
rate) to 500 Mbps, which eliminates the packet losses almost completely. For a test with
eight client nodes, UDPcast then transfered data with about 45 MByte/s, while Dolly’s
throughput reached 60 MByte/s. Despite UDPcast’s complex protocol implementation,
the coordination of the communication between the sender and the receivers seems to be a
problem for more than a single client. On the other hand, Dolly’s straight-forward implementation of a multi-drop chain composed of TCP connections between clients reaches
higher throughputs than the theoretically optimal multicast—mostly thanks to the proven
flow-control algorithms of the TCP protocol.

6.4

Comparison of Model with Experimental Data

The predicted throughputs are compared with the corresponding measured values in our
Patagonia cluster in Table 6.1 and some selected results are graphically shown in Figure 6.10. In general the model slightly overestimates the throughput, but it correctly predicts three visible trends: (1) An increase in the out-degree of the data replication reduces
throughput, (2) using compressed data only helps with overloaded links, i.e. Fast Ethernet
as physical network and a logical topology with higher out-degrees, (3) the multi-drop
chain with an uncompressed data stream has the highest throughput. In certain cases the
model is slightly inaccurate: When using compressed data streams, it underestimates the
throughput, by giving the decompress process too much weight. The difference between
the binary tree and the 3-tree topology is much overestimated, while the measurements
revealed only a very small difference between the topologies on the Gigabit Ethernet network. The later miss prediction suggests that the effects of the CPU’s cache might become
increasingly important when the same data stream is copied multiple times.
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In the future, the processing speed of CPUs will continue to improve drastically, while
the difference in the speed of caches and RAMs will increase. Since our model does
not include caches, any data transfers that make use of the cache will inevitably lead
to inaccurate predictions of the model. Cache effects are hard to predict, because they
depend on the parameters of the cache as well as on the order of the data transfers—
which in turn may depend on the OS.

Network
Topology
Chain
Chain
2-Tree
3-Tree
Star
Star

OutDegree

Compression

1
1
2
3
5
5

no
yes
no
no
no
yes

Fast Ethernet Thr.
Extended MeaModel
sured
12.5
3.9
6.3
4.2
2.5
3.0

8.8
4.9
5.4
3.8
2.3
3.6

Gigabit Ethernet Thr.
Extended
MeaModel
sured
12.6
3.9
9.3
7.4
5.3
3.0

9.0
6.1
8.2
8.0
6.3
4.1

Table 6.1: Predicted and measured throughputs (Thr.) for a partition cast with a multidrop–chain (Chain) topology, different tree topologies and the star topology for uncompressed and compressed data streams. All values are given in MByte/s.

After we put our new CoPs cluster into service, I did a re-measurement on this new
hardware to assess the predictive power of the model. A microbenchmark [KS98, KS]
measured the memory-copy bandwidth at 200 MByte/s, while the TCP-transfer bandwidth with the Linux-kernel version 2.4.1 is about 110 MByte/s. Using these numbers
our model predicts a multi-drop–chain throughput of 25.4 MByte/s, while the measurement showed that the measured throughput is 26 MByte/s and falls within the range of a
few MByte/s.
One might argue that the model is rather imprecise since some of its predictions are
off by about one fifth of the throughput. However, the accuracy of an analytic model
depends largely upon its complexity. A higher accuracy comes at the price of a higher
complexity, which makes the model harder to use and increases the feedback loop during
the design of new systems. Our comparatively simple model helps to get a sense for the
performance of a system without having to know every detail of the implementation and
the underlying subsystems. Its simplicity and small feedback loop help to quickly locate
bottlenecks and guide the design of new systems towards their optimum. It is easy to use
in practice while still correctly predicting important performance trends.
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Figure 6.10: Predicted and measured throughputs for a partition cast with the
multi-drop chain and star topologies for uncompressed and compressed data
streams.
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Summary and Conclusions

Data casting is an important operation to replicate OS installations onto the many nodes
of a multi-use cluster. While it is obvious that the operation should be done as quickly
as possible to minimise downtime, it is much less evident what kind of setup gives the
highest throughput. Possible tradeoffs include the topology of the data stream or the use
of compression to reduce the amount of transfered data.
In a second section I discuss several different implementations of data cast. A seemingly promising idea is the use of a reliable multicast protocol on top of IP multicast, as it
would theoretically allow to make best use of the available network resources by letting
the switches distribute the data stream. The second implementation bases on the startopology and uses readily available tools and a NFS server to distribute partition images
to the client nodes. Because the server needs to send the data over its network interface
for every single client, my model from Chapter 5 predicts non-scalability. To limit the
number of streams that pass through the server’s network interface, a third approach uses
the tree-topology. My cloning tool Dolly distributes data in such a setup. The model predicts an even better scalability for the multi-drop–chain topology, where every edge of the
network is crossed by at most one stream per direction and every node has no more than
one incoming and one outgoing data stream. This topology is implemented by the Dolly
tool too, and the model predicts high scalability.
The experimental evaluation of the different implementations of partition cast reveals
that in fact, the execution time for a cloning operation using the star-topology and NFS
is highly dependant on the number of clients. Execution times for the tree-topology only
increase until the number of client nodes exceeds the specified out-degree. After that
point is reached, the approach scales well. Best scalability is achieved with the multidrop chain since it is completely independent of the number of nodes. Measurements
with the UDPcast tool—which implements a reliable multicast protocol—indicate that
the flow control between a single sender and many receivers is a rather difficult task that
is best done with constant bit rates, thus losing flexibility and adaptability.
A comparison of the model’s prediction and the results of the measurements indicate
that, while the model is certainly not perfect, it correctly predicts three trends: (1) Higher
out-degrees yield lower throughputs, (2) data compression is only worthwhile for links
with highly reduced bandwidths, (3) the uncompressed multi-drop chain offers the highest
throughput rates. On the other hand, the throughput of compressed data is underestimated
by the model, while the difference in throughput between similar out-degrees is much less
than predicted by the model.
The resulting partition-casting tool is capable of transferring a 2 GByte Windows NT
operating system installation to 24 workstations in less than 5 minutes while transferring
data at a sustained rate of about 9 MByte/s per node through a multi-drop chain. Fast partition cast permits the distribution of entire installations in a short time, adding flexibility
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to a multi-use cluster of PCs to do different tasks at different times. A setup for efficient
data cast also results in easier maintenance and enhances the robustness against slowly
degrading software installations in a PC cluster.

7
Efficient Data Storage for OS
Installations in Clusters
For goals and tasks, which we recognised as worthwhile and valuable,
we can exert ourselves substantially more efficiently
than for those, whose value we suspect
only vaguely or even doubt.
Ulrike Brommer

As Multi-use clusters of commodity PCs are used with different OS installations and
environments, they usually store a copy of more than one commodity OS installation on
each node. The management and maintenance of all the installations on the nodes is a
challenging task, not only because of the different requirements, installation and update
procedures of the different OSs, but also because of the vast amount of partially replicated
data that must be archived. An interesting question is how to store these huge data sets
efficiently, considering that the data sets of different versions and customisations of OS
installations in clusters of PCs potentially contain much redundant data. In this chapter I
will present some different solutions for efficient storage of these large data sets, introduce
block repositories as my solution to the problem, discuss the different approaches and
evaluate them.

7.1

Introduction and Related Work

In this section I will first describe in more detail the problems with the maintenance of
current commodity OSs in multi-use clusters, after which I discuss related work and the
limitations that come with many commercial products. While dependable OS maintenance is quite important in a cluster that is used by many different users or user groups,
the fundamental problem also appears in other applications that use large data sets that
evolve over time, or have otherwise relatively small differences.
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The Problem of Software Maintenance

The different usage modes (production, training, experimentation) and the different OSs
(Linux, Windows NT, Oberon) in multi-use clusters greatly complicate software maintenance. Typically software maintenance for these large clusters of PCs or corporate fleets
of PCs is done with OS specific tools, e.g. a variety of utilities specifically written for Windows NT. The three different OS families in our Patagonia cluster run on three different
release schedules. The compatibility of OS dependent tools with future releases would be
extremely hard to guarantee resulting in a unstable system. Furthermore we have to deal
with increasingly error-prone software and complicated installation processes that can in
fact have unexpected influence on so-called preference settings or on other parts of software configuration state. De-installation of software is even worse and some systems can
never be brought back to their initial state without a re-installation from the beginning.
To overcome the drawbacks and deficiencies of highly specialised and complex maintenance tools on the market, I raise some fundamental questions and require that our
maintenance tools remain completely OS independent. Such a viewpoint will mandate
and enforce that there are clean abstractions of a partition with an installed software system in terms of bootable partition, visible partitions and configuration state of a partition.
All maintenance operations such as archive, restore, upgrade or replication of releases and
personalisation or customisation (i.e. single licence installations or custom drivers) must
be achievable without knowledge of the file-system formats or the configuration files of
the system-software installation. Last but not least the method of storing and archiving
software installations should be as efficient as possible, i.e. there can be no waste of storage space in a partition archive.
For the improved cluster maintenance mechanisms investigated in this chapter we use
a minimal Linux [Onl99] installation on all the cluster nodes to control all setup operations. This maintenance OS can be booted remotely for maintenance tasks. While the
concepts of our approach by themselves are remarkably simple, the viability is determined entirely by performance aspects of software replication and the storage efficiency
of keeping a fair number of incremental OS images in our partition repository and fast
replication across the network. The optimal setup and the performance of software replication (cloning) in large clusters of PCs is described in Chapters 5 and 6.
Partitions are distributed out of our repository by a simple tool called Dolly, comprising a small server and a very thin client of roughly 2000 lines of code. Dolly links
the nodes together in a TCP-based multi-drop chain, and is able to distribute data to all
disks in the cluster in a short time over classic, Fast or Gigabit Ethernet independent of
the number of nodes. This gives us full control over how the partitions are distributed and
installed on a multi-use cluster.
While the archiving of all recently installed OS images offers the advantage of going
back in time and being able to correct errors made during an installation processes, it
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could require a tremendous amount of storage space to store the images, if done naively.
Therefore we created partition repositories, a technique to archive and restore software
installations as partitions with a full base image and incremental changes. Most commercial tools can replicate partition images by ignoring the specifics of the different OSs
or store configured OS installations incrementally using the different file systems of the
target OS, but so far we have not encountered one that can do both with reasonable efficiency. The partition repository proposed and implemented works in an incremental and
completely OS independent manner and can store the different steps of a system installation efficiently. In the evaluation section I present empirical evidence that this approach is
fully usable and I quantify the size of the different partition images and their incremental
changes based on the example installations encountered in our Patagonia cluster at ETH
Zürich. The partition-repository maintenance system runs with Linux and does not depend on any proprietary knowledge of the target OS or file system. It is simple and built
completely from open source software, which makes it perfectly suited for a distribution
under an open source licence itself.

7.1.2

Related Work and Limitation of Commercial Products

One of the major challenges for educational system administrators and managers of corporate PC fleets is the constant need to maintain consistency in their distributed system
installation, as users or students are continuously changing configurations or adding programs. As educational clusters often comprise a large number of identical machines, disk
cloning of a master machine has been used for years but was always used in conjuction
with OS specific tools. The brute force method of disk cloning is gaining more and more
acceptance in the business world as a technique for software distribution and maintenance.
The principal remaining problem with cloning maintenance is the large amount of data
required to store the different OS installations and incremental versions, especially once
multiple OSs are used on the same set of machines in a cluster. This problem is addressed
in this chapter.
A previous study in this area by Hutchinson et. al. [HMF+ 99] compares the speed
of physical vs. logical backups of secondary storage devices to tertiary storage, i.e. from
hard disks to tape drives. The authors use a different terminology and misleadingly denote logical backups (i.e. filewise backups) as OS independent, because the files could
be restored on any operating system. Our naming scheme is different: We call physical
backups (i.e. blockwise backups) OS independent, as no knowledge of the underlying
file-system structure is needed to process backup and restore operations. In contrast to
logical backups, physical backups therefore work for any file system and any OS image
installed in that partition.
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The basic idea of disk or partition cloning is not new and in fact there are already a few
successful products available such as Norton Ghost1 [Cor98], ImageCast2 or DriveImagePro3 . All these tools are capable of replicating a whole disk or individual partitions
and of generating compressed image files to store the partition data. Unfortunately those
commercial tools are largely OS and file-system dependent. They use knowledge of the
installed OSs and file systems to provide additional services such as resizing partitions,
installing individual software packages and performing post-clone customisations such as
e.g., the change of TCP/IP settings. Their operation is therefore limited to the OS versions
supported by the tool. Some of the tools do include some functionality of blind disk-copy
operation, but those are unable to work with efficient storage techniques.
Other tools developed and used by system administrators use similar techniques: The
tools described in [Rid94] and [SMH95] use full partition images or dump files for backup
and restore. The approach with dump uses less storage space as it just stores files, while
the partition image superfluously includes unused parts of the partitions. Customisations
are performed with shell scripts or by copying modified files from a second local hard-disk
drive. A more advanced approach presented in [Rud97] uses a revision control system for
file systems (fsrcs). It stores changed files for each revision of the system installation in a
file tree. This approach also saves disk space but requires knowledge about the underlying
file system to access the files.
Frisbee is another tool for disk imaging and is described in [HSL+ 03]. It compresses
disk images by looking at the file-system type and skipping all unallocated blocks for
known file-system types. For unknown file systems, all blocks are marked as allocated,
thus keeping file-system independence. Frisbee then simply compresses the disk images
into individual 1-MByte chunks that can be read at random for later replication in the
cluster. There is no optimisation between identical blocks or chunks of different disk images. Work described in [SCP+ 02] tries to optimise the migration of virtual computers,
so called capsules. The authors try to minimise the time to transfer a capsule (i.e. the capsule’s blocks) between different locations as the capsule migrates (e.g. between a user’s
workplace and home). The reduction in capsules’ transfer times is done by calculating
hashes on all data blocks (in memory and on disk) and migrating only the blocks that are
required but not present at the current location of the capsule.
To the best of my knowledge our approach with cloning installations out of an incremental partition repository remains the only solution that is truly OS independent by
working with raw disk-partition installations. Images are stored in a block repository,
where compressed raw disk blocks are administered. Modern OSs can be set up for automatic installation and customisation, e.g. network settings can be initialised by DHCP
based on the unique address in the Ethernet adapter. Further post-cloning configurations
1 Norton

Ghost, Symantec, http://www.symantec.com/
Innovative Software Ltd., http://www.innovativesoftware.com/
3 DriveImagePro, PowerQuest, http://www.powerquest.com/

2 ImageCast,
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(as e.g. setting a new SID for Windows NT or individual licence keys for application
software) can be performed by scripts at startup.
7.1.3

Partition Cloning for Efficient Distribution

This section contains the most important details about the cloning system that is closely
related to our experimental investigation of partition repositories. An analytic model predicting cloning performance is presented in Chapter 5 and performance measurements on
the implemented system is described in Chapter 6.
First I need to define the terminology more precisely: The process of storing the
contents of a disk or partition to an image file is called a backup. The action in reverse,
writing an image to a partition is called a restore. In my definition, a restore includes
the installation on a previously empty, unused or broken partition, as well as the upgrade
of an image on an existing installation. The process of backing up an image from one
machine and then (later or at the same time) restoring to one or many other machines is
called cloning.
A somewhat simplistic approach (which is described in detail in Subsection 6.2.2)
relies on a standard networked file system (e.g. NFS) to backup a whole disk or partition4 .
The machine with the partition to be backed up simply copies its content to an NFS
file system exported from a server holding the collection of images. The image can be
compressed on the client side to save some storage space. For a restore, all the clients
involved will read the (compressed) partition image simultaneously over the network from
the NFS server, possibly uncompress it and write the data to the local disk. This approach
is simple, highly robust and most OSs include all software functions needed. The method
has the disadvantages that it does not scale beyond very few clients (see Section 6.3) and
that it does not have much room for improvements as each image is stored in one file and
served from 1 server to n clients.
In a more sophisticated approach as described in detail in Subsection 6.2.4, the backup
process can be done exactly as in the first approach or alternatively the master machine to
be cloned can also be used directly as server to the clients. The second step for the restore
operation is different: The distribution of the partition image for the restore operation is
accomplished using a virtual TCP multi-drop chain with the dedicated client. The advantages of this approach are scalability and flexibility: The overall system performance is
limited solely by the performance of a client, not the server, and therefore scales perfectly
even for a large number of clients.
In the basic Dolly partition-cloning framework the partitions are best transfered as a
sequence of uncompressed consecutive blocks. In the next section, I argue that it is worth4 The

terms disk and partition can be used interchangeably in this context. While this is not strictly
technically correct, they are handled in exactly the same way in our system. Therefore we will use the term
partition from now on.
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while to change this to a sequence of (not necessarily consecutive) blocks and a paired
array of disk-block numbers and image blocks. With some more advanced schemes, we
manage to transfer only unique blocks, saving much storage space and work in incremental installations. During the search for the best data representation we discovered that
there is a systematic structure to the various partition images that are used to maintain a
cluster installation. The next section analyzes this structure.

7.2

Characteristics of Data Evolution

Software installations are not done in one single, atomic step without ever changing them
again. The installation and maintenance of an OS remains an evolutionary and rather
incremental process. Because of the changing nature and complexity of todays OS installations, it would be desirable to have some sort of version control for the incremental steps
as this is the case with software development. For software development it is a common
practice that developers check out a stable part of the software being developed from a
repository, improve or change it and check it back into the repository. If at a later time
a bug is found, all old versions are still available, as every single version can be fully
retrieved from the repository as a snapshot. Since there can be a potentially large number
of incremental steps in the lifetime of a software development project, it is not efficient
to save all full revisions of the software in the repository. The repository therefore stores
only the differences between each version. As I will show, the same can be done with
software installations in hard-disk partitions. In Figure 7.1 I depict the typical structural
relationships of an OS partition image. I explain that a cluster software installation experiences changes (due to version upgrades) along a temporal axis during its lifetime, as well
as changes along a spacial axis when replicated into a large number of PCs in a multi-use
cluster and adapted to different clients and their hardware.
7.2.1

Temporal Differences

A common first step in OS installation and maintenance is to install the basic OS including
the kernel and only the most common programs needed to run the system. In further steps
more patches, service packs and additional software packages are installed. Later in the
life cycle new patches need to be applied or users demand the installation of new or the
upgrading of existing software packages. This process is error-prone: Software-parts
might be installed in an incorrect order or might not work together, or a configuration
option might be badly chosen. For such cases it is extremely helpful if single installation
steps can be completely reversed by reverting back to the last working version of the
installation without having to start from the beginning again.
Sometimes software is only temporarily installed on a cluster, e.g. for special classes,
courses, experiments or tests, and removed soon after its use. Most packages provide
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Figure 7.1: Diagram showing the evolutionary steps of a typical software installation. As software is added, changed or patched, the installation evolves
over time (downwards). Customised and personalised replications of the installation on different machines are separated horizontally. An OS installation and
maintenance tool should capture changes in both directions.
de-installing options, but often these are not capable of reverting every change done to
the system during the installation of the package. These small remaining changes result
in a so-called software rot which makes the system as a whole unstable and increasingly
difficult to maintain.
The OS installation is therefore changing (and hopefully improving in quality and
security) all the time, but only at the price of high complexity.

7.2.2

Spacial Differences

Some software packages also require local changes or adaptions on the machines, such
as licence keys for commercial software or changes to the local configuration files or the
Microsoft Registry database. These are only small changes between the installations, but
it might nevertheless be worthwhile to store those spacial differences: When a hard disk
fails, the exact images for the partitions of that machine can be restored and no further
configuration is required.
Since the original OS image and its copies on the nodes’ disks are bit-wise identical,
some customising configuration steps must be taken to make them operational. In most
cases a freshly cloned OS cannot be brought to life with a simple booting process but
requires some customisation. We use a DHCP server on the same Ethernet segment to
assign IP addresses and machine names based on the unique Ethernet MAC address built
into the primary network interface of each node. Additional scripts are performed at boot
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time to initialise further settings such as setting a unique SID, logging onto a domain
controller for Windows NT or selecting the correct driver for the graphics card installed.
Another possibility for machine specific changes would be to use scripted installs.
With this approach, a script does the local configurations and software installations automatically after the initial OS is installed. Scripted installs have some disadvantages
however: (1) They are OS dependent as the OS must support scripting languages and be
configurable by scripts. (2) They are slow since the file system must be used. ([HMF+ 99]
describes how the direct physical access of the disk is much faster than using the logical
file system, and in Chapter 6 I show that fast network-based installations on clusters are
in fact possible with raw disk accesses). (3) The removal of software packages with a
script is not as clean as restoring exactly the same installation. Most OS manufacturers
recommend scripted installs from an original CD ROM distribution and force the user
to become OS dependent. Our techniques are truly OS independent and will therefore
work for future releases of Linux and Windows. Once some form of auto configuration at
startup time can be worked out, a replication to hundreds of PCs is easily possible. However, auto configuration and fully floating licences are not always possible. With future
OSs it is well conceivable that a fully automatic configuration can still not be worked out
and manual intervention becomes necessary. Therefore the partition repository technique
allows the storage of fully customised images for each machine, and due to their efficient
management of differences, can do so without exceeding the storage budget. Since partition repositories are oblivious to the file system it does not matter if the application stores
its customised licence key in a file, in the executable or in an entry of the central Microsoft
Registry database. The disk-block based incremental imaging techniques will correctly
apply any changes upon a restore.
Abstraction of the installation state and a strict OS independence seems to be the
only viable approach to this maintenance problem since it is very hard to obtain proper
documentation about the configuration state of OSs and application programs.

7.3

Data Repositories for Incremental Data Evolution

The advantages of working with partitions in an OS independent way have been outlined
in the previous sections. Archiving customised and fully configured images and entire
maintenance histories of a large multi-use cluster of PCs as raw-image files requires a lot
of storage space. Therefore most commercial tools revert to incremental storage in a file
system or other dependent schemes for image maintenances.
I implemented a very different scheme for the storage of all information required
to do software maintenance in a cluster. The implementation required many tradeoffs
and design decisions, and therefore we need to quantify the storage requirement and the
savings of optimised storage techniques such as the deletion of zeroed blocks, image
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compression and an incremental storage method called partition repository with a few
typical example installations.
Partition repositories work with partition images exclusively (no knowledge of the
different file systems is desired or required) and therefore the method is completely OS
independent. The software maintenance system will work with any future OS version
and any file system that is or will be used on our cluster of PCs. The system works at
partition level and at disk-device level. At disk-device level there are no restrictions on
the data layout of a disk and even non-standard formats, such as Oracle data disks, can be
replicated. At the partition level the system works with the standard partitioning system
of the cluster platform. Our system relies on the partition access facilities provided by the
Linux maintenance OS.

7.3.1

Optimised Storage of Full Data Images

The most simple and obvious approach to manage different versions of installations is to
store the partition image of each new or upgraded OS installation in a file on a server. To
save valuable disk space, the images can be compressed with a generic data compression
algorithm such as Huffman or Lempel Ziv encoding—our tool uses the gzip utility from
GNU. According to our experience, partition images of moderately filled partitions can be
compressed to roughly 50% of their original size, depending on the kind of data installed
and the amount of free space in the partition. We occasionally use various file-system
dependent tools to “wipe” free space or to fill empty blocks with zeros after a complex
installation. Such tools help to achieve better compression. As there is exactly one imagefile per installation, archives and restores are simple to manage. On the other hand, a lot
of disk space is wasted as most of the information in two incremental installations is
identical.
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Figure 7.2: Example with two partition images archived as full data images.
Figure 7.2 displays an example with two images that are archived according to the
full-image approach. In the figure, the two simplified partition images contain six blocks
each. The characters in the disk blocks designate the content of the block—identical
characters stand for identical content. Even though there are some identical (and thus
redundant) blocks, all twelve blocks are fully archived.
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Storing Data Increments as Blockwise Diffs

A better and more advanced approach to capture at least some of the similarities between
two software-installation images is to store the full base image in a file for the first installation. Subsequent installations are then generated by comparing the updated partition on
a block-by-block basis. Only blocks which actually differ from previous reference images
are stored in a so called diff-file. With this approach, the unchanged blocks are not stored
twice. Small changes in an installation can thus be archived quite efficiently.
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Figure 7.3: Example with two partition images archived as blockwise diffs.
The generation of the diff-files is simple: The old image file and the upgraded partition
are both read sequentially and each block is compared with the block at the same position
of the other input file. When two blocks differ, the block is written to the diff-file. When
the two blocks are identical, only the number of the block in the original image file is
written to the diff-file, thus saving the space of an entire block. Figure 7.3 illustrates the
result with the same example as before. Blocks that are identical and at the same positions
are not stored twice, resulting in an archive with nine blocks instead of twelve.
There are some cases that are not handled very well by this simple method: For some
OSs, the removal and re-installation (probably with a partial update) of software packages is a common operation. In this case, the program itself, some configuration files as
well as shared libraries, are frequently moved to other locations in the partition, but not
necessarily changed. For some file systems it is a common operation to defragment the
stored files, which results primarily in moving data blocks around. Only some block and
directory structures on the disk need actually to be changed. Another case are modern
log-structured file systems (see e.g. [RO91, SBMS93]) in which even unchanged blocks
are frequently moved around by the cleaner to regain space in new empty segments. These
changes in location rather than content are not detected properly by the block-by-block
compare.
7.3.3

Storing Data Increments in Block Repositories

My most sophisticated solution, the partition block repositories, overcomes the limitation
of the two previous solutions and is fully enabled to detect the relocation of unchanged
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data during the difference calculation. It works by comparing all blocks of the base image
and incremental changes with each other and by storing only the unique blocks in a block
repository. The result is that blocks are not stored again in the block repository if they
were just moved around during an upgrade or defragmenting process by a system administrator or the cleaning process of a log-structured file system. A new differential image
only contains pointers to the blocks to be found in the repository. Changed blocks not yet
in the repository are stored and a pointer to them is inserted in the corresponding archive
file. This approach has the additional advantage that identical blocks in the same image
(such as zeroed blocks or common identical font files, libraries, graphics or dictionaries
found in may software packages) will also be stored only once, resulting in improved
storage efficiency.
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Figure 7.4: Example with two partition images archived in a block repository.
The same example as before, but with the archive organised as a block repository, is
illustrated in Figure 7.4. The block repository contains just unique blocks, there are no
more redundant blocks. Even inserting the original image alone into the block repository
reduces the storage requirements.
The downside of this most advanced approach of storing software installations is that
comparison of all blocks is an expensive operation, as each block of an image has to be
compared with each block of the other image. However, there are some possibilities to
speed up the process. Instead of cross-comparing all the blocks, we speed up the process by generating hash tables over the contents of the blocks at runtime when comparing
compressed images. We then compare the hash-values in memory only. For colliding
hash values, the blocks have to be compared in a second comparison pass, but the comparison of images is nevertheless much faster than it would be with a naive approach. The
comparison of two uncompressed Windows NT partitions of 2 GByte each takes about
7 minutes on a high-end PC and requires a few hundred MByte of memory. The same
comparison with compressed images took less than 9 minutes.
This operation is done only once for each archived installation step and is not required
for the more frequent restores. Furthermore, it is still much smaller compared to the time
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it usually takes to apply and test a system installation or upgrade, and it can easily be done
as a background process during the night, which makes it a reasonable effort.

7.4

Experimental Evaluation of Partition Repositories

For evaluating the different storage schemes we study a few partition-image series of real
OS installations on our Patagonia multi-use cluster. The images studied are taken from
our server which ran the software maintenance system as described in Subsection 7.3.1 at
the time of the tests. Figure 7.5 shows the evolutionary steps of the installations and the
replications to multiple PCs in our cluster.
Boot part.
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Upgrade
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Upgrade
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for diff. room

Time
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Figure 7.5: Evolutionary steps of the installations in Table 7.1 showing the temporal and spacial changes.
Table 7.1 lists the relevant storage requirements for a comparison of the different
methods of storage and for an estimate of storage requirements to maintain all system
software in a large and diverse multi-use cluster.
Installation

Full images
Base
Incr. Total

Blockwise diff
Base
Incr. Total

Blockwise repository
Base
Incr. Total

Boot part.
Maint. OS
Linux
Oberon
WinNT 1
WinNT 2

16
205
945
106
2048
2048

16
205
945
106
2048
2048

14
195
844
28
1893
1804

16
205
945
2×106
2×2048
2048

32
410
1890
318
6144
4096

(18kB)
0.3
12
25+22
35+430
29

16
205
957
153
2516
2077

(18kB)
0.3
6
10+2
22+280
17

14
195
850
40
2195
1821

Table 7.1: Comparison of the three presented approaches of storing incremental installations for different production images in use on the Patagonia cluster. All numbers are in
MByte except where otherwise noted.

In Table 7.1 the different storage methods as described in Section 7.3 are compared.
For some installations we have a base installation and one incremental version available;
other tests are done with two increments. With the blockwise-diff approach, the baseimage size is equal to the partition size of the installation, while the blockwise-repository
base is slightly smaller due to the detection of identical disk blocks. The listed diffs are
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calculated between the first version and the second version of the installation or from the
second version to the third one respectively. The listed installations have the following
characteristics: The first two installations are a very small boot partition, where only a minor change was applied, and a maintenance OS (Linux in our case) which was slightly upgraded. The series of two subsequent Linux installations differ in a few configuration and
kernel changes for slightly different hardware (amount of memory, processors, graphic
and network cards), resulting in a few changed and a few relocated blocks. Oberon uses
only a small portion of its partition which results in a quite small partition repository. The
second upgrade is the installation of nearly the same system for slightly different hardware, resulting in mostly the same information at different locations on the disk. The fifth
example is a series of Windows NT installations starting with a baseline Windows NT
installation followed by service pack installs. The second Windows NT installation is for
two nearly identical PC clusters where only a few default settings (such as printers and
boot scripts) have been changed.
2400

Windows NT

Size [MBytes]
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800
400
0
Full Images

Blockwise
Diffs

Block
Compressed Compressed Compressed
Repositories
Images
Diffs
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Method of storage

Base Install

Increment 1

Increment 2

Figure 7.6: Storage required for a successive Windows NT update path of three
different generations of installation steps from a base install to a fully updated
image. The three presented methods of archival are shown, without compression
applied in the left three cases and combined with compression in the right three.
The blocksize used for the diffs and the repository is 1 KByte.
The different storage techniques for Windows NT and the Linux maintenance software installation series is examined in more detail in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 respectively.
The above methods are combined with compression of the base archive as well as the
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Figure 7.7: Storage required for a successive Linux update path of two different generations from a base install to an updated image are examined for the
Linux maintenance OS respectively. The three presented methods of archival are
shown, without compression applied in the left three cases and combined with
compression in the right three. The blocksize used for the diffs and the repository
is 1 KByte.
increments. The incremental archive approaches show a great potential in saving disk
space without knowledge of the underlying file system. The block repository successfully
reduces the required storage for the initial image as well as the updates in the uncompressed case. In the compressed case however, the initial block repository is larger then
the compressed initial image files of the other techniques because the block repository is
compressed blockwise while the image files are compressed as a whole.
We then compare the storage requirements of our disk-block repository when installing the same software package on different OSs with different file systems. The
software package used for this experiment is Sun Microsystems’ StarOffice 5.1 which is
available for both Microsoft Windows NT and Linux. The results shown in Table 7.2 and
Figure 7.8 show that the block-repository technique works comparably well on both OSs
and file systems. According to the installation documentation of the software, the package requires 110–140 MByte of permanent disk space and around an additional 20 MByte
during the installation. The numbers in the table are higher because our tool also captures
changed entries in the directory and block-handling structures of the file system.
Another common operation in software-installation maintenance is the upgrading or
patching of the base OS or kernel respectively. We thus measure typical patch operations
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Figure 7.8: Storage requirements in the repository for an incremental software
update, i.e. installing the same new office package StarOffice 5.1 and for upgrading or patching the base OS or kernel respectively on both Windows NT and
Linux. The original images are 2 GByte large.
OS
Installation

Part.
Size

Windows NT
Linux

2048
2048

Repository size
Orig. img. Incr. after inst.
1791
1535

203
209

Table 7.2: Storage requirements in the repository for installing the same office package
StarOffice 5.1 on both Windows NT and Linux. The numbers are in MByte.

for Windows NT and Linux. On Windows NT we upgrade from Service Pack 4 to Service
Pack 5, while on Linux we patch the kernel source tree on the machine from 2.2.14 to
2.2.15, recompile and install the kernel. These two operations are not directly comparable
but show typical software maintenance tasks for the two OSs used in our Patagonia cluster.
The results are depicted in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.8.
In our next experiment we compare the installations on two identical machines which
have been customised, again both for Windows NT and Linux. The Windows NT system
was cloned, self-configured during the first bootup, and rebooted eventually as the new
customised machine. For Linux there is no need for such a configuration step in our
installation, as completely identical images can be used (we use DHCP for setting the IP
addresses and hostnames, we do not have software with local licences and we use scripts
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OS
Installation

Part.
Size

Windows NT
Linux

2048
2048

Repository size
Incr. after patch
Orig. img. Abs.
Perc.
1791
1535

106
50

5.9 %
3.2 %

Table 7.3: Storage requirements in the repository for upgrading or patching the base OS
or kernel respectively. The numbers are again in MByte.

OS
Installation
Windows NT
Linux

Partition
Size
2048
2048

Repository size
Increase after customisation
Original Img. Absolute
Relative
1791
1535

27
9

1.5 %
0.5 %

# of inst.
to double
75
227

Table 7.4: Storage requirements in the disk-block repository for customised replications.
The numbers are in MByte except in the last column, which lists the number of customised
replications that can be inserted in the repository before its size is twice as big as the
uncompressed partition.

to detect and select the right graphic-card driver during bootup). The Linux numbers are
derived by comparing two identical machines after they were only in light use for a few
weeks. The results are shown in Table 7.4. The table’s last column shows the number of
customised partition images that can be inserted into the repository before the repository
is twice as big as the uncompressed partition. This means that we can store 75 customised
Windows NT installations in a repository that has only twice the size of the partition.
A shortcoming of the blockwise-repository storage technique is that the fragmentation into blocks adversely affects the compression rate since compression is now blockwise (instead of the whole image at once) so that individual blocks can later be accessed
directly without first uncompressing the whole repository file. We examined the rate
in more detail by comparing the raw size as well as the increase (diff size) of the uncompressed and compressed repository, after inserting a base installation as well as an
updated partition. We store the 205 MByte large maintenance-Linux base partition as
well as its 25 MByte incremental updated image in the repository and use varying block
sizes for the gzip compression algorithm to compare (diff) and compress the blocks. The
results in Figure 7.9 show that for increasing block sizes the uncompressed repository
size increases due to the coarser granularity of difference detection. This increase in the
repository’s size is because, for small changes, a larger block needs to be inserted into the
repository. The compression algorithm, on the other hand, works better for larger block
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of disk space requirements depending on different block
sizes for the comparison (diff) and compression algorithm. The 205 MByte
Linux maintenance partition is inserted alone in the upper figure, while in the
lower figure, the first update is also inserted. In the upper case the absolute sizes
of the uncompressed and compressed repositories are compared and the compression ratio is shown. The lower figure shows the same characteristics for an
incremental partition image of 25 MByte as an uncompressed and compressed
repository after inserting the updated partition.
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sizes. Larger blocks thus improve the compression factor. The results indicate that one
might reduce the disk space requirements considerably by using 16 KByte blocks and
by optimally combining blockwise repositories to whole-image compression techniques.
16 KByte seems to be optimal for the incremental image, since the compression algorithm
shows little additional gains beyond 16 KByte and is offset by the loss in the accuracy of
difference processing.

7.5

Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter I analyse the problem of software maintenance in large clusters of PCs. I
think that our work applies to traditional clusters for scientific computing, novel clusters
for multimedia collaboration or even computers in a corporate fleet of PCs. Versatility
in the use of clusters and the rapid release schedule of different OSs in the commodity
software market require a cluster maintenance tool to use simple and clean abstractions
of the state comprised of system installation.
Therefore, I propose to build a software maintenance system for clusters based on
the storage and the distribution of entire partition images. The system thus does not depend on any operating system or file system. In the previous chapter I proposed to use
my cloning tool Dolly for high-speed partition cloning and data distribution across the
high-speed network of large multi-use clusters. In this chapter I investigated blockwise
partition repositories to address the storage problems associated with the partition maintenance approach in large clusters of PCs. I clearly identify two reasons for a replicated
storage of partitions: The temporal evolution of an OS installation following the release
schedule for updates and the installations of additional middleware or application packages, the individual configuration of images for heterogeneous hardware environment or
for network or licence key configurations.
The implementation of a block-based difference scheme demonstrates that we can
reduce the storage needs for keeping a full software history based on partition images
drastically by storing increments of 1% up to 20% of the space that would be required to
store a full partition. A comparison between a release history of Windows NT and Linux
partition on our multi-use cluster Patagonia does not reveal any fundamental difference
between the two most popular cluster OSs and shows that our partition repositories work
for both OSs in the same way.
I also demonstrate that storing fully customised images for the different nodes in a
large cluster is relatively cheap. Since our Linux system offers complete network autoconfiguration and none of the Linux Software packages rely on individual licence keys
the capability for customised replication is not as important for Linux as it is for Windows NT. For Windows NT my method can store up to 75 incremental customisations in
the space required by a typical 2 GByte OS installation. I hope that all future OSs will
eventually migrate to full networked autoconfiguration, but we still appreciate a mainte-
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nance system that offers a fallback solution. In my evaluation I carefully consider the
interaction between difference processing that works best at a fine granularity and data
compression that works best at large granularity. It appears that the best block size for
block partition repositories would be around 16 KByte.
Our software maintenance system based on high-speed partition cloning across the
network and highly efficient storage in partition repositories is at the stage of a highly
modular university prototype, and some parts of the system are already in daily use by
our system administrators. It is based on simple ideas, and most software involved is
available under an open-source license.

8
Distributed File Systems vs.
Distributed Devices
To err is human.
To forgive is beyond the scope of the operating system.
Unknown

The hard-disk drives of the nodes in multi-use clusters of commodity PCs contain a
vast amount of excess storage that should be used as part of a flexible distributed storage architecture. There are many distributed file systems and systems using distributed
devices, but accessing remote storage at high performance is still a challenging task. In
a first part of this chapter I describe and discuss architectures using distributed devices
and distributed file systems as a step towards a more flexible use of distributed storage
resources. The description includes existing systems as well as our various own implementations for both kinds of architectures.
One particular question about the flexible use of storage resources that I address in this
chapter is whether we can provide an OS-based solution for clusters of commodity PCs
that is transparent enough to run a commodity database system—in direct competition to
the killer workstations that are well suited to run OLAP applications on top of commodity
database systems. I describe a workload for OLAP and use my model from Chapter 5 to
predict the performance for different experimental OLAP systems that handle the data
distribution on different layers. The different implementations evaluated and measured
comprise a middleware solution to distribute queries, local disks, distributed devices and
a distributed file system. Finally, I evaluate the systems in a series of experiments.

8.1

Introduction and Related Work

A multi-use cluster of commodity PCs typically has vast amounts of excess storage space,
because hard-disk sizes continue to increase far beyond the capacity that is used by a typi111
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cal OS installation. In Chapter 2 I explain that the data interconnection network of a node
has enough bandwidth to access these unused resources in the cluster. Large storage space
on the disks of a multi-use cluster could well be used for non-mission–critical applications
like e.g. emerging data warehouses. Data processing can be developed and tested on spare
nodes of the cluster and larger runs can be conducted during the night on the whole multiuse cluster to get initial results. As the demand for data analysis increases—due to the
increasing benefits—additional resources can be added to the cluster.
Gathering the distributed storage on the cluster in a database leaves the question on
which layer the distribution should be implemented, in other words: On which layer
the intelligence of the distribution should be located. I will thus discuss the layers that
were previously mentioned in Section 3.5 for an implementation in a multi-use cluster of
commodity PCs.
An implementation on the hardware layer means additional hardware (e.g. a SAN or a
RAID controller), which is contrary to the basic idea of multi-use clusters of commodity
PCs. Implementing the distribution on the device layer only needs changes to the device
driver and is transparent to the upper layers. The implementation can make optimal use
of the hardware, but is bound to a particular device and knows nothing about the layout of
the transferred data, making data-oriented optimisations impossible. Since a device driver
knows nothing about the upper layers in the system like e.g. the buffer cache, it can not
ensure data consistency across multiple nodes and should thus be used for read-only data
accesses. An implementation on the file-system layer is independent of the underlying
device and can use knowledge about the layout of the data for optimisations. But a filesystem implementation typically supports all essential features of a file system, thereby
introducing possibly unnecessary overhead. The file layer (not to be confused with the
file-system layer) implies that data files are copied in advance to the nodes processing
the data. All data processing is then done local to the nodes, which allows only smaller
data sets and poses no interesting questions regarding data gathering. Using middleware
to access the distributed data bypasses the file system and may thus allow further optimisations, but introduces another layer into the system. There are multiple middleware
layers possible in a real distributed database system: The DBMS itself is a middleware
between the application generating the queries and the OS that stores the data. The organisation of the data and the translation of the queries into read requests to the OS is done
by the DBMS middleware. Other middleware layers, which are important alternatives
for commercial DBMS that offer no possibilities for easy changes, are either below or
above the DBMS. Below the DBMS are certain distributed file systems that are actually
implemented as linkable libraries. Above the DBMS are middlewares that distribute the
queries generated by the application to other DBMSs. In any case, an implementation
on the middleware layer is transparent and needs no changes to the application. Finally,
an implementation on the application layer would allow to make use of the application’s
internal knowledge of the data structures and data accesses, which could be used for op-
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timisations. On the other hand, such an implementation requires to change applications
that are not prepared to handle distributed data sets. Changing applications is not possible
for commercial applications that do not come with source code.
The goal of this chapter is to compare different techniques—implemented on different
layers of the system—for data gathering and to find out about their usefulness for emerging applications with large data sizes on multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. Because
the use of middleware for this application domain is already discussed in the literature,
I will focus on the comparison of distributed file systems and distributed devices. Distributed file systems are improving their usability and gaining acceptance in the cluster
community worldwide. I will explore the possible performance benefits of dropping the
unnecessary overhead of a full-featured distributed file system by using distributed devices for data gathering. Of course, distributed file systems are not always an “unnecessary overhead”, but the specialised and limited application domain of data warehousing
does not require all features of a fully-enabled distributed file system.
There has been a lot of work on distributed file systems. Most of the literature confines
itself to describe the design, implementation and performance of a single specific file
system: The aged but very popular Network File System (NFS) from Sun Microsystems
is described in [SGK+ 85]. [HKM+ 88] describes AFS with client side caching. [HO93]
describes a distributed file system that stripes the stream of a log-structured file system
to multiple remote servers. Swift/RAID is described in [LMC94] and offers additional
availability features that reduce the performance of the distributed file system. [CAG+ 99]
presents Trapeze, which uses custom Myrinet firmware and a block-I/O service to get
gigabit-per-second performance on Myrinet networks. Many distributed file systems are
compared from a protocol perspective in [Bra99].
A scalable storage system that could be used to build a distributed file system on top
of it is described in [HMS99]. [LTWH98] compares shared disks that are connected to
a SAN and partitioned disks that are connected to the nodes off a LAN. The concept of
active disks that support data analyses by executing certain application-specific codes on
the disk-resident processor is described in [AUS98].
A user-level library including a rich application interface, allowing the application
to advertise access patterns, control caching and prefetching is described in [HER+ 95].
In [CID02] an architecture for a cluster file system that is built on top of MPI-IO is presented.
The Google File System (GFS) as described in [GGL03] uses commodity PCs to store
very large files that are mostly read sequentially. Since GFS is a primary data storage
(as opposed to replicated data storage) for large numbers of servers, it has to deal with
component failures and must ensure availability of data at all times. Therefore, it stores
multiple replica of data chunks. To achieve higher performance, GFS provides its own
file-system interface that does not provide a full standard POSIX API. GFS clients and
servers are implemented in user space.
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[DG92] explains why partitioned databases are better scalable than pipelined parallel
databases. An installation of 100 PC nodes and an ATM network for data mining in a
large database is described in [TOK97].
I will discuss some other distributed file systems and distributed device systems in
more detail in the following Sections 8.2 and 8.3.

8.2 Architectures Using Distributed Devices
A device driver is a piece of software that controls a hardware device and provides an
interface between the operating system and the controlled device. The device driver also
offers device access to applications that need to directly control or access the device, if
the applications process has the required permissions. There are many different kinds of
devices, the most common ones are various disk-based devices (like for e.g. hard disks,
floppy disks or CD-ROM drives), network interfaces, tape drives, printers, graphical display units, and many more. As I discuss data distribution in this thesis, I will only describe
the two most important devices to store and transfer data in clusters: The hard-disk drives
and network interfaces.
Hard-disk device drivers are so called block device drivers, because their smallest
access unit is a disk block. A disk block is a directly addressable part of the hard disk
drive with a fixed size. Common sizes are 512 bytes, 1024 bytes or 4096 bytes (Linux for
example uses 512-byte blocks). The disk drivers need to handle data in blocks to keep the
organisational overhead low. These blocks are also the units that are transfered between
the device and the node’s adapter (for more details on the data transfer between device
and node see Section 5.6).
Device drivers for network interfaces control an adapter which is plugged into (or
built in) a node and connects to a certain type of network. These drivers are character device drivers and control the transfer of data packets between the network and the
node. Network transfers are usually streams of bytes (for connection-oriented transfers)
or individual packets (for datagram-oriented transfers). Neither bytes not packets can be
addressed directly within a stream, which is the major difference between block device
drivers and character device drivers.
A distributed device driver is similar to a regular block device driver, except that the
actual hardware device may be connected to another node of the cluster. More specifically,
a distributed device driver consists of two parts: One of them is on the client node where
an application wants to read or write data. This client part of the distributed device driver
accepts the request for data and forwards it to a remote node. On the remote node (a
server node) the server part of the distributed device driver receives the request for data,
transforms and eventually forwards it to the driver that controls the actual device. The
server part is therefore an interface between the NIC driver and the actual hardware driver
(see Figure 8.1).
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Figure 8.1: Architecture of generic distributed devices.
Figure 8.1 shows four different methods to access data for an application: It can directly access the device driver (a). This method is used e.g. by the UNIX utility dd to copy
data to or from hard-disk drives at the lowest level or to copy data between disks and files
(see Section 6.2.2). Other uses of direct device access are database systems that prefer
to organise the placement of their data on the disk and the data accesses by themselves.
The most common method is to use the file system to organise and access the data (b).
This method is used implicitely when an applications reads data from a file which is in
a locally mounted file system. The methods (d) and (c) correspond to (a) and (b) except
that they use remote devices of other nodes: (d) is a direct access to the remote device,
which can be used for the same purposes as described above for (a). Remote devices can
also be mounted as local file systems (c) and used as if they were local.
The described setups (c) and (d) work fine as long as there is only one client or as
long as there are only read accesses. The data on the disks might become inconsistent
when there are more clients doing read and write operations. Data consistency requires
coordination between the clients and servers. This coordination is not done by the distributed device driver, because a driver should be kept simple and only control the flow
of data from and to the device. Data consistency is handled in a higher layer like a real
distributed file system. This topic will be discussed in Section 8.3.
8.2.1 Petal
Petal is a system that implements distributed virtual disks and is described in more detail
in [LT96]. Distributed virtual disks are more advanced than distributed devices. The
system offers as sophisticated extensions single-component failure tolerance, transparent
reconfiguration, load balancing and snapshots. The architecture of the system with only
one server and one client node is shown in Figure 8.2.
Petal uses different architectures for client and server nodes: On the client side there
is a kernel device driver which offers access to the virtual disks. The virtual disks are then
accessed directly by applications or by a file system. The device driver uses UDP/IP to
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Figure 8.2: Architecture of Petal.
communicate with the server node. On the server node the Petal server is implemented as
user-level process which directly accesses the disk.
8.2.2

Network Block Device (NBD)

The Network Block Device or NBD is a standard component of recent Linux kernels and is
partially described in [BLA00]. The basic idea is to offer a way to access remote devices
or files by the use of apparently local block devices. The goal of NBD is to work reliably
even with connections over longer distances. Implementations of NBD servers on other
platforms should be possible by the use of an open networking protocol that can easily be
implemented as user-space daemons on other platforms.
Application(s)

Application(s)

NBD server daemon

NBD client daemon

Operating system
File system

TCP/IP

Disk driver

NIC
driver

Server node

Operating system
TCP/IP
NIC
driver
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Network block device
driver (client part)

Disk driver

Client node

Figure 8.3: Architecture of Linux Network Block Device (NBD).
The architecture of NBD is shown in Figure 8.3 and is only slightly different from
Petal. The clients kernel contains a network block device driver which is either accessed
directly or through the file system. The driver then communicates the requests to an NBD
client daemon running in user space, which handles the communication over the network
through the TCP/IP stack and the NIC driver. Network communication is not handled in
the kernel, as it is easier to implement the higher-level protocols in user space. On the
servers side there is an NBD server daemon, again running in user space for simplicity.
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This daemon then accesses raw disk partitions or large files emulating partitions. The two
daemons use the TCP protocol for their communication, so they do not have to handle
packet loss, retransmission and congestion control.
8.2.3

Myrinet Distributed-Device System (MDDS)

The Myrinet Distributed-Device System or MDDS is the prototype of a distributed-device
system. The evolution and many details of the experimental system developed at our
laboratory are described in [Psa99, Fle99, Fle00]1 . The main goal of MDDS was the
optimisation of the throughput using the special features offered by the hardware of the
Myrinet NIC. Because of the close integration with the hardware, MDDS is highly system
specific and not easily portable. I will first give an overview of the architecture, then
describe some of the optimisations made possible by the Myrinet hardware and finally
describe some of the problems we encountered.
Application(s)

Application(s)

Operating system

Operating system
File system

Disk driver

MDFS driver
(server part)

Server node

Myrinet Control
Program (MCP)

Myrinet Control
Program (MCP)

MDFS driver
(client part)

Disk driver

Client node

Figure 8.4: Architecture of Myrinet Distributed-Device System (MDDS).
The architecture of MDDS is depicted in Figure 8.4, again with only one server node
and one client node. On the client node there is a device driver which can be accessed like
any other block device, either directly or through the file system. This block device driver
communicates directly with the Myrinet NIC, which in turn handles the communication
with the server node(s). On the server node(s) is the server-side MDDS device driver,
which communicates directly with the Myrinet NIC and the OS’s disk I/O subsystem.
In this design there is no need for a user-space daemon, and therefore no need for extra
context switches and boundary crossings between user space and kernel space.
More information about the Myrinet hardware can be found in [BFK+ 95, Myr]. The
NICs have their own processor (called LANai) and memory on board, which allows to
install and execute site-specific firmware on the processor—the so called Myrinet Control
Programs (MCPs). The Myrinet NICs have several DMA engines available to transfer
data between the hosts’ PCI bus, the cards’ memory and the network links concurrently.
1 These

student projects were misleadingly named distributed file systems, but are really distributed
device systems.
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These features allowed to implement some optimisations for high-throughput data transfers that I will describe in the next paragraph.
On the client side we tried to reduce memory accesses as much as possible to reduce
the load on the memory subsystem. This load reduction was achieved by putting some
intelligence in the MCP. The MCP does all the network protocol processing. While the
protocol was deliberately kept simple, it still took off some of the load from the hosts
CPU. The intelligent MCP also knows the addresses of the blocks in the host’s main
memory buffer to directly deposit incoming data packets at their final addresses. The direct deposit reduces the required copy operations to be done by the host’s CPU to one:
To cross the boundary between the OS and the user space. This last copy could be eliminated by directly transferring the data to the user-space process’ read buffer. However,
this last optimisation would require quite some tricky changes in the virtual memory subsystem and could lead to races e.g. if the process’ page containing the read buffer were
swapped out. The MCPs on both the client and the server(s) pipeline the DMA transfers
between the Myrinet network and the host’s memory to exploit the bandwidth offered by
the network as much as possible [Vin98]. As an optimisation on the server node we do
not use any user-space daemons, thereby reducing the number of context switches and
memory-copy operations caused by the crossing of the protection boundary. We use the
OS’s buffer cache though to take advantage of the built-in read-ahead functionality and
buffering of frequently accessed disk blocks. The use of the buffer cache introduces a
copy operation, because data is first read into the buffer cache from disk and then transfered to the Myrinet NIC. [Geo02] describes a technique to take the memory system out
of the data path completely by directly transfering the data from the SCSI controller to the
Myrinet NIC by the use of DMA. We have not implemented this technique, but it might
certainly be worth further investigation.
8.2.4

Fast Network Block Device (FNBD)

As a last system for distributed devices I will now discuss the Fast Network Block Device
or FNBD. The main goal of FNBD was to implement a high-performance system similar
to MDDS, but using Gigabit Ethernet hardware as underlying communication network.
The Gigabit Ethernet hardware we used offers some features that allows to implement
efficient zero-copy protocols. More details about the system are described in [Wid01b], I
will present an overview of its architecture and features in the next few paragraphs.
Figure 8.5 shows the architecture of FNBD. On the client side there is an FNBD
driver, which can be accessed directly or through the file system. The driver accepts requests from the upper layers and initialises RDMA operations by the use of a special
protocol called Burst Transfer Protocol (BTP, see below). The driver of the NIC also uses
the BTP, supports zero-copy operation and automatic header and payload separation of
the incoming data packets. On the server side, the same NIC driver handles the incom-
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Figure 8.5: Architecture of Fast Network Block Device (FNBD).
ing requests by forwarding them to the server-side FNBD driver. This driver then talks
directly to the hard-disk driver and supports remote DMA operations with its counterpart
on the client side.
The implementation of FNBD bases on the ASANTÉ FriendlyNET Gigabit Ethernet
NIC, which contains the DP83820 chip. One interesting feature of the DP83820 is its
four different receive (RX) and transmit (TX) rings. The rings can be combined with a
filter that assigns incoming packets to specific receive rings based on a given pattern. The
pattern used as filter in the DP83820 is the VLAN tag, which thus allows to automatic
sorting of incoming packets.
A similar idea that works optimistically is the technique of protocol speculation described in [KMRS00, KRS01, Kur03]. FNBD makes protocol speculation more reliable
by using the hardware to do the filtering of the incoming packets. This technique thus
allows to separate the headers and the data parts of incoming packets quite efficiently and
to store the data directly in the buffers where they belong. FNBD uses the four RX/TX
rings as follows: On ring is reserved for regular IP traffic of the Linux network stack.
Another ring is reserved for control traffic, which leaves two rings for remote DMA channels as used by the BTP. However, the version of the chip used in our experiments still
had some problems: The performance was less than what could be expected (even with
regular drivers) and there were still some bugs in the hardware [Wid01b]. Fortunately at
least the hardware bugs could be bypassed to make the driver work.
The connection-oriented Burst Transfer Protocol (BTP) offers mainly two services:
The delivery of small messages at low latencies and the high-speed transfer of data with
zero-copy techniques as described above. The small message delivery is used for control
messages. These control messages are required e.g. to initiate a remote DMA between
two end points. The end points must agree on an upcoming remote DMA transfer, so that
the recipients’ pre-allocated buffers are ready for the incoming zero-copy data stream. To
eliminate data-copy operations from incoming packets, the NIC driver has to set up his
RX ring corresponding to the used virtual channel. The descriptors of the RX ring are set
up so that the data parts of the incoming packets are stored directly in their final buffers.
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To summarise, the FNBD is an experimental prototype of a high-performance distributed device that tries to imitate the features of the Myrinet NIC by employing speculative zero-copy protocols.
8.2.5

Discussion

In this section I compare the previously listed distributed-device systems. Table 8.1 lists
the main characteristics of the systems.
System
name

Distribution
method

Protection domain of
client part
server part

Network
protocol

Petal
NBD

Virtual disks
Block devices

User (daemon)
User (daemon)

UDP
TCP

MDDS
FNBD

Block devices
Block devices

Kernel (driver)
Kernel (driver)
+ user (daemon)
Kernel (driver)
Kernel (driver)

Kernel (driver)
Kernel (driver)

Own, on Myrinet
Own, BTP

Table 8.1: Comparison of systems using distributed devices.
Of the compared systems, Petal offers the most flexibility by distributing virtual disks,
while all other systems only distribute block devices. The added flexibility of Petal is certainly useful in practice, but is of no use in this performance-oriented study. Instead,
the functionality required to provide the flexibility of distributed virtual disks might even
reduce the performance of the system. Further limitations in performance might come
from the user level daemons used on Petal’s servers. User level daemons require more
memory-copy operations because the data must be copied between user space and kernel
space. This last argument also holds true for NBD, which requires a user daemon on
the client and the servers. The last two systems, MDDS and FNBD use kernel drivers on
their clients as well as servers. Implementing all the required functionality in kernel space
makes the development more difficult and complex, but potentially helps to achieve highperformance levels as it requires no protection-boundary crossings between user space
and kernel space. The major difference between MDDS and NBD is the use of the specialised Myrinet hardware by MDDS. As our Myrinet hardware went through multiple
revision and upgrade cycles (see Section 4.3), it was not possible to maintain the MDDS
source for all revisions of our clusters. I will therefore only present microbenchmarks of
MDDS on somewhat aged Myrinet hardware in Section 8.4.4 to show the results of our
performance improvements, but I can not present application benchmarks performed on
MDDS.
As a result of the above discussion I will focus on FNBD as a distributed-device
system. I will use it to compare the performance of high-speed data gathering on the
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simpler distributed devices with the more complex distributed file systems in the rest of
this chapter. The next section discusses some examples of distributed file systems.

8.3

Architectures of Distributed File Systems

In this section I will describe some distributed file systems. Data is typically organised
in files, so users or processes do not have to care about the data’s layout or the handling of individual data blocks on the disk. File systems basically allow to access files
and their corresponding meta data like the file’s owner, access permissions, creation and
modification date, size and so on. Distributed file systems allow to share a collection
of files with other computers over the network. Parallel file systems are not the same
as distributed file systems, but they nevertheless share some features with distributed file
systems. Parallel file systems are designed to give multiple processes efficient, concurrent
access to the same file and are important for high-performance computing on supercomputers. [May01] also distinguishes cluster file systems, which are parallel file systems
designed to run on clusters of commodity PCs. As the focus of this chapter is on the comparison of data gathering implemented on different levels of the OS, a simplified notion
of distributed file systems suffices. In this chapter I define a distributed file system as a
file system where the data is stored on one or more remote servers and accessed over the
network.
There are basically two layers in a system where a distributed file system can be
implemented on the client side: Either as virtual file system in the OS, or as a library that
is linked to the applications. When implemented in the OS, the distributed file system
declares itself as a regular file system, but accesses remote data stored on the servers
instead of local disks. An implementation in a library is linked to the applications and
intercepts I/O-specific system calls to redirect them to the remote servers. The server
part of a distributed file system can be implemented on almost any layer as long as the
necessary coordination between the clients and the servers ensures data consistency.
In the next few sections I will introduce and discuss some implementations of distributed file systems as described in the literature or implemented in our laboratory.
8.3.1

Lustre

A distributed file system which puts much of its focus on high performance and scalability
is Lustre. The Lustre project is described in more detail in [Clu02a, Clu02b]. One goal
of the project is to scale the number of clients to many thousands of machines, so some
might classify Lustre as a parallel file system. The information available online does
not describe the inner architecture of the client and server nodes in great detail. The
nodes architecture as it can be extracted from [Clu02a, Clu02b] is depicted in Figure 8.6.
The applications on the clients access the Lustre distributed file system which in turn
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uses the underlying Object-Based Disks (OBD) client. The OBD client uses the Portals
API [BMB03] to access the network. The Portals API allows to use different networks as
underlying communication technologies and hides the different programming interfaces
of the network interconnects. The Portals API is of course also used on the server side. In
Lustre a storage server is called Object Storage Target (OST). OSTs store data as objects
on so called Object-Based Disks (OBDs) and allow to handle data in object granularity
instead of the most common block granularity. The actual server component on the OST
is the OBD server, which accesses the underlying OBD for storage. The OBD driver is
similar in its functionality to a disk driver, but it allows to store data in objects instead
of blocks. Only the underlying OBD file system—which is usually based on a slightly
modified Linux ext2 file system—stores data in blocks through a standard disk device
driver.
Application(s)

Application(s)
Operating system

Operating system
OBD server
Portals

OBD file system
Disk driver

Object-Based Disk
(server part)

NIC
driver

Server nodes (Object Storage Target, OST)
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Object-Based Disk (OBD)
(client part)

File system
Disk driver

Client node

Figure 8.6: Architecture of the Lustre distributed file system.
Lustre certainly incorporates quite some overheads for meta-data management to allow for very large scalability and POSIX compliance. On the other hand, all of Lustre’s
functionality is handled in the kernel, removing unnecessary bidirectional data copies between user-space daemons and the kernel as well as possibly expensive context switches.
The use of the Portals API makes the system ready for a wider choice of underlying networks, but introduces another software layer which will likely reduce the performance
of the system on high-speed cluster networking environments. The handling of objects
instead of blocks allows for greater flexibility in applications, but requires a greater flexibility of the system, since requests in different object sizes must be transformed into
block-size requests for the interaction with the final storage device—after all commodity
storage devices still store data blockwise. This might change in the future when storage
devices support a standard for OBDs.
8.3.2

Frangipani

A second, higher level that builds on top of Petal (see Section 8.2.1 for a description of
Petal) is Frangipani [TML97]. Frangipani’s architecture together with Petal is shown in
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Figure 8.7. The Frangipani file-server modules are part of the OS space on the client
machines and register themselves there with the virtual file-system switches as one of the
available file-system implementations. They do not communicate among each other, but
only with the underlying Petal device driver and some lock servers.
Application(s)
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File system
Disk driver
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NIC
driver

Operating
system
NIC
driver

Server nodes

Frangipani file
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Petal device driver
(client part)

Local
file system
Disk driver

Client node

Figure 8.7: Architecture of Frangipani distributed file system.
The use of Petal as underlying distributed storage service certainly reduces the complexity of the implementation of a distributed file system. Thus, the Frangipani file server
module could be written in kernel space without introducing too much hardly-manageable
complexity into the kernel. The thin file-system layer also introduces no additional data
copies that would result in a performance loss.
8.3.3

Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS)

A project in distributed–file-systems research that evolved into a widely used system for
PC clusters is PVFS [IR99]. PVFS provides a global name space, striping of data across
multiple I/O nodes and multiple user interfaces. Its architecture is shown in Figure 8.8 and
is based on user-space daemons and application libraries. The application library is either
called directly from an application using the native PVFS interface or by intercepted system calls from an application using the standard UNIX system interface. The library then
communicates with user-space daemons on the I/O nodes by using the TCP protocol. The
usage of TCP as communication protocol allows to use most of the available bandwidth
without implementing new protocols in user space. Some small problems remain with
TCP’s slow start and delayed acknowledgment mechanisms. The PVFS daemons on the
I/O nodes then access the stored data by standard I/O system calls to a regular local file
system, thereby transparently using the buffer cache for buffering data.
As PVFS implements all its functionality in user space, it requires no changes to
the kernel. The drawback is that data must cross protection-domain boundaries more
frequently, thereby increasing the number of data copies. The choice of TCP as underlying
data communication protocol enables the use of all networks for which an implementation
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Figure 8.8: Architecture of the parallel virtual file system (PVFS).

of TCP exists. TCP is not really a light-weight protocol on the other hand and increases
the load on the CPU. The use of a regular local file system as underlying data storage area
allows to take over the advantages of a well developed and tested file system. The file
system’s buffer cache is transparently used too, relieving PVFS from implementing any
buffering mechanism. For large data access (that are larger than the buffers), the use of the
buffer cache introduces an unnecessary data copy, potentially slowing the transmission or
increasing the load on the CPU and the memory subsystem.

8.3.4

GigaFS

As a last distributed file system I will describe GigaFS [Wit01], which is an experimental
system developed in a master project at our laboratory. The details are shown in Figure 8.9. On the client side GigaFS registers itself as another file system with the virtual
file system of the Linux kernel. Applications then access files on a GigaFS-mounted file
system in the same way as files on other (e.g. local) file systems. The GigaFS client forwards any requests to the GigaFS servers. For all communications between clients and
servers TCP is used. The servers are implemented as user-space daemons and access data
through a local file system.
The GigaFS client is implemented in kernel space to reduce the number of data copies
and context switches when data from multiple servers is transmitted into or out of the
client. In the relatively simple scenario the servers have to deal with only one client each
and are therefore unlikely to be a bottleneck. Thus, the GigaFS servers are implemented
in user space to make the development and testing easier. Using TCP as an underlying
communication protocol relieved GigaFS from implementing its own transport protocol
while losing only little raw throughput compared to UDP. The use of a regular local file
system on the servers enables the use of the system’s buffer cache automatically, thereby
getting server-side caching without additional efforts.
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Figure 8.9: Architecture of GigaFS.
8.3.5

Discussion

In this section I compare the previously described distributed file systems. Table 8.2 lists
the main characteristics of the systems.
System
name

Client
access

Protection domain of
client part
server part

Network
protocol

Lustre

File system

Frangipani

File system

PVFS
GigaFS

Library
File system

Kernel
(file system)
Kernel (file
server module)
User (library)
Kernel
(file system)

(Portals, currently
TCP, Quadrics)
UDP
(Petal)
TCP
TCP

Kernel (OBD
server)
Kernel (driver)
User (daemon)
User (daemon)

Table 8.2: Comparison of distributed file systems.
Of these systems, Lustre is the most advanced system that offers the highest scalability. The price for these advantages is that Lustre needs different kinds of servers like e.g.
Object Storage Targets (OST) and Metadata Servers (MDS). Since the inner workings
of Lustre are not so well documented it is difficult to understand and model the performance of the system. Additionally, Lustre is targeted at very-large clusters, not at the
typical size of a system in a multi-use cluster as discussed in this thesis. Frangipani is
certainly an interesting concept with its two layers that build a distributed file system on
top of a distributed-device system. Since I want to compare distributed file systems with
distributed devices in this study and Frangipani contains both in one system, it is thus
of little use here. PVFS on the other hand is considered a typical distributed file system
for clusters and offers a reasonable amount of features. It works well with commodity
parts as it builds on top of standard OS features like standard network protocols and file
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systems. This helps to model the performance because the performance of these standard
subsystems are well known or can be individually measured. The scalability of PVFS
suits small and medium-size clusters and is best in aggregate throughput. As a last system, GigaFS as a research prototype is similar in its architecture to PVFS, except that it
implements the client’s functionality in kernel space by offering access to the applications
through a file-system interface.
A comparative study between PVFS and GigaFS found that GigaFS offers higher
throughput with small block sizes, which is of less interest in this data-stream–oriented
study. PVFS scales slightly better with very-large files and many servers, and also scales
better with the number of concurrent clients. For all these reasons I will focus on PVFS
as distributed file system for the rest of the chapter.

8.4

Evaluation

A goal of this section is to investigate the usefulness in excess storage capacities of multiuse clusters of commodity PCs and fast data interconnects for data warehousing applications. Further, I want to explore the suitability of different layers in the system for implementation of the data-distribution handling. Should the implementation be done on the
application or library layer in user space? How would such an implementation compare to
a transparent approach on the lower layers of the file system or distributed devices? The
performance metrics that I use in this chapter are twofold: First, for a better understanding
of the systems’ performance and the application’s behavior, I measure the throughput of
the base data-handling system. For more practical results I measure queries’ execution
times of a data-warehousing application. The main factor for the evaluation is the layer
of the implementation that handles the distributed data. Another important factor is the
user-level block size. Some applications prefer smaller block sizes for finer grained data
accesses, but the throughput of large-block transfers are likely to have higher throughputs.
To test the scalability of the systems I vary the number of servers in the system. A final
factor for some tests is the hard disks’ throughput. Artificially slower disks allow to simplistically simulate future systems where the network’s throughput will be much higher
than the disks’. As evaluation techniques I first apply the analytic model from Chapter 5
and then perform measurements with real systems.
8.4.1

Workload Description

In this subsection I will describe my choice of data warehousing as a typical workload
for multi-use clusters. The workload will later be used to compare the performance of the
distributed devices and the distributed file systems.
As we want to use the vast amount of excess storage space on many hard disks of
multi-use clusters of commodity PCs, the target application should have a large data set.
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The data set should mostly be accessed by the application read-only, as the many disks
of the multi-use cluster store only non-critical data (see Section 2.3.3). If the application
was to write or update important data, that data would somehow have to go back to a
real storage or file server before the multi-use clusters are booted back to their daily
environment. A third requirement is a stream-based data-access pattern. A stream-based
access pattern is achieved by mostly sequential data accesses without random accesses.
First, it is more interesting to analyse continuous read operations, since they require higher
throughputs than random read operations. I stated in Section 2.1 that commodity networks
will increase their throughputs faster than disks, so only continuous read operations can
take advantage of these ever increasing network bandwidths. Random read operations
on the other hand are bound by the latency of the disks’ seek operations. Secondly, the
stream-based data-access pattern allows to apply the stream-based model described in
Chapter 5 to predict the applications’ performance. Finally the application should be
limited by the I/O bandwidth as we are interested to see the different performances of
my distributed data-access approaches as well as their influence on the overall application
performance. To summarise, the requirements for an ideal application are (a) large data
set, (b) read-only data, (c) stream-based access pattern and (d) I/O limited performance.
These requirements suggest for example the following applications. A first application might be a simple pattern search in a huge file by the use of the grep utility. This
application trivially satisfies all of the above requirements, but is rather a microbenchmark than an interesting real application. A second application area would be scientific
computing applications. Many scientific applications satisfy some of the above properties, but some of them have only small input sets or large output sets, some have irregular
data-access patterns or are CPU limited. So, the compliance of the above requirements
depends largely on the specific scientific computing application. Scientific computing as
an application domain is therefore in general less interesting for our environment. As a
last application domain I list OLAP (On-line analytical processing). OLAP is used for
example to analyse large data warehouses and certainly satisfies requirements (a) and (b).
The fulfillment of the requirements (c) and (d) depends on the nature of the queries. For
queries that have to scan large parts of fact tables, they are perfectly met. While other
queries are bound to the performance of the CPU, the network or the database middleware [TSW02], the queries that do full table scans are typical enough to be a standard
case for data warehousing. Besides, database operations like large data reads are parallelisable, thus turning multi-use clusters of commodity PCs in a perfect environment
for data warehousing. Since the demand for data-warehouse analyses increases, OLAP
is an interesting and significant application for evaluating the performance of distributed
devices and distributed file systems in practice.
The next question to address is how to parallelise OLAP on one or more nodes of a
multi-use cluster. The simplest solution would be to buy some more commodity disks and
put them into a few database servers. Even though new disks are relatively cheap, it still
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requires some money to buy them and leaves the disks in the nodes of the multi-use cluster
underutilised, thus wasting the money even more. In addition, installing more disks in the
nodes of a multi-use cluster might lead to problems with increased generation of heat and
noise—which is especially disturbing in a lab or office environment. Therefore we use
the distributed storage space on the disks in the nodes of the multi-use cluster which is
there basically for free.
A natural followup question here is how to parallelise the OLAP operations otherwise.
There are basically two ways: (1) Either there is one database instance with a copy of the
data per node and every node performs different analyses on the same data set, or (2) the
storage of all (or some) of the nodes is aggregated to provide space for a much larger data
set that is then analyzed by a single node accessing the distributed storage. Approach (1)
is based on a replication of the data set and works only for relatively small data sets—
limited by the excess storage space of single nodes. Replicating data for parallel analyses
of the same data set assumes that there are many different analyses to be done. Provided
there are enough parallel analyses to be done, approach (1) will scale very well as there is
no interdependency between the nodes. It is thus not of much interest to study its performance in a cluster environment. On the other hand, approach (2) is based on partitioning
the data between the nodes, thus enabling analyses of much larger data sets that are primarily limited by the number of available nodes. While one could expect good scalability
for approach (2) because of the throughput-increasing parallel use of many disks, coordination overheads and the network bottleneck of the data-reading machine could also limit
the performance of such a parallelised database.
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Figure 8.10: Layers for data-gathering architecture.
There are different layers where a database system can implement the access to distributed data and I will discuss some of them as shown in Figure 8.10. At the highest level the distribution can be done in user space by the application (Figure 8.10, a).
Several approaches fall into this category as described in [BGRS00]: There can be an
application of distributed components like a transaction monitor that handles the communication between different instances of the RDBMS on the cluster’s nodes (TP-Heavy), a
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piece of middleware including a 4th generation programming language that supports the
database when coordinating and distributing partial queries to the other nodes’ RDBMS
instances (TP-Lite), or a light-weight multithreaded coordinator with one thread per remote RDBMS instance could handle the distributed query execution (TP-Less). Although
the TP-Lite approach can be outperformed by TP-monitor or a proprietary coordination
layer [BGRS00], it is the “poor man’s implementation of a parallel database”2 and thus
suits best the commodity philosophy of a multi-use cluster I therefore chose TP-Lite as
representative for approach “a” from Figure 8.10. Another layer that resides also in user
space is a library that is linked to the application (Figure 8.10, b). This approach matches
the architecture of PVFS, which is linked to the application and distributes all file accesses. On the next lower level in the kernel space are the distributed file systems and
distributed devices as described in Sections 8.2 and 8.3. Distributed file systems like Lustre, Frangipani or GigaFS correspond to layer “c” in Figure 8.10, while the distributed
devices architectures like Petal, NBD, MDDS and FNBD are part of layer “c”. The distinction between the different layers is not very sharp, since e.g. NBD is accessed on the
device driver level, but uses client and server daemons in user space. Later in this chapter
I model the different approaches and evaluate them to see whether the large distributed
database system can uphold the performance of a small local database system.
8.4.2 Analytic Model
It is not trivial to model a whole system including distributed I/O systems and databases,
even though the specified workload matches our model’s requirements for data streams.
The model from Chapter 5 is based on the streaming capabilities of its comprising subsystems. Thus, it is of great importance to know and understand the performance of all
involved parts and subsystems. The involved parts are partially hardware (CPU, memory, I/O subsystem including NIC and disk), partially OS software (drivers for network
interfaces and disks, protocol stacks) and of course the application software (e.g. the ORACLE RDBMS). It will be especially tricky to model the performance of a “black box
application”—an application with no source code available and little knowledge about its
detailed inner workings.
For ORACLE I use two different cases to model the performance of the application
layer: A good case and a bad case. For these two example cases I deliberately did not
chose the best and worst case. The best case in an RDBMS might be a simple indexbased lookup of a value and it certainly does not involve a data stream. The worst case
on the other hand can be very complex and combine different full table scans, join and
sort operations. Thus, as good and bad case that can still be understood, I chose the
following two simple queries that are executed on the data set of the TPC-D benchmark (see Subsection 8.4.3 for more details about the TPC-D benchmark): (a) SELECT
2 Quotation

from [TSW02]
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MAX(c acctbal) FROM customer and (b) SELECT c acctbal FROM customer ORDER BY c acctbal. Query (a) requires a full table scan of a large fact
table to find a maximum value. It therefore has to read a large data stream, but the CPU
has otherwise not much to do with the data besides finding the maximum value. Query
(b) also has to read a large amount of data, but it additionally has to sort the data, thereby
not only reading but also touching and/or copying the data around more often. To find
out the throughput of ORACLE alone for these two queries—i.e. without involving many
other subsystems—I chose the table customer that fits into the buffer cache of the machine running ORACLE. Tests revealed that the system has to read 278.8 MBytes and
280.0 MBytes respectively from disk3 during the execution of the above two queries with
a cold buffer cache. With a hot buffer cache the execution of the two queries took 2.01
and 36.14 seconds respectively, thus resulting in a throughput of 140 MByte/s and 7.75
MByte/s respectively for ORACLE. I will use these numbers in the following paragraphs
to model the overall performance of OLAP.
When modeling OLAP with a distributed RDBMS, one has to take into account that
the RDBMS instances on the database servers might filter the data and send only the part
to the client which are relevant to compute and present the final results to the user. The
size of the relevant data parts depends on the query and can be significantly smaller than
the data that is originally read from the disks. This data reduction can be modelled as
a data compression in our model. To find out the “compression factor” c of different
TPC-D queries I analyzed some queries as shown in Table 8.3. The queries are limited
TPC-D
query
1
2
3
4
8

Input read [MByte]
index
data
total
0
85
0
1318
3412

8758
477
10998
10265
10782

Result
output [MByte]

“Compression factor” c

0.001
2.4
5.6
<0.001
0.017

7.3 × 106
234
1964
17.6 × 106
835000

8758
562
10998
11583
14194

Table 8.3: TPC-D query analysis with ratios of input/output.
by different subsystems like CPU, network, disk or middleware as described by Taufer et.
al. [TSW02]. The results indicate that the distribution of the intelligent RDBMS middleware layer results in compression factors that vary by four orders of magnitude. Even the
smallest compression factor encountered is larger than 200, which indicates that we have
to handle data streams differently in our model for the case with TP-Lite, depending on
their position in the data flow—before or after the filtering by the RDBMS on the servers.
The amount of data transfered is definitely different before and after the filtering. While
3 These

values are taken from the /proc/stat file.
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these measurements are only an approximation in the sense that they do not reveal where
the filtering is done: In the distributed RDBMS instances, in the coordinating RDBMS
on the client, or in both layers. I assume that the filtering for the queries in Table 8.3 is
mostly done by the distributed RDBMSs on the servers.
The modelling of the rest of the system is possible because the other layers comprise
known parts that either have known throughput characteristics for data streams or which
can be measured individually (e.g. the SCSI disk, the PCI I/O bus, the memory as well as
the CPU).
Local Disk
As a first case I will model the performance of an RDBMS executing OLAP queries on
a local disk-based file system. The architecture is shown in Figure 8.11. The application
that takes queries from the user (or the shell) is the sqlplus CLI. The CLI then contacts
the RDBMS through pipes. The pipes involve at least one copy operation: When the
reading end of the pipe is ready to receive data and the writing end of the pipe starts to
send data. In this case the data is directly copied from one end of the pipe to the other.
Only when the reading end of the pipe is not ready, then the data from the writing end
is copied in a buffer in the kernel space. As I am examining queries with rather small
results, I expect the reading end of the pipe to be ready at all times. The RDBMS has to
read the data of the database from the file system’s buffer cache, which involves another
copy from the kernel space to the user space. The file system—or precisely the underlying
disk driver—receives the data by DMA from the SCSI interface of the disk.
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DMA
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Figure 8.11: Architecture of OLAP performance with local disk.
When inserting a SCSI disk throughput of 33 MByte/s, an I/O bus bandwidth of
264 MByte/s, a memory bandwidth of 420 MByte/s into the adapted equations from
Chapter 5 we get a throughput of 33 MByte/s for a trivial application that simply reads
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large amounts of raw data from the disk. Applying the same numbers to the slightly more
complex cases with the RDBMS we get 33 MByte/s for the good case (trivially limited
by the disk) and a throughput of 7.1 MByte/s for the bad case (limited by the CPU). For
the TPC-D query number four I thus predict an execution time of 351 and 1631 seconds
respectively for the two cases. While this difference with a factor of nearly 5 seems rather
large for a model, it is important to stress that this difference comes from the very different
queries assumed for the good and bad example cases. As you will see in the next paragraphs, the lower and higher numbers still allow to compare the modelled performances
of the different architectures.
TP-Lite
The system architecture with TP-Lite looks quite different and is depicted in Figure 8.12.
On the server nodes data is read from the disk and transfered by the disk driver to the filesystem’s buffer cache by DMA. A copy operation to user space is performed when the
data is read by the RDBMS. The RDBMS then handles the data with different throughputs
depending on the executed query. While handling the data its amount is reduced as a
result of data preselection. The next copy back to the TCP/IP stack is thus only a reduced
copy, since less data needs to be copied. The NIC driver finally transfers the data with a
DMA operation onto the network. On the client side the data coming from the network is
transfered to the network buffers by DMA, handled again by the TCP/IP stack and copied
to the RDBMS when it reads the data. The final results are then copied to the 4GL front
end.
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Figure 8.12: Architectural model of OLAP with TP-Lite.
When inserting the same numbers as above, the model predicts 119 MByte/s for a
trivial application that does simply raw TCP/IP transfers, while real measurements with
the GNIC-II Gigabit Ethernet card showed 110 MByte/s raw TCP performance. Applied
to the OLAP architecture with TP-Lite the model predicts throughputs of 99 MByte/s
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for the good case (limited by the disks of the three servers) and 21 MByte/s for the bad
case (limited by the CPUs of the servers). The numbers represent raw data before the
reduction by the RDBMS system. Translated to predicted execution times for the TPC-D
query number four, this results in 117 and 544 seconds respectively for the two cases.

PVFS
The architecture of the OLAP system running on top of PVFS has one particularly important difference: The full raw data is transfered through the whole system except for
the very last copy operation between the RDBMS and the 4GL CLI. The architecture is
shown in Figure 8.13 and reveals that the structure is similar to TP-Lite on the server
nodes except that the PVFS daemon has no knowledge about the contents of the data it
transfers and thus must transfer all of the data at all times (compared to the RDBMS in
discussed previously which is able to do a preselection or filtering of the data). The situation on the client node is similar too, except that the data copy between kernel and user
space involves again a full data copy.
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Figure 8.13: Architectural model of OLAP on PVFS.

Applying the same throughput numbers for the involved subsystems as in the previous paragraphs the model predicts a throughput of 72.2 MByte/s maximum for a trivial
application which is continuously reading raw data from PVFS. The throughput is limited
by the CPU of the client. Integrating the RDBMS and 4GL interface into the model, the
prediction results in 47.6 MByte/s for the good case and 7.0 MByte/s for the bad case with
execution times for the TPC-D query number four of 243 and 1655 seconds respectively.
In both cases the CPU of the client limits the throughput.
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FNBD
As a last architecture I model an OLAP system on top of FNBD as depicted in Figure 8.14.
FNBD is strongly optimised for high-performance data streams and therefore does not
involve any unnecessary data copies on the servers—the only data transfers are done by
DMA from the SCSI adapter and again by DMA to the NIC. While the client is also
optimised by using special protocols and running completely in kernel space, there is still
one last data copy to cross the protection boundary between kernel and user space. Thus,
from the viewpoint of the stream-based model, the client side of FNBD is identical to the
PVFS-based architecture.
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Figure 8.14: Architectural model of OLAP on FNBD.
When inserting the throughput numbers of our hardware into the model’s equations,
the maximum throughput a trivial application can expect when reading raw sequential data
from a FNBD-based file system is predicted at 46.7 MByte/s. Integrating the RDBMS
system we get a maximum throughput of 35.0 MByte/s and 6.7 MByte/s for the good
and the bad case respectively. The corresponding execution times for the TPC-D query
number four are 331 and 1729 seconds. Both example queries are again limited by the
CPU of the client.
Discussion
In the following paragraphs I discuss and compare the numbers predicted by the analytic
model. All numbers from the previous paragraphs are summarised in Table 8.4.
There certainly is a large gap between the good and bad cases, but this gap comes from
the different assumptions of the queries’ complexities, not the model itself. Still, there is
clearly a trend visible in the good cases, where data is streamed without much CPU intervention: TP-Lite seems to be clearly the best architecture, with PVFS and FNBD taking
roughly the double amount of time. The local disk clearly limits the local architecture and
is thus the slowest approach according to the model. I explain these results as follows:
In the case of TP-Lite, the distributed RDBMS prefilters the data and therefore has to
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Underlying subsystem raw read
[MByte/s]

Local disk
TP-Lite
PVFS
FNBD

33
119
72
47

OLAP throughput
good
bad
[MByte/s] [MByte/s]
33
99
48
35

7.1
21
7.0
6.6

TPC-D Query 4
good
bad
[s]
[s]
351
117
243
331

1631
544
1655
1729

Table 8.4: Predictions of the analytic model for different systems.
transmit only small amounts of data to the client. The client is thus no longer the limiting
bottleneck of the system. For a query where the RDBMS’ on the servers can not prefilter
the data, for example a full table dump, the throughput of TP-Lite would be limited by
the client’s CPU to about 38 MByte/s.
The distributed file system PVFS and the approach with FNBD’s distributed devices
have both no knowledge about the transmitted data on the servers and thus must transport
all data. The client becomes a bottleneck because it has to handle lots of data from different servers. It is interesting to note that the predicted performance of PVFS is higher
than the one for FNBD—even though FNBD was especially optimised for data streams
by reducing the number of copy operations and by removing all overhead that a fullfeatured distributed file system might have. This difference comes only from the fact
that Linux reaches a TCP throughput of about 110 MByte/s with the GNIC-II Gigabit
Ethernet adapters that are used for PVFS, while the ASANTÉ Gigabit Ethernet adapters
reach only about 60 MByte/s with Linux TCP4 . Otherwise, the architectures are rather
similar: The most notable difference between the to architectures is that FNBD does
not require any data-copy operations on the servers at all, while PVFS needs to copy
data twice between user and kernel space. The model for the server nodes alone (see
also Figures 8.13 and 8.14) predicts CPU-related throughput limitations of 39 MByte/s
for PVFS and 62 MByte/s for FNBD, but the disks’ limit is lower in both cases with
33 MByte/s. While FNBD leaves more CPU resources available to other applications,
it does not help to speed up the data transmission. The throughput limitations of the
two systems could theoretically be raised by the use of true zero-copy protocol stacks as
described in [KRS01]. The use of such a true zero-copy approach could allow an application to read data much faster from the underlying file system. Integrating true zero copy
into the model predicts data-read throughputs for applications of up to 100 MByte/s and
4 Even

when not using any protocol at all and simply sending dummy packets to the network, the ASANTÉ NICs do not reach a higher throughput [Wid01a]. We suspect that this performance drawback is
caused by a bad hardware design or bad documentation that makes it difficult to tune all hardware parameters optimally. We found out about this deficiency only after purchasing the cards that we selected because
of their features for simplified zero-copy techniques (see Section 8.2.4).
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OLAP throughputs of 58 MByte/s for the good case and 7.2 MByte/s for the bad case
respectively.
The system architecture with the data on the local hard-disk drive offers the lowest
performance according to the model. The system is trivially limited by the throughput of
the local disk. This limitation could easily be bypassed by installing multiple disks in the
machine and using their aggregate throughput in a RAID. However, more disks increase
costs and contradict the multi-user clusters’ usage mode presented in Section 2.3.3.
Another trend that is visible in Table 8.4 is that the performance for the bad cases is
nearly identical for all systems except TP-Lite. This is a result of the CPU limitation of
the strongly CPU-bound bad cases (sort operation). For all systems except TP-Lite, the
CPU on the client has to do all of the CPU-intensive operations. With TP-Lite, the three
CPUs on the servers can share that workload and thus triple the overall performance.
According to the model’s predictions, TP-Lite would clearly be the best choice for
parallel OLAP applications on multi-use clusters of commodity PCs. The drawback is
that a standard RDBMS software has to be adapted for this kind of parallel execution.
All other approaches work perfectly with unchanged software that is running “as-is” not
only on the local disk, but equally well on PVFS or FNBD with much larger data sets.
Especially for a multi-use cluster that allows new technologies like e.g. data mining in
companies or departments it is important that there is no need to rewrite software for
parallelisation, buy expensive parallelised versions of the software or buy additional disks.
Thus, it will still be interesting to see and compare the performance of OLAP on PVFS,
FNBD and traditional local disks in the next subsections.
While the model predicts identical performance for PVFS and FNBD, we have to
remember that the model is based on data streams and does not take any additional overhead into account. Since FNBD does not have to handle anything else but disk blocks, and
PFVS potentially has more overhead for synchronisation between servers and handling of
meta data, I expect PVFS to have lower performance in experiments on real systems. The
amount of performance reduction (if there is one at all), remains to be seen in the next
subsections.
8.4.3

Experimental Design

For the later evaluation of the systems and setups described in this chapter, I describe the
design of some microbenchmarks as well as an application benchmark.
Microbenchmarks
An ideal microbenchmark for this study should fulfill similar requirements as a well suited
application. I listed these requirements for an application benchmark in Subsection 8.4.1.
For a microbenchmark this means that it must be scalable to large data sets, it must offer
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read-only experiments, it must follow a stream-based access pattern and it must be I/O
bound to thoroughly stress the underlying distributed file or distributed device system.
There are some microbenchmarks for file systems commonly known that I will list
and describe in this paragraph. Some of the benchmarks I examined have a different
target than this thesis: The SPEC System File Server benchmark SFS97 R1 [Sta01] is
the successor of the LADDIS or SFS93 benchmark and is used to evaluate specifically the
throughput and request-handling capabilities of NFS servers. Thus, it can not be used to
benchmark generic distributed file systems as required in this section.
Lmbench [MS96] is a collection of OS benchmarks, including one to measure the
overhead of the virtual file system and one to measure the bandwidth of sequential and
random read and write operations. However, as Lmbench is an OS benchmark, it reads
files from the cache only to measure the effectiveness of the virtual file system when
copying data from the buffer cache to user space. Since I want to measure real file-system
throughput, I will not use this benchmark.
The Andrew benchmark [HKM+ 88] consists of a command script that operates on a
collection of files. It models the typical mix of an Andrew user back in 1987 and has a
working set size of only 220 KByte—which is extremely limited by todays standards and
is even smaller than the cache of most modern CPUs. The Bonnie benchmark [Bra96]
was designed with simplicity in mind and offers no scalability to current, larger workloads
too. Both benchmarks are therefore not suited to evaluate large-file reads on modern
distributed file systems.
The self-scaling benchmarks [CP93] on the other hand offer a very-high scalability
and scale automatically to the interesting focal points of different benchmark factors.
Since I know the design of the systems under consideration in this thesis and thus have
an idea about the interesting focal points, the self-scaling capabilities exceed the features
that are important for my microbenchmark measurements.
The Postmark benchmark [Kat97] was especially designed for mail and netnews servers and evaluates file-system operations on many mostly small files. This too, is a different
workload then required for this chapter.
The last two benchmarks come much closer to the goal of a relatively simple, mostly
throughput oriented, yet scalable microbenchmark. Iozone [NC03] is a file-system benchmark tool that generates and measures a variety of file operations like e.g. read, write,
re-read, re-write, read strided, random read and write. It does so with different record
and file sizes and measures the throughput or latency. All parameters can be changed to
match the tested system and to approximate the targeted application. Finally, Speed is a
very simple benchmark used in [Psa99, Fle00, Wid01b] that measures throughputs and
block latencies for continuous read or write operations. Latency numbers for continuous
read or writes are not so useful in general, because modern systems do read ahead and the
latency therefore measures mostly the system-call time. However in some circumstances
the latency numbers help to find problems with the buffer cache. Since Speed fulfills all
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requirements for a microbenchmark and was developed in our own laboratory, I use it for
the microbenchmark measurements in the next subsection.
Application Benchmark
The last question to answer in this section is about the application benchmark to use
that suits the selected workload. There are a number of widely-accepted benchmarks for
database applications standardised by the Transaction Processing Performance Council
(TPC [Tra03]). Special benchmarks for OLAP applications are the TPC-D, TPC-H and
TPC-R [PF00]. Of these, TPC-D is outdated and has been replaced by TPC-H and TPCR which both also include updates. Nevertheless I use TPC-D as workload, mostly for
historical reasons. I could also use TPC-H or TPC-R without changing the qualitative
results of comparing the different database distribution methods. Since we are interested
in read-only analyses, the older TPC-D will suffice.
TPC-D represents a broad range of decision-support applications that require complex, long running ad-hoc queries against large complex data structures. It determines
two metrics: Power, which is a statement about the system’s capability for a single user,
and throughput that measures the maximum capability for multiple users. TPC-D consists
of 17 queries.
8.4.4

Performance Measurements

In this section I present and discuss performance measurements on our real systems. For
most of the measurements I used the new CoPs cluster, but some of the measurements
with the older MDDS were done on the old CoPs and the Patagonia clusters. You will
find details about the hardware of these clusters in Subsections 4.1.3, 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
respectively.
First I present measurements with microbenchmarks on our FNBD and PVFS systems.
Afterwards I discuss the results. Finally I present and discuss the application-benchmark
measurements.
Distributed Devices: FNBD
A system using distributed devices as data-gathering layer that I evaluate in more detail
is the Fast Network Block Device (FNBD) described in Section 8.2.4. I first evaluate
the system with only one server which serves data from a RAM disk, then I measure
the throughout depending on the underlying request-size parameter and show scalability
measurements with three servers with one hard-disk drive each. Finally I compare the performance of FNBD with the model’s prediction from Section 8.4.2 with the performance
of a local disk and with the similar system MDDS.
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As we had only four ASANTÉ FriendlyNET ethernet NICs available the system was
tested with one client and up to three servers. The first experiment measures the throughput of FNBD on the new CoPs cluster without influence from the file system and the hard
disk. The disk is taken out of the data path by using a RAM disk on the server side, the
file system is eliminated by using raw devices. Using raw devices means that the system
does not use the buffer cache. Without buffer cache, FNBD is a zero-copy system on the
client side, but it loses the automatic read ahead that is handled by the buffer cache. The
experiment thus measures only the operating system, FNBD’s drivers and protocols, as
well as the network. The throughput is measured with the Speed program and different
user-level block sizes. The results are shown in Figure 8.15. The maximal read throughput is 57.3 MByte/s for block size of 64 KByte or more. Smaller blocks introduce higher
latency overheads because of the missing read ahead. Data-access sizes of databases are
often 4 KByte or 8 KByte large blocks (which match many systems’ page sizes), which
are rather small and could thus result in lower performance. The numbers for writing are
not shown here since they are of less importance in this study. However, the maximal
write speed is 57.5 MByte/s.
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Figure 8.15: Read throughput with single RAM-disk–based server and different
use-level block sizes.
To answer the question whether the system can scale—or more precisely whether the
system can issue and handle multiple requests to different servers in parallel—I performed
a scalability test. We can not expect a higher throughput rate than in the previous experiment, because a single RAM-disk–based server will most likely reach the performance
limit of the client. Thus, the RAM-disks for this experiment have been artificially limited
to a read-throughput of roughly 20 MByte/s. The user-level block size was 64 KByte in
each case. The results for one to three servers are shown in Figure 8.16 and indicate that
the FNBD client scales nicely up to at least three servers with a speedup of 2.65. The
same experiment for writing result in a slightly lower throughput (1–9% lower).
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Figure 8.16: FNBD scalability: Read throughput with 1–3 RAM-disk–based
servers that have been limited to 20 MByte/s each.

To measure the performance of the real system including the hard disks, I measure
the throughput of FNBD depending on the user-level block size and the maximal request
size of the underlying block-device layer (reqSize) with three servers and one hard-disk
drive each. To make the measurements more realistic I used Linux’ ext2 file system on
top of a Linux RAID with level 0 on the client node. The client’s RAID uses three FNBD
partitions that correspond to the three distributed devices of the three servers. The RAID
layer stripes the data across the three block devices of the FNBD as if they were regular
local block devices. The system no longer uses raw devices since a regular file system
requires real block devices. The system thus uses the buffer cache and read ahead. The
results are shown in Figure 8.17 and indicate that FNBD’s throughput does not depend
on the user-level block size but only on the maximal request size of the underlying block
device layer. This comes from the read ahead of the buffer cache: The buffer cache’s
read-ahead algorithm always creates enough requests independent of the user-level block
size and so the throughput is high even for small user-level block sizes. The smaller the
underlying maximal request size, the more requests have to be created and thus the more
overhead is reducing the performance of the system.
According to Widmer [Wid01b] giving up raw devices and instead using regular block
devices introduces a copy in the buffer cache. The overhead for this copy reduces the
throughput for a single RAM-disk–based server, but the automatically added read ahead
improves the performance significantly due to the additional requests created in advance,
that can be handled in parallel by the servers.
At the time of the above measurements, Gigabit Ethernet was already in use for a few
years. The bandwidth of the Ethernet family of networks increases by a factor of ten every
few years, but the development of the hard-disk drives’ throughput is more continuous.
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Figure 8.17: FNBD read throughput with different I/O sizes, reading data from
the disks of three remote servers.
Therefore the ratio of disk throughput to network throughput was significantly higher
than will be at the time when 10 Gigabit Ethernet is widely available. To simplistically
“simulate” the scalability of FNBD in an environment where the network is much faster
than the hard disks, I performed an experiment where the disks have been artificially
slowed down to 10 MByte/s5 . The results are depicted in Figure 8.18 and show that
FNBD with the three available server scales up to 17 MByte/s, which is a speedup of
1.89. This is in fact lower than expected and might be caused by timing issues as FNBD
was tuned for Gigabit Ethernet and fast SCSI hard-disk drives. For comparison the figure
also includes a bar for FNBD continuously reading data from the buffer caches of the
three servers. This number indicates that FNBD itself would be able to read data much
faster from more servers if the system was slightly tuned to the lower speed disks.
The attained maximal throughput of 40.6 MByte/s for read operations from three remote disks is roughly 14% lower than the 47 MByte/s predicted by the model. This
discrepancy might come from FNBDs preallocated transmission channels that introduce
some additional latency. Possible other reasons include the file system’s need to read meta
data to handle (large) files, like indirect-block lists, or the small MTU of only 1 KByte of
FNBD’s underlying BTU protocol.
When comparing with the other distributed-device system developed in our lab—the
Myrinet Distributed Device System (MDDS)—I see the following differences: MDDS
uses the Myrinet NICs processor for some protocol processing and to directly deliver
the incoming data to their final place in the buffer cache of the client, but there is still
a data-copy operation left to cross the protection boundary to the application process in
user space. Thus, the architecture of MDDS is not significantly different from FNBD’s
5 The

disks were decelerated by setting the SCSI interface to 10 MByte/s in the SCSI BIOS.
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Figure 8.18: Simplistic simulation of future system: FNBD read throughput
with three servers reading from decelerated hard disks.
architecture. To compare the performance of the two systems I first look at the model’s
prediction: The raw read throughput of MDDS is modelled at 47 MByte/s, which is
exactly the same as FNBD. This prediction is somewhat surprising because the tests
with MDDS were done with older and less powerful hardware: The machines comprised
400 MHz PentiumII CPUs with a copy throughput of 90 MByte/s. Thus, we would expect
a lower performance than for the 1 GHz machines with 210 MByte/s copy throughput on
which the FNBD experiments were run. The high prediction comes from the fact that
the Myrinet NICs can handle data with up to 128 MByte/s for large blocks and roughly
100 MByte/s for 1 KByte packets, which is much higher than the ASANTÉ cards with
only 60 MByte/s. Real measurements with RAM-disk–based servers give a maximum
performance of 49 MByte/s. The maximum performance can not be sustained because of
a problem in the buffer cache’s management of data structures, so the sustained throughput is 31 MByte/s (the buffer cache can not provide empty buffer structures fast enough).
When measuring MDDS with four hard-disk–based servers, the sustained throughput is
only 25 MByte/s—due to the above described problems with the buffer cache—which is
much lower than the predicted 47 MByte/s.
To get higher throughputs for applications continuously reading large amounts of data,
I see three problems that must be attacked: (1) Data copies on the client side must be
eliminated by the use of true zero-copy protocol stacks. User level-network APIs are
another possibility, but they have the disadvantage that applications must be changed or
recompiled to take full advantage. (2) For all parts of the system it is especially important
that the critical resources be used as efficiently as possible. This involves a very high level
of synchronisation between the involved subsystems. For example the CPU should not
wait idle for a critical resource because another part of the system is unnecessarily holding
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a lock. (3) On systems where (1) cannot be implemented, the buffer cache management
is a highly critical resource because all data must go through the buffer cache. Efforts
should thus be directed towards the optimised handling of buffers in the buffer cache.
Distributed File Systems: PVFS
The measurements with PVFS were all done with 6 servers because of two reasons: (1)
PVFS reaches better throughput with more I/O nodes (see e.g. [IR99]), so the idea is to
somewhat compensate the higher overhead of a real distributed file system with more
available disk bandwidth. (2) At the time of the measurements there was not enough free
disk space in the servers of our test environment to store the 10 GByte that are required
for the TPC-D benchmark on only three servers. No measurements were done with RAMdisk–based servers.
The test PVFS’ throughput I use the Speed microbenchmark that reads large amounts
of continuous data. The tests are done with different user-level block sizes. The results are
shown in Figure 8.19, including the corresponding numbers of a local disk for comparison. The throughput of the local disk is independent of the user-level block size because
the OS’s read ahead is prefetching data from the disk.
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Figure 8.19: Comparing the throughput of a local disk and PVFS with six
servers for various user-level block sizes.
The experiments evince that PVFS works well for very large reads: Only user-level
block sizes of 128 KByte and above offer higher throughputs than a local disk, up to a
maximum of 37.1 MByte/s. When the file to be read is in the I/O servers’ buffer caches—
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which is a similar scenario as a test with RAM disks on the servers—then the performance
is higher and reaches 46.1 MByte/s with 64 KByte user-level blocks. These results indicate that PVFS was designed for very large reads of scientific applications and is less
suited for the smaller reads of database systems.
PVFS reaches only about 52% of the model’s predicted 72 MByte/s for raw reads
from the servers’ disks (62% when reading from the servers’ buffer caches). There are
some reasons that could account for this large discrepancy: A real distributed file system
has a much higher overhead than distributed devices as it has to make sure that meta data
is updated—even when reading a file—and it must check whether a file or parts of a file
are currently in use by other processes somewhere in the distributed file system’s network
to maintain data consistency. These updates and checks often require other servers to be
contacted, which results in additional latencies that are not captured by the stream-based
model. Another reason might be the user-space–based daemon on PVFS’ server nodes
which results in many context switches per requested data block. These context switches
charge on CPU and memory resources and are not well accounted for in the model.
The other distributed file system developed in our laboratory is GigaFS, as described
in Subsection 8.3.4. The major architectural difference between GigaFS and PVFS is that
GigaFS is implemented as a file system on the client node, while PVFS is essentially a
library that implements the file-system functionality. GigaFS was deliberately kept simple to allow for higher throughputs of data-stream–based applications, while PVFS was
developed for large applications with many processes accessing the file system concurrently. These different backgrounds are visible in the performance of the two systems6 :
With one client reading small user-level blocks (up to 64 KBytes) from 1–16 servers GigaFS’ throughput is 30–40% higher than PVFS’, for very large user-level blocks (larger
than 16 MBytes) PVFS is a few percents faster. The difference becomes even more apparent when comparing more than one client reading at the same time: PVFS scales much
better with the number of clients concurrently reading from the servers’ disks. However,
this scenario has been researched extensively and is not of interest in this study.

Discussion of Microbenchmark Results
To conclude the microbenchmark measurements I compare the three systems with a local disk, with the distributed device system FNBD and with the distributed file system
PVFS. Because the database system used in the coming paragraphs uses 4 KByte userlevel blocks, I show the large-scale read throughput of the three systems for 4 KByte
blocks in Figure 8.20. The results show that for this setup the stream-oriented FNBD
achieves a 23% higher throughput than a single local disk. PVFS reaches only 30% of the
local disk’s throughput.
6 GigaFS’

performance numbers are taken from [Wit01].
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Figure 8.20: Comparing the throughput of a local disk, FNBD with three servers
and PVFS with six servers for 4 KByte user-level blocks.
The conclusion from these microbenchmarks is that even though FNBD is highly optimised for large-scale reads it is only about one third faster than a single local disk. While
the performance is certainly limited by bad Gigabit Ethernet NICs, the main bottleneck
is the client’s remaining last copy between kernel space and user space and thus should
be eliminated by the use of a true zero-copy protocol. While PVFS is a quite usable distributed file system for clusters with more traditional scientific-computing workloads and
thus large data reads, it is clearly not a good choice for an application with smaller read
operations. FNBD is not limited by small read operations because it takes advantage of
the client buffer cache’s read ahead.

Application-Benchmark Measurements
As described in Section 8.4 I use OLAP as a workload for the different local and distributed storage systems. The application benchmark is TCP-D running on an ORACLE
8.0.5.0.0 relational database management system (RDBMS). TPC-D consists of a set of
long running queries against large complex data structures that are mostly read oriented
and only very few update operations are performed. Queries represent “ad hoc” queries,
which are constructed by a user for decision support in business environments and are
thus not known in advance. An optimisation of the database for these kinds of queries is
thus not generally possible and in fact not allowed for the TPC-D benchmark.
Figure 8.21 shows the performance for 10 out of 17 TPC-D benchmarks with absolute
execution times (top) and speedup numbers relative to a run on a local disk (bottom). The
benchmarks were run on a system with a single local disk, with TP-Lite (the middleware
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Figure 8.21: Performance of TPC-D benchmark queries with execution times
(top) and speedups (bottom).
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for distributed databases) connected to three RDBMSs, on FNBD with three servers and
on PVFS with six servers. The figure does not include numbers for queries 5, 7, 8, 11,
14, 15 and 16 because they do not complete on all systems. Speedup numbers are relative
to the system with a local disk. The results indicate that TP-Lite’s performance is higher
than for the other systems in 7 queries, while PVFS has the lowest performance in 9
queries because of its low performance for small user-level block sizes. FNBD surpasses
the local-disk system only in query 2 and is otherwise slightly worse (actually for the not
shown query 11 FNBD is much faster than the local disk because of the larger distributed
buffer cache on FNBD’s servers. Query 11 has been omitted from the figure because the
query did not complete in our TP-Lite setup). Even though the model predicted higher
performance for FNBD than the local disk and even though the microbenchmarks seem
to support this prediction, FNBD is slightly slower in almost all queries. While TP-Lite
surpasses the other systems by a factor of two for most queries, it is slightly worse than
FNBD in queries 2, 9 and 10.
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Figure 8.22: Execution times for disk-limited TPC-D benchmark number four
on all examined systems.
Taufer et al describe in [TSW02] that the performance of TPC-D query number four
is disk bound. Since this study is examining systems for large contiguous read operations I show the results of the different systems for this specific query in Figure 8.22.
In addition to the above systems the figure includes numbers for FNBD on raw devices.
This means that the file system containing the RDBMS’s data files is installed on top of
a software RAID that accesses FNBD’s distributed devices as raw devices. Raw devices
are block devices not using the buffer cache and thus saving a copy operation from the
buffer cache to the user space. Because of the removed copy operation we would expect
higher performance on raw devices, but the buffer cache is also responsible for read-ahead
optimisations. As we see in the figure, the performance is reduced more by the loss of
read-ahead optimisations than it is improved by the economised data copy. The figure
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indicates that FNBD is able to uphold the performance of OLAP on a single local disk,
but PVFS more than doubles the execution time.
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Figure 8.23: Simplistic simulation of future systems: Execution times for TPCD benchmark number four with fast and slow disks.
It is somewhat disappointing that FNBD—despite its three parallel servers and its
slightly higher raw-read throughput—does not result in a higher performance for OLAP.
In our current experimental environment the disks’ raw throughput is roughly one third
of the network’s raw throughput. The disks were high-performance disks at the time
of their purchase as can be seen in Figure 2.5. As observed in Subsection 2.1 this gap
will widen drastically with wide availability of 10 Gigabit Ethernet. To get a rough idea
about the performance of systems with average disks as well as future systems with highperformance networks I also measure the execution time of TPC-D query number four
with slower hard disks in Figure 8.23 (ignoring the development of other subsystems like
e.g. the memory bandwidth). Basically this experiment simulates an environment where
the network is much faster than the disk. For the experiment with the slow disks the
SCSI interface of FNBD’s servers was limited to 10 MByte/s resulting in a real raw disk
throughput of roughly 9 MByte/s. The figure shows that the execution time of TPC-D
query four increases much more for a single local disk than it increases for FNBD with
three servers and a slow disk each. The results look promising for a future with even faster
networks and suggest that TPC-D performance could become better relative to a single
local disk for FNBD on a future system.
Table 8.5 lists the results of the OLAP experiments similar to the predictions of the
model in Table 8.4: The first column lists the measured raw-read performance of the underlying communication system (TCP for TP-Lite) or file system (for the other systems).
The accuracy for the local disk, TCP (for TP-Lite) and FNBD ranges from 1–14%, but the
prediction for PVFS is off by nearly an order of magnitude. I attribute this to the higher
overhead of a full-featured distributed file system which can not be modelled accurately
by a data-stream–oriented model. The second column of Table 8.5 lists the execution
time for the disk-bound TPC-D query four. These numbers are all in the predicted range
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System
name
Local disk
TP-Lite
PVFS
FNBD

Underlying subsystem raw read
[MByte/s]
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TPC-D Query
number 4
runtime [s]

OLAP throughput (est.)
[MByte/s]

446
162
938
469

26.0
71.5
12.3
24.7

32.7
109
9.8
40.6

Table 8.5: Measured performance of different systems.
of the model, which is not surprising since the model predicts a wide range between a
good case and a bad case. Nevertheless, a trend predicted by the model is verified by
the experiments: TP-Lite is much better than the other systems, with the local disk and
FNBD at similar performances. Again, the prediction of PVFS is completely off bounds.
The last column of the table contains estimations of the data throughput for the OLAP
experiments, based on the amount of data read and the time spent. The values are the
number of MBytes read per second in uncompressed form by the servers. TP-Lite clearly
leads because of its preselection of data on the RDBMS’ servers. FNBD and the local
disk have about the same throughput because both systems have one important data copy
left on their clients to cross the protection domain border between kernel and user space.
The other copy between the RDBMs and the 4GL interpreter is less important because
the RDBMS’ filters the data quite heavily and forwards only a few hundred bytes. It is
especially interesting to note that the performance of the TPC-D queries is not higher on
FNBD than on a local disk—despite the higher raw read performance of FNBD. The reasons for this paradox are not certain, I suspect a slightly higher latency for FNBD because
of the network and the more involved layers on client and servers. Another paradox is that
the estimated OLAP throughput on PVFS is higher than the raw read throughput of the
underlying file system, which looks impossible at first sight. The reason for this apparent
contradiction is that PVFS is the only system that used six servers instead of three and
thus had much more aggregate buffer cache available on the servers.

8.5

Summary and Conclusions

At the beginning of this chapter I presented the architecture of distributed devices. Distributed devices simply map a remote (block) device to the local machine. By aggregating
multiple remote devices a system easily gets a simple form of parallelism by striping data
over the remote devices. Examples of systems with distributed devices are: (a) Petal,
which uses a user-space server, (b) Network Block Device (NBD) with user-space daemons for clients as well as servers, (c) Myrinet Distributed Device System (MDDS) which
is highly optimised for Myrinet with no user-space parts on client and servers and (d) Fast
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Network Block Device (FNBD) optimised for our Gigabit-Ethernet hardware, also with
no user-space parts.
Then I presented distributed file systems that offer full file-system functionality with
distributed servers. A distributed file system offers features such as buffer cache consistency and concurrent file access from multiple clients. As it does not necessarily build on
top of distributed devices, a distribute file system can be implemented on different layers
within a system. Examples are: (a) Lustre, which uses object storage targets (OST) as
storage servers that access object-based disks (OBD) and is aimed at very large clusters,
(b) Frangipani that builds on top of Petal, (c) PVFS, that implements file system functionality in a library that is linked to the main application and intercepts file system calls, and
(d) our own prototype GigaFS.
Subsequently I describe the workload to compare distributed storage on our multi-use
cluster of commodity PCs. The workload should do I/O limiting, large, read-only and
stream-based data accesses. These types of workloads are more interesting to examine
in a high-performance environment as they are not bound by the latency of the hard-disk
drives and they can therefore be modelled with our stream-based model. With these requirements I found On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) as a suitable candidate. While
simply installing more disks in the nodes of multi-use clusters of commodity PCs could
certainly increase the performance of OLAP applications, I do not consider this a viable
alternative because it has several drawbacks. I discuss the possibilities of replicating and
partitioning the data for distribution and find the partitioning approach more interesting. I
discuss the different layers of a computer system where the data gathering could be implemented. On the application layer I consider TP-Lite, a piece of middleware that supports
a database in the distribution of queries to RDBMS instances running on remote nodes.
As a next step I analytically modelled the performance of OLAP on a local installation,
with TP-Lite, PVFS and FNBD. Because OLAP queries are difficult to model I assumed a
good and a bad case as representatives for stream-oriented data-gathering applications and
integrated them into the model. An analysis of some TPC-D queries shows that while the
queries read a lot of data, their resulting data output is very small. The model predicted
the highest performance for TP-Lite because its distributed RDBMS servers efficiently
preselect (or filter) data before sending it to the potentially limiting client. The other
systems all have a similar, albeit lower performance for the bad case because the CPU
of the client is the main bottleneck when handling the large amounts of data, but for the
good case PVFS is predicted to have clearly superiour performance to FNBD, which is
only slightly better than the local disk. However, the model can not capture the complex
interactions between the different subsystems on the client and the servers, so I expect it
to be less accurate than for the simpler experiments from earlier sections.
Before presenting the experimental performance measurements I briefly described the
Transaction Processing Performance Council’s TPC benchmarks and explained why I use
the TPC-D benchmark as workload for the OLAP experiments.
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At the beginning of the measurement section I present the results of microbenchmarks
on the selected systems. The results indicate that FNBD reads data at about 40 MByte/s
independent of the user-level block size due to the buffer cache’s read ahead, which is
slightly better than a single local disk. PVFS is optimised for large data reads and offers
only a disappointing 10 MByte/s for small reads.
As application benchmarks I present the results of OLAP queries with an ORACLE
RDBMS. Test runs with 10 out of 17 queries from the TPC-D decision-support benchmark suite show that TP-Lite is best in most cases, while the local disk is on the second
place for most of the benchmarks. In general FNBD is only slightly slower than a local
disk, while PVFS has clearly worse performance. When analysing the disk-bound query
number four I found that raw devices for FNBD (and thus no data copies in the buffer
cache) do not speed up the benchmarks because of the missing read-ahead optimisation.
As a last experiment I run query number four with artificially decelerated SCSI disks to
simplistically simulate an environment where the network is much faster than the disk.
The results indicate that the approach with the distributed devices looks promising on
such a future system. Regarding the predictions of the analytic model, the measured performance for the local disk, for TP-Lite and FNBD match the predictions approximately
within an error of up to 15% (which is acceptable for a data-stream oriented model applied to such rather complex systems). Only the prediction for PVFS is completely off in
terms of accuracy.
While TP-Lite is the best solution, we showed that distributed devices are a viable
large-data–set alternative to local disks for data-intensive applications which cannot easily
be changed or parallelised. Distributed devices are not able to speed up OLAP queries
on our system, but could roughly match the performance of an installation with a local
disk. In the future with relatively fast networks and slow disks distributed devices might
actually even speed up the tasks.
As a conclusion from this chapter I list some recommendations for the design of systems that handle the gathering of distributed data from remote disks:
• Handling the distribution of data in the application itself or in a piece of middleware
(like TP-Lite) is best if it helps to preselect (or filter) data on the servers before
sending it to the client, thereby reducing the load on the client.
• Individually using the local disks of many client nodes is best for applications that
can easily work with multiple instances of replicated data.
• Full-featured distributed file systems are best for applications where many clients
need to access a large shared data set or for very large clusters.
• Distributed devices suit smaller systems where the application cannot be changed,
but still uses the additional excess storage capacities of multi-use clusters for larger
data sets.
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While our own system FNBD was able to overcome the raw data throughput of a
local disk, it could not speed up the performance of an OLAP benchmark on a local
disk. Experiments with a higher gap between the throughput of the network and the
disk—as expected for future systems—indicate that the distributed devices might become
more attractive in the future. Distributed devices thus proved to be a viable, transparent
approach to parallelise applications with high data-gathering demands without changing
them.

9
Conclusions
Work for something because it is good,
not just because it stands a chance to succeed.
Václav Havel

In this chapter I summarise my contributions to the state of the art in distributed storage systems, indicate the areas in which my work could be extended in the future and
conclude this thesis with some remarks about what we learned from our modelling efforts, from our implementations and the experimental evaluation of our systems.

9.1

Summary and Contributions

The success of commodity PCs led to highly powerful systems outperforming traditional
systems with a very attractive price/performance ratio. In many places there is a huge
amount of computational power and storage capacity installed, but still many of these
resources are much underutilised. The utilisation of the resources can be improved by
adopting a view of multi-use clusters and desktop grids. The increasingly flexible use
of the resources in these systems requires new techniques in OSs. A more flexible and
scalable distributed OS must support and simplify the management of these distributed resources and enable their use for high-performance computing applications at a reasonable
efficiency.
My view of Multi-use clusters of commodity PCs comprises not only traditional PC
clusters, but also administrative employees’ desktop machines, engineers’ workstations
and PCs from student laboratories. The combination of all these machines allows to
increase a company’s or organisation’s installed power for computation, data processing
and storage. Traditional computational clusters are quite static in their use, as they run
with a separate OS image on each machine that is integrated only by a batch job queuing
system. Similarly, accumulations of PCs in laboratories or classrooms are used only
interactively and are idle or switched off during non busy hours. The new view of multi153
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use clusters in commodity computing and the resulting OS extensions provide for a quick
and flexible change in the machine environment to accommodate the needs of different
users. The multi-use cluster installation may be used for various purposes, e.g. as office
machines during the day and as computational and storage nodes during the night and
weekends. The machines in a university’s lab can avoid specialisation and be used for
all the different classes, even if they require a variety of different OSs, configurations or
security settings.
Although the disks in the multi-use clusters’ nodes must store multiple copies of OS
installations, there is a vast amount of extra storage available for use by the users’ applications if it can be managed properly—this is because the storage capacity of commodity
disk drives currently grows at a much faster pace than the storage requirements of the
system software that is replicated to each system. This technological trend leads to the
need of a more flexible, fully distributed management of these resources. In the current client/server world storage is provided with a very-high–performance I/O system in
servers. Besides some additional flexibility of management in distributed storage, the
peak high-performance and the transparency of central systems must still be attained to
bring system architects away from the traditional route of simply buying more RAID
disks for their servers—and wasting available resources and unnecessary money in the
client machines. Our approach with distributed file systems and distributed devices maintains transparency and focuses on high performance.
The very flexible use of computers as multi-use clusters leads to some interesting
problems and questions in modern operating systems research: In a scientific approach
to solve those problems we need a powerful analytic model to predict data streams that
flow in the different parts of a system and between the nodes of a multi-use cluster of
commodity PCs. A model can give the answers to the question on how we can implement
an efficient replication that allows to quickly reinstall systems on many nodes of a cluster.
Managing multiple OS installations in a multi-use cluster leads to the need for an efficient
method to centrally store all the different versions of system installations, which consist
of largely replicated and identical data. The storage need of the user applications finally
leads to the question of how to access the excess amounts of local storage that are installed
on the different nodes of the cluster. All these interesting systems research problems are
adjacent to, but not directly addressed by research and product development in the closely
related fields of SAN (storage area networks) and NASD (network attached storage devices), RAID (redundant arrays of inexpensive disks) for high-performance I/O, killer
workstations used in OLAP (on-line analytic processing) or Internet and storage grids.
To motivate my detailed technical contributions, I described the four PC clusters that
were architected by our group at the department of computer science at ETH Zürich and
lead to my studies of this topic in this experimental thesis. I used most of these clusters
for some of my experiments and my work was instrumental to build and evaluate these
prototype production machines. The use of several generations of computing hardware
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allowed to follow the progress of technology, but implicated working in the real world,
where subsystems had hardware glitches, dissatisfying performance or parts that did simply not comply with their specifications. For some of the system software developed in
these projects, it was hard or even impossible to keep up with the different revisions of
hardware and OS kernels that we used during all those years.
Starting from the four conceptional aspects of multi-use clusters given above and the
vast experience in building real systems during my six years of research, I developed
my four scientific contributions in the thesis that I briefly summarise in the following
paragraphs.
9.1.1

Modelling Data Streams in Clusters

In Chapter 5 I present a powerful analytical model that is based on reliable and flowcontrolled data streams. My work extends existing simple models for clusters. A first
basic model includes network topology, the overall switching capabilities of the participating nodes as well as the network parameters like link bandwidths. It distinguishes
between physical networks installed and the logical networks used for distributing data.
An extended model attempts to explain and describe the internals of the active nodes that
participate in handling the data streams in a system. The extended model’s focus is on
the utilisation and the limitations of the CPUs, the buses, memory systems and storage
devices used by the data stream in an active node. The limiting resources in a typical node
of a multi-use cluster of commodity PCs depends strongly on the configuration and the
layout. In some cases it is the I/O bus, the memory subsystem, the CPUs or even some
hard-disk drive. The model allows to integrate features like data compression or multicasting capabilities by modelling an additional module as a throughput-limited subsystem
through which the data stream has to flow.
My extended model goes more into the details of the hardware than many other higherlevel models. After working intensively with the model it can be said that it is certainly not
too complex. The input parameters that the model requires are the data-stream throughputs of the nodes’ subsystems. These values can be determined experimentally by microbenchmarks (the most convincing method for existing nodes), found in technical data
sheets (which are not always as trustworthy as they should be) or estimated based on
technological roadmaps (for future systems that do not yet exist).
The model helps to understand the performance of current systems and guides implementations towards optimal configurations. It is also useful to predict the performance of
future systems.
9.1.2

Data Casting

As an immediate application of my modelling effort I analyse and optimise efficient data
casting in multi-use clusters as described in Chapter 6. This is a key technique to manage
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and replicate widely distributed OS installations to many nodes of a multi-use cluster of
commodity PCs. Such a replication must be quick to reduce the downtime of cluster
nodes due to maintenance and re-dedication of the resources.
In the search of the most robust and most efficient solution I examined four different
implementations in more detail: (a) A reliable multicast implementation on top of IP
multicast, that would use the network optimally in theory. Since reliable multicast is a
nontrivial operation, there are still practical problems and the replication works only with
fixed bit rates determined in advance. (b) A very simple alternative implementation is with
an NFS server from which clients read large image files as this can be done with existing
UNIX OS capabilities that are installed everywhere. This solution leads to no scalability
because all connections went through a bottleneck in the server’s network link, which
makes the system highly dependant on the number of clients and destroys scalability.
(c) The theory of optimal broadcasting solutions suggests a tree with limited fan-out,
that did really scale better, but did not make full use of the network links. (d) The best
solution suggested by our model and proven in practice with our cloning tool Dolly uses
a linear multi-drop chain in most physical network configurations to replicate the data.
The solution performs best since it puts a minimal load on the nodes and uses every link
once and only once in every direction. Looking at the topology alone, a multi-drop chain
as data-distribution topology seems counter intuitive, but delivers superior performance
than other multicast protocols and tools, and most physical network graphs offer a simple
way to find an Euler tour. The multi-drop chain even achieves perfect scalability for large
amounts of data.
Verifying the predictions of the analytic model with the results from the data casting
experiments, I found that the model is certainly not perfect, but correctly predicts the performance of the three important alternatives as described above: Lower fan-out degrees
perform better because of lower link and node usage, compressing data is mostly counterproductive (except for highly reduced networks) and the uncompressed multi-drop chain
topology offers highest throughput for the data-cast operation.
My data-casting tool Dolly—resulting from this analysis and technical contribution—
allows to quickly replicate OS installations to many nodes in a cluster and is in practical use for years. With Dolly, we used to clone a 2 GByte Windows NT installation to
24 workstations in less than 5 minutes. On Xibalba, our current departmental cluster, we
clone 20 GByte of data per node in about 16 minutes to 127 target nodes. The tool was
released to the community under the rules of an open-source distribution, became quickly
popular and a basis for a variety of follow-on projects elsewhere.
9.1.3

Efficient Data Storage for Evolutionary Partition Images

Because of the many different user requirements in a multi-use cluster of commodity
PCs, that might even apply to the same nodes, software maintenance is becoming more
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complex in this class of machines. OS-independent cluster maintenance requires a clean
abstraction of OS installations and a tool able to store all the abstract states of the node’s
OS images on the corresponding disk partitions. To maintain independence from the
different file systems used in current OSs and from the all different meta information on
files, my proposed scheme and implemented archival system builds on the storage and
distribution of whole partition images.
There are two reasons for a dedicated solution to replicated storage of partitions in a
system-software archive. One reason is the temporal evolution of system software due
to upgrades or installations of new software packages. The other reason is the need for
individual customisations for heterogeneous hardware, network or licence configurations
of different nodes in a multi-use cluster. These evolving and customised partition images
are similar to each other and contain much redundant data: The images have vertical way
along the axis of time or version history and in a horizontal way along the spacial axis of
a software distribution to all the different machines in a multi-use cluster.
I proposed, implemented and evaluated three different archival techniques for evolutionary partition images. The most simple approach stores full partition images including
all redundant data. A second approach creates “diffs” by comparing blocks linearly within
partition images. My new and most advanced approach with “block repositories” compares all blocks against each other by using hash values, thus eliminating all redundant
blocks.
I compare the three approaches by conducting experiments with different productive
OS installations in multiple versions. The block repositories clearly require the least
amount of storage space, but are worse than full images for block-compress algorithms.
The increase in a block repository’s size is similar for the installation of the same software
package on two different OSs with completely different file systems, which demonstrates
block repositories’ independence of the OSs and the file systems. Other partition archival
tools are either independent of the OS and file system, or they store the partition data
efficiently, but not both.
Tests with fully customised productive Windows NT images showed that 75 installations in different versions and for different machines with a size of 2 GByte each will fit
easily into a block repository of only 4 GByte.
9.1.4

Distributed File Systems vs. Distributed Devices

The aspect of using surplus storage in user applications lead to research for the best form
of distributed storage in multi-use clusters. In particular the two alternatives distributed
devices (with one file system) and distributed files (with one file system per device) were
considered. By distributed devices I mean a device mapped from a remote machine over
the network to a local machine, which appears there as if it was a regular local device.
Parallelism is then obtained by striping data across multiple distributed devices, mapped
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to different remote nodes. With such a setup, a node can gather data from the excess
storage capacities of other nodes.
In Chapter 8 I then present and compare four distributed-device systems: (a) Petal,
which offers distributed virtual disks that collect multiple distributed devices into a single
virtual disk, (b) the Network Block Device (NBD) which is mostly user-space based,
(c) our prototype of a Myrinet Distributed-Device System (MDDS) which is especially
written for the Myrinet network and (d) our own implementation FNBD that uses special
features to implement channel separation on our Gigabit Ethernet hardware.
For a comparison of technologies I looked at some distributed file systems, which in
general offer more features than distributed devices, like e.g. cache consistency or the
locking of files. Often these more features come at a cost of lower performance and
efficiency, i.e. only a fraction of the installed disk bandwidth is passed to the application.
The discussed systems are: (a) Lustre, which is targeted at very large cluster installations,
(b) Frangipani that builds on top of Petal’s distributed virtual disks, (c) PVFS which is
implemented as a library linked to applications and intercepting their system calls and
(d) our own prototype GigaFS with its kernel-level implementation of a file system that
connects to user-space daemons on the servers.
As a workload for our data-gathering setup on multi-use clusters of commodity PCs
we use database workloads with on-line analytical processing queries as an application.
Queries of OLAP are ideally suited for testing distributed storage, because many of them
are I/O limited and perform large read-only stream-based data accesses. Some interesting tradeoffs remain regarding the layer where the handling of distributed data should be
implemented. The layers that I investigate in more detail are (from the bottom up) distributed devices and distributed file systems as described above, as well as an approach
with middleware (TP-Lite) that parallelises queries by distributing them to multiple remote RDBMS servers. The use of distributed file systems and distributed devices is a
new and fully transparent approach to bring DBMSs to commodity clusters.
The microbenchmark measurements reveal that FNBD reads data from three remote
disks about 24% faster than from a local disk. As PVFS is optimised for for very-large
reads, it reads data only with a throughput at about one third of the throughput of a local disk for 4 KByte user-level block sizes. The analytic model predicts a much higher
throughput for PVFS than for FNBD, mostly because of the slow Gigabit Ethernet cards
that we use for FNBD. The model can not capture the increased complexity of a fullfeatured distributed file system accurately.
I measured application performance with the TPC-D benchmark on an ORACLE
RDBMS. Their results show that the approach with the TP-Lite middleware is the best
for most of the performed queries. The local disk is the second fastest approach, closely
followed by FNBD. The OLAP on PVFS was clearly worse than the other approaches.
While the model correctly predicts the highest performance for TP-Lite, and similar performances for the local disk and FNBD, the prediction for PVFS was much too optimistic.
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While the handling of distributed data in a middleware layer—which knows about the
contents of the data requests and the transported data—seems to be the best approach
conceptually, distributed devices are a viable alternative for accessing local disks as distributed storage transparently and without modification/parallelisation of the application.
Distributed devices allow to extend storage space by the use of the excess storage on
the disks of a small number of remote nodes in a multi-use cluster of commodity PCs.
Full-featured distributed file systems are less suited for OLAP workloads.

9.2

Future Work

As a first line of future work, the detailed analytic model of data streams in clusters could
be extended to better handle data streams with increased complexities. Such streaming
configurations might become more common in future enhanced systems, because such
complex data streams have dependences between each other. In particular the model could
be tested with video streams in a video-on–demand distribution system. Such systems
have interesting bandwidth/processing tradeoffs due to a variety of video compression
schemes.
A refined model should deal with the more realistic view of the memory hierarchy
in the processing elements. Not all the copies or transfers have the same cost. Some
dependences between related copies of the same stream come from the CPU’s cache when
a stream is handled or copied twice in short sequence. An example of such a situation is
when the stream is read by the CPU, possibly processed, then stored to a buffer and
immediately afterwards copied to another buffer, e.g. a system buffer. This last copy might
read data from the CPU’s cache (depending on the scheduling) and is thus faster than a
regular memory copy. These kinds of interdependencies are not yet handled by the model.
Since the memory speed is not improving as fast as CPUs, memory hierarchies are likely
to become more important in future systems and the effects of such interdependencies
might become more relevant for my analytic model of data streams in clusters.
The Dolly tool used for partition replication proved to be a helpful tool for system administration, but it is only a prototype at this time. My data-casting technique should be
extended in two ways: First, the data casting could be extended to automatically discover
physical topologies and map a suitable logical topology on top of the physical network.
For most current cluster installations the topology is rather trivial, but for future large
multi-use clusters with a high number of nodes and many subclusters, ideal topologies
might become more complicated. Secondly, as a more practical point, Dolly should include improved methods for crash recovery. When a node fails, e.g. because of a broken
or defective hard-disk drive, Dolly should continue to clone the other nodes in the ring
and alert the system administrator about the failed replication. Such an extension must
also handle defective blocks in the middle of a disk partition, when a partition can only
be partially written.
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As our multi-drop chain was a highly successful topology for high-performance data
casting, it would be a worthwhile challenge to integrate it into other data-casting applications from other application domains. It would be interesting to see if it is able to speed
up high-performance–computing applications when integrated into MPI middleware. Of
course, the multi-drop chain has an increased latency compared to other topologies, which
starts to become important for shorter data casts. Still it might improve the performance
of large broadcast operations or the distribution of large input data sets to all nodes in a
parallel computation.
To make the block repositories a more efficient storage technique, it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of using a larger block size for the block repository to
achieve a good tradeoff between access time to individual blocks and compression ratio.
Compacting some blocks into a larger “compression unit” might reduce the size of the
block repository even more, but requires to keep hash values of the contained blocks for
easier comparison of blocks in the repository with blocks of new partition images. Access
to individual blocks would require to uncompress (partially or as a whole) compression
units, thus trading space against time. To find the ideal tradeoff is a topic for further
research.
My extensive studies on distributed storage architectures like distributed file systems
and distributed devices lead me to propose the following essential requirements for future systems, which imply the future work on this part of my thesis. The evolution of
system-software support will be driven by technology trends in infrastructure built from
commodity components. Faster network interconnects as well as faster CPUs will be
available due to future technologies visible on todays roadmaps already. Yet for all good
solutions the nodes require a fast memory subsystem and fast CPUs to handle all the incoming and outgoing data streams that make up a distributed storage solution, especially
where multiple data streams get together (e.g. in traditional file servers, or even for our
data-gathering scenario for peak performance in distributed storage the clients are still the
bottlenecks because they read from multiple servers concurrently). Parallelising clients
and applications is the obvious solution in theory, but changing complex application codes
will always remain a hard thing in practice. For the practical use there will always be a
demand for a high-performance devices based on distributed disks, that does distribution
transparently in system software.
Since networks are likely to improve quicker than memory subsystems, alternative
techniques must be found to speed up the client side in distributed storage architectures.
Ideal candidates for better implementation techniques are true zero-copy architectures
where data copies are completely eliminated. Eliminating data copies could also be accomplished by RDMA protocols that help to store incoming data streams directly to their
final memory locations, thereby enabling true zero-copy architectures. Such protocols are
not yet widely implemented in commodity OSs and not yet ideally supported by commodity hardware.
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Designers of storage systems and storage architectures should keep in mind to consider support for data streams, even if the user-level block sizes for large data accesses are
known to be small. The systems must be prepared to handle data streams efficiently, despite the short term user demands for e.g. low latency, ease of management or security. On
a longer timescale and in the more distant future, this leads directly to the re-emergence
of stream-based computer architectures, that have additional hardware capabilities for
streams of I/O to, from and through the memory system in addition to a conventional
memory hierarchy.
The current research prototypes for data replication from Chapter 6 and block repositories from Chapter 7 should be combined to form a comprehensive environment for
backup, storage and replication of hard-disk partitions in a multi-use cluster. Alternatively an existing fully functional OS management tool like e.g. Norton Ghost could be
brought up to speed and resource efficiency using the the techniques described in this
thesis.
A combination of all technologies in a single tool would read archived blocks from a
block repository and directly send them to all the clients. While such a scenario sounds
like a simple combination of the two techniques, there are certainly interesting open
questions that should be investigated in more detail: Since hard disks are slow for nonconsecutive reads and writes, and the order of the blocks in the block repository and on
the clients’ partitions is different, it would be interesting to see if there are ways to still
achieve a high throughput for data distribution directly out of a block repository.
Further, the environment should also include tools for automatic booting, replication
and configuration of nodes. A prototype for such an environment exists. From a scientific
point of view, such an enhanced environment might seem less interesting, but it poses
some hard engineering problems to achieve high reliability even in presence of broken
devices or nodes that are used outside their agreed usage mode. Those hairy little details
of systems engineering have been neglected by researchers and architects that are capable
of finding simple and conceptionally clean solution. There are still many technical details with the nodes’ BIOS, network booting systems and OSs that make highly reliable
multi-use cluster environments a challenge to implement in practice. The current ad-hoc
methods crippled by tradition and backwards compatibility rules in the marketplace and
the deficiencies and ramification of those allegedly trivial details still manage to bring
down and prevent the success of many systems building projects that are otherwise based
on innovation and excellent ideas.

9.3

Concluding Remarks

It could appear to the reader of this thesis that the performance of systems to distribute
and gather data could be improved by employing more and better talented hackers, that
simply optimise different parts of the system. However, good implementation skills alone
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are not sufficient for a high-performance system. Our scientific approach with the analytic
model for data streams in clusters allowed us to follow counter-intuitive routes for the development of highly optimised architectures. For example, our idea of using a multi-drop
chain topology for data replication in clusters was often criticised as being inferior to the
theoretically more obvious tree or multicast topologies. With the model and the implementations in our hands we can easily prove in a scientific way that the multi-drop chain
is the best possible technique for data replication in systems of our consideration. On the
way to the best solution the model allowed us to better understand the performance bottlenecks of our data-casting tools, distributed-device systems and distributed file systems,
guiding future implementations towards optimal performance.
The newly introduced view of clusters of commodity PCs and desktop grids as one
uniform multi-purpose, multi-use processing infrastructure leads to a highly flexible use
of existing rack-mounted clusters and desktop machines in organisations like our university workplace of research and education or companies in the service and manufacturing
industries. The added flexibility is mainly enabled by the concept of multi boot and in
conjunction with the high-performance data-replication tool Dolly, which is freely available as open-source software. Dolly’s success comes from its high-speed data replication
technique and its independence of the underlying OSs and file systems—advantages that
were not available in other tools at the time of its introduction. Dolly is used for many
different OS installations in clusters of widely different sizes. In fact, Dolly was used to
maintain multiple Linux, Windows NT and Oberon installations in our 24-node Patagonia classroom cluster, as well as to maintain Linux and Windows 2000 installations in our
rack-mounted 128-node departmental Xibalba cluster.
Distributed storage systems is an increasingly important and fairly broad area of research. It is therefore important to clearly distinguish between the different topics of interest. One subarea is parallel I/O for high-performance systems with applications running
on many nodes accessing the same file in parallel. For such applications a high aggregate
performance for specific access patterns is of great importance. For other applications,
a high-performance file access on a single node is required. Such a scenario is ideally
suited for the traditional applications developed for SMP workstations with highly parallel RAIDs. Other applications include the distributed storage of data for high-performance
webservers, where load balancing and quick response times must be obtained. In our system maintenance environment for multi-use clusters, high aggregate write performance of
identical data to many nodes is the key to high performance—similarly when we distribute
database images for OLAP in a cluster. It is important to clearly separate these different
usage modes since they have widely different requirements and a well engineered system
must focus on the optimal solution for one of the problems. As of the beginning of my
thesis research it was not clear that there are so many approaches to distributed storage and
that there is hardly one simple measure of performance (like we see e.g. in scientific computing with the all encompassing TOP500 list based on Linpack performance). Therefore
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it is probably a significant contribution to describe and list the different scenarios of usage
for distributed devices and distributed file systems.
My view of multi-use clusters can be classified as a step by step evolution of traditional clusters of commodity PCs towards desktop grids and finally towards a global
computational and storage grid, where compute power and storage space is provided,
used and traded like a commodity. The enabling technologies for such a flexible use of
IT resources within a company or department must be seen in OS extensions that lead to
a better management of processors, memory and disks on a larger scale. For their broad
acceptance it is vital that their usage modes and performance metrics are well established,
communicated and accepted within a department or community before their introduction.
While they demand some accommodation from its users, they also offer great flexibility
and an advancement in the use of available IT resources. Their adoption in practice also
greatly depends on capable system administrators that have a clear vision of the system
and keep the clusters up and running—despite the added complexity through the use of
potentially many different OSs each with its own set of system software, tools and packages.
Many key technologies for multi-use clusters of commodity PCs are already in place
and used by early adopters. With little more experience and acknowledgment of their
benefits, my vision of multi-use, multi-purpose IT infrastructures could become broadly
accepted and implemented in research and educational organisations as well as in the
industries for daily production and services.
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